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Preface
The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) hereby issues this comprehensive
report, “Recommended Principles and Practices to Guide Academy-Industry Relationships,” for
public comment. Responses may be directed to Greg Scholtz, director of the AAUP’s
Department of Academic Freedom, Tenure, and Governance (gscholtz@aaup.org). After a
review of the comments received, the report will be revised as appropriate and published in a
paperbound edition.
Work on this project has been funded by a bequest from the estate of Victor J. Stone, a
professor in the College of Law at the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign who served as
AAUP general counsel and from 1982 until 1984 as AAUP president, and by grants from the
Open Society Foundations, the AAUP’s Academic Freedom Fund, and the Canadian Association
of University Teachers (CAUT). Publication of the report is being supported by grants from a
number of AAUP chapters and state conferences, a complete list of which will be published with
the book.
This is one of the longest reports the AAUP has ever produced. It deals with issues that
make the news weekly and that critically impact higher education in the United States and across
the world. The days when industry-funded research was concentrated in a limited number of
universities have passed. Every type and size of institution now faces both the opportunities and
the responsibilities associated with businesses-sponsored research relationships.
The report opens with a summary of recommendations for principles that colleges and
universities should adopt, as appropriate, in their governing and advisory documents and in their
contracts with outside funders. The main body of the report follows, beginning with an overview
of the history and current state of engagement between industry and the academy. The balance of
the report details each of fifty-six recommendations and guidelines, offering not only rationales
for them, but also documentation and qualifications. Those involved in reviewing, adopting, and
implementing the recommendations should benefit from this more detailed information
contained in the main report. Appendix A summarizes the sources for each of these 56
recommended principles, and notes which are closely drawn from previous recommendations
issued by the AAUP and other professional associations, and which are new or adapted from
other sources.
The report urges giving faculty governing bodies greater authority over the principles and
standards regulating outside funding, and over the disposition of inventions derived from faculty
research, but the report is by no means exclusively an assertion of faculty rights. It specifies—
and emphasizes—the responsibilities that must come with outside funding, including public
disclosure of all financial conflicts of interest. Not all will readily embrace these responsibilities,
but the time has surely come when every institution needs to debate and consider them.
This report began with a 2010 decision by Committee A on Academic Freedom and
Tenure to examine the issue. A small group met early in 2011 to draft a set of sample
recommendations. The resulting discussion helped reveal the scope and challenges of the project.
Jennifer Washburn, an investigative journalist familiar with the relevant literature, was invited to
help prepare a full report in collaboration with the AAUP president. Valuable advice came from
Ernst Benjamin, former AAUP General Secretary, and from AAUP’s Department of Academic
Freedom, Tenure, and Shared Governance. A draft was then sent for review and comment to
three AAUP standing committees (Academic Freedom and Tenure, College and University
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Governance, and Professional Ethics—chaired, respectively, by David Rabban, Larry Gerber,
and Debra Nails) and to numerous knowledgeable faculty members, administrators, and
professionals. A substantial packet of responses included comments from Marcia Angell
(Medicine, Harvard University), Gerald Barnett (Research Technologies Enterprise Initiative),
Eric Campbell (Medicine, Harvard University), Michael Davis (Philosophy, Illinois Institute of
Technology), John R. Fuisz (The Fuisz-Kundu Group LLP), Larry Gerber (History, Auburn
University), Gregory Girolami (Chemistry, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Stanton
A. Glantz (Medicine, University of California at San Francisco), Claire Katz (Philosophy, Texas
A&M University), Jonathan Knight (former head of the AAUP Department of Academic
Freedom, Tenure, and Shared Governance), Sheldon Krimsky (Urban and Environmental Policy,
Tufts University), Russ Lea (Vice President for Research, University of South Alabama), Risa
Lieberwitz (Labor and Employment Law, Cornell University), Gerald Markowitz (Public Health
and American Social History, John Jay College of Justice), Debra Nails (Philosophy, Michigan
State University), Richard Nelson (International Political Economy, Columbia University),
Christopher Newfield (English, UC-Santa Barbara), David Rosner (History and Public Health,
Columbia University), Donald Stein (Medicine, Emory University), and Stephen Wing
(Epidemiology, North Carolina State University). Washburn and Nelson incorporated the
responses as appropriate into a revised draft for the standing committees to review. The
consultant readers are not, of course, responsible for the final recommendations, and providing
their names here does not imply their endorsement of all of them, but thanks go to them for their
serious, detailed, and immensely helpful engagement with the text.
Jim Turk, the Executive Director of the Canadian Association of University Teachers,
participates in meetings of the AAUP’s Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure. CAUT
is issuing a much condensed (and adapted) version of our recommendations at about the same
time as we place our full report online for comment. Faculty in other countries may find them
useful as well.
Finally, with a project of this scope, we welcome the opportunity to recognize the critical
help we have had from the AAUP’s national staff. Greg Scholtz helped us manage the approval
process and our requests from the Academic Freedom Fund. Bob Kreiser’s wide knowledge of
AAUP history gave us timely access to key documents. Mike Ferguson found copy editors and
managed their work, while also providing cost estimates for the project. Ezra Deutsch-Feldman
shepherded us through the complexities of handling such a long document. And we could never
have managed this massive enterprise without Martin Snyder’s flawless political and practical
wisdom at every stage of the process.
Cary Nelson
AAUP President, 2006-2012
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SUMMARY
OF
RECOMMENDATIONS
AAUP Principles & Practices to Guide Academic-Industry Relationships

The AAUP has drafted these principles and standards to encourage universities and faculties to
adopt stronger, more comprehensive standards to guide sponsored research on campus and to
more effectively manage individual and institutional financial conflicts of interest. In issuing
these recommendations, the AAUP seeks to ensure the standards and practices are more
consistently applied across the university as a whole. In total, the report contains 56
recommended principles. A majority (35) of these 56 Principles are closely drawn from previous
statements issued by the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) and/or by other
prominent academic societies and associations; the remainder are adapted from other sources, or
are new recommendations. Appendix A identifies which recommendations fall into each
category, along with sources.
The AAUP seeks to promote deeper awareness of how these commercial relationships—
though often highly beneficial—may have far-reaching impacts on the university, its mission, its
constituents (students, colleagues, patients, the public), and on the academic profession (in areas
ranging from research integrity and research reliability to knowledge sharing, public health, and
public trust). Although the report focuses primarily on academic-industry relationships, it
addresses government- and nonprofit-sponsored research when related and appropriate. We
recognize, for example, that some nonprofits receive substantial industry funding and can mask
industry’s role in selecting and even managing individual academic projects.
To be effective, academic senates or comparable faculty governing bodies will need to
review and adapt these principles and standards, as appropriate, and will have to recommend
their adoption in faculty handbooks, university policy statements, faculty guidelines, or
collective bargaining contracts. Because students, graduate assistants, postdoctoral fellows, and
academic professionals often work on sponsored research, the report addresses their working
conditions in addition to faculty’s. Faculty governing bodies will benefit from working closely
with knowledgeable administrators, many of whom will be equally interested in adopting clear
campus guidelines.
Contents: The 56 AAUP Principles, summarized below, include: GENERAL PRINCIPLES
(these are principles that may be applied university-wide; they cover core academic norms and
standards, such as authenticity of authorship, publication rights, and academic autonomy; they
also address broad areas of academic-industry engagement, such as student education and
training, financial conflicts of interest, and intellectual property management), and TARGETED
PRINCIPLES (these are principles that address specific types of academic-industry engagement,
including strategic corporate alliances (SCAs), industry-sponsored clinical trials, and academicindustry interactions at academic medical centers). For a more in-depth discussion of each of
these 56 Principles, along with a discussion of related background issues and documentation,
please see the main report.
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Many of the Principles that the AAUP recommends in this report apply to the university
generally, not just to corporate-sponsored research. Thus every faculty handbook should
incorporate Principles 1, 2, 10, and 11-13. Principles 9 and 10, dealing, respectively, with
impartial academic evaluation and with the necessity for fair grievance procedures, should guide
all academic conduct. At many institutions, adoption of Principles 11-13—which should cover
all IP, not just IP generated by industry sponsored research—would represent a significant
change in recent campus culture. As campus administrations become increasingly interested in
claiming the rights to faculty IP, the benefit of installing these principles in faculty handbooks
and collective bargaining contracts is clear. Given that sponsored research and paid consultancies
increasingly occur at all types of academic institutions, reviewing each institution’s existing
conflict of interest (COI) policy statement—or establishing one, if none exists—should be a high
priority. Principles 4, 7, and 22-31 identify concepts we believe every campus COI policy should
include. Principles 3 and 11-21 relate to the management of campus-generated intellectual
property (IP) and should be included in all university contracts for funded research. Principles
37-47 are salient for institutions that already have, or contemplate establishing, large-scale,
multi-year research partnerships known as strategic corporate alliances (SCAs). Similarly,
Principles 32-35 and 49-56 are of primary interest to institutions with faculty members or
academic units engaged in medical research.
In putting forth the 56 Principles that follow, the AAUP encountered inevitable tensions
between the ideal conditions we would like to promote and the realities of contemporary
academic-industry relations. The AAUP sometimes states a principle first in more ideal terms
and then offers qualifications, recognizing the partial compromises that may be necessary. Some
faculty, academic senates, administrators, and universities will inevitably want to strengthen
certain of these Principles, while others may wish to weaken them or make other adaptations.
The AAUP seeks to strike a realistic balance in proposing these 56 Principles to guide academyindustry relationships, one that can stand the test of changing conditions. The primary value of
these principles is to reaffirm the universities’ core academic and public missions, uphold
professional academic and research standards, and influence contract relationships yet to be
written or up for renewal.
Explanatory notes corresponding to the symbols ⓐ-ⓓ appearing in the text below
may be found at the end of this Summary of Recommendations.

PART I—GENERAL PRINCIPLES & STANDARDS TO GUIDE ACADEMYINDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT
PRINCIPLE 1—Faculty Governance: The university must preserve the primacy of shared
academic governance in the planning, development, implementation, monitoring, and post-hoc
assessment of all donor agreements and collaborations, including those with private industry,
government, and nonprofit groups.
PRINCIPLE 2—Academic Freedom, Autonomy, and Control: The university must preserve
its academic autonomy—including the academic freedom rights of faculty, students, postdoctoral
fellows, and academic professionals—in all its relationships with industry and other funding
sources by maintaining majority academic control over joint academy-industry committees and
exclusive academic control over core academic functions (such as faculty research evaluations,
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faculty hiring and promotion decisions, classroom teaching, curriculum development, and course
content).
PRINCIPLE 3—Academic Publication Rights: Academic publication rights must be fully
protected, with only limited delays (a maximum of 30-60 daysⓐ) to remove corporate
proprietary information, confidential information, and/or to file for patents prior to publication.
Sponsor efforts to obstruct, and/or sponsored research agreements that do not permit, the free,
timely, and open dissemination of research data, codes, reagents, methods, and results are
unacceptable. Sponsor attempts to compel a faculty member, student, postdoctoral fellow, or
academic professional to edit, revise, withhold, or delete contents in an academic publication
(including a master’s thesis or PhD dissertation) or presentation (beyond these legally justified
claims to protect explicit trade secrets) must be clearly prohibited in all written sponsored
research contracts and in written university policies. A funder is of course free to make editorial
suggestions, but the researcher must be free at all times to accept or reject them.
PRINCIPLE 4—The Authenticity of Academic Authorship: To protect the authenticity of
academic publishing, universities and their affiliated academic medical centers should prohibit
faculty, students, postdoctoral fellows, medical residents, and other academic professionals from
engaging in practices variously described as industry-led “ghostwriting” or “ghost authorship.”
Ghostwriting occurs when private firms or industry groups publish journal articles supporting
commercial interests without publicly disclosing that the company initiated and often performed
the initial drafting of the articles and recruited and/or paid university professors (sometimes
referred to as “academic opinion leaders”) or others to sign on as nominal “authors.” Although
ghostwriting has been especially widespread in academic medicine, prohibitions on ghostwriting
should be applied university wide and should cover all faculty and researchers because the
practice violates scholarly standards and is unacceptable in any academic setting.
PRINCIPLE 5—Access to Complete Study Data and Independent Academic Analysis:
University codes of conduct should prohibit faculty and others from participating in sponsored
research that restricts investigators’ ability to access the “complete study data”ⓑ related to their
sponsored research and/or that limits investigators’ ability to conduct unfettered, free, and
independent analyses of complete data to verify the accuracy and validity of final reported
results. All universities should also secure these basic academic freedom rights within the legal
terms of all sponsored research contracts.
PRINCIPLE 6—Confidential and Classified Research: Classified research, as well as
confidential corporate, government, or nonprofit research that may not be published, is
inappropriate on a university campus and should not be permitted. Many institutions currently
have written policies that ban “classified” government research on campus; the bans should be
reviewed to ensure that they also clearly cover confidential corporate research. Universities
employ a variety of mechanisms for moving confidential and classified research off campus,
sometimes using governing structures less subject to academic oversight. Sorting through
multiple categories of “national security,” “classified,” and “sensitive but unclassified” (SBU)
information requires special monitoring by faculty governing bodies. These faculty bodies
should presume that research results are always made freely available, absent a compelling case
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to the contrary, to determine which research will be confidential and thus cannot be performed
on campus. As historical precedent suggests, the special circumstances of a formal congressional
declaration of war against specified nation-states may justify exceptions to the policies for the
duration of the conflict.
PRINCIPLE 7—Academic Consulting: To address the potential for conflicts of commitment*
and other financial conflicts of interest, all consulting contracts worth $5,000 or more a year
should be reported to and reviewed and managed by the university’s standing conflict of interest
committee(s), charged with addressing both individual and institutional conflicts of interest (see
Principle 24, below, for more discussion of these committees). Neither faculty nor administrators
should sign a consulting contract that undercuts their professional ability to publicly express their
own independent expert opinions, except when consulting with industry, government, or other
parties on explicitly classified or proprietary matters. All such consulting agreements should be
secured in writing.
A “conflict of commitment” arises whenever a faculty’s or administrator’s outside consulting
and other activities have the potential to interfere with their primary duties, including teaching,
research, time with students, or other service and administrative obligations to the university.
PART II—GENERAL PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE STUDENT EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
PRINCIPLE 8—Recruiting and Advising Graduate Students, Medical Residents, and
Faculty: The admission of graduate students to degree programs and the appointment of medical
residents and faculty should not be based on their potential to work under a particular donor
agreement or a particular collaborative research alliance, whether commercial, governmental, or
nonprofit. A PhD student’s main advisor should not have any significantⓒ financial interests,
including equity, in a company that is funding or stands to profit from the research. Exceptions
should evaluate both conflicts of interest and potential conflicts of commitment, all of which
should be disclosed orally and in writing to all affected parties and periodically reviewed by an
appropriate faculty body.
PRINCIPLE 9—Impartial Academic Evaluation: Students, postdoctoral fellows, academic
professionals, and junior colleagues should always be entitled to impartial and fair evaluations of
their academic performance. Because of the risk of both real and perceived bias, faculty
members with a significantⓒ personal financial interest in the outcome of their students’
research should not have sole responsibility for evaluating student progress toward a degree.
PRINCIPLE 10—Grievance Procedures: Universities should establish effective, wellpublicized grievance procedures for all students, postdoctoral fellows, academic professionals,
and faculty, tenured and untenured, so they may freely and safely report obstacles encountered
while pursuing their educational objectives. Obstacles may include, but are not limited to,
inappropriate commercial or other sponsor influence over the conduct of research and/or research
analysis, unwarranted delays to degree completion, financial conflicts of interest, conflicts of
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commitment, and conflicts over ownership of intellectual property. Faculty with financial
conflicts related to a grievance filing should recuse themselves from its adjudication in formal
proceedings. Informal resolution of grievances, when possible, is often preferable.
PART III—GENERAL PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE MANAGEMENT OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP)
PRINCIPLE 11—Faculty Inventor Rights and IP Management: Faculty members’
fundamental rights to direct and control their own research do not terminate when they make a
new invention or other research discovery; these rights properly extend to decisions involving
invention management, intellectual property (IP), licensing, commercialization, dissemination,
and public use. As such, faculty inventor “assignment” of an invention to a management agent,*
including the university that hosted the underlying research, should be voluntary and negotiated,
rather than mandatory, unless federal statutes or previous sponsored research agreements dictate
otherwise. Faculty inventors and investigators retain a vital interest in the disposition of their
research inventions and discoveries and should, therefore, retain rights to negotiate the terms of
their disposition. The university, or its management agents, should not undertake intellectual
property or legal actions directly or indirectly affecting a faculty member’s research, inventions,
instruction, or public service without the faculty member’s and/or the inventor’s express consent.
*The term “invention management agent” covers all persons tasked with handling university
generated inventions and related intellectual property, including, for example, university
technology transfer offices, affiliated research foundations, contract invention management
agents, and legal consultants.
PRINCIPLE 12—Adjudicating Disputes Involving Faculty Inventor Rights: Just as the right
to control research and instruction is integral to academic freedom, so too are faculty members’
rights to control the disposition of their research inventions. Inventions made in the context of
university work are the results of scholarship. University policies should direct all invention
management agents to represent and protect the expressed interests of faculty inventors, along
with the interests of the institution and the broader public. Where the interests diverge
insurmountably, the faculty senate, or an equivalent governing body, should adjudicate the
dispute with the aim of selecting a course of action to promote the greatest benefit for the
research in question, the broader academic community, and the public good.
PRINCIPLE 13—Shared Governance and the Management of University Inventions:
Faculty have a collective interest in how university inventions derived from academic research
are managed Through shared governance, they also have a responsibility to participate in the
design of university protocols that set the norms, standards, and expectations under which faculty
discoveries and inventions will be distributed, licensed, and commercialized. The faculty senate,
or an equivalent governing body, should play a primary role in defining the policies and publicinterest commitments that will guide university-wide management of inventions and other
knowledge assets stemming from campus-based research. These management protocols should
devote special attention to the academic and public interest obligations covered in the AAUP
Principles recommended here. They should also require the formation of a specially assigned
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faculty committee to regularly review the university’s invention management practices, ensure
compliance with these Principles, represent the interests of faculty investigators and inventors to
the campus as a whole, and make recommendations for reform when necessary.
PRINCIPLE 14—IP Management and Sponsored Research Agreements: In negotiating
outside sponsored research agreements, university administrators should make every effort to
inform potentially affected faculty researchers and to involve them meaningfully in early-stage
negotiations concerning invention management and intellectual property. In the case of largescale corporate sponsored research agreements like SCAs, which can impact large numbers of
faculty, not all of whom may be identifiable in advance, a special faculty governance committee
should be convened to participate in early-stage negotiations, represent collective faculty
interests, and insure compliance with related university protocols. Faculty participation in all
sponsored research agreements should always be voluntary.
PRINCIPLE 15—Humanitarian Licensing, Access to Medicines: In matters of IP and
invention management, the university and its contracted agents should prohibit pursuit of
institutional profits at the expense of the university’s academic, research, and public interest
missions. When lifesaving drugs and other critical public health technologies are developed in
academic laboratories with public funding support, universities have a special obligation to
license such inventions in a manner that will ensure broad public access in the developing as well
as the industrialized world. Exclusive university licenses to companies for promising drugs or
other critical agricultural, health, or environmental safety inventions should include provisions to
enable distribution of drugs and other inventions in developing countries at affordable prices.
PRINCIPLE 16—Securing Broad Research Use and Distribution Rights: All contracts and
agreements relating to university-generated inventions should include an express reservation of
rights—often known as a “research exemption”—to allow for academic, nonprofit, and
government use of academic inventions and associated intellectual property. Research
exemptions should be reserved and well publicized prior to assignment or licensing so faculty
and other academic researchers can share protected inventions and/or research results from
sponsored projects (including related data, reagents, and research tools) with scientists located
throughout the host university or at any other nonprofit or government institution. The freedom
to share and practice academic discoveries, for educational and research purposes, whether
patented or not, is vitally important for the advancement of research and scientific inquiry. It also
enables investigators to replicate and verify published results, a practice essential to the academic
enterprise and to the integrity of science.
PRINCIPLE 17—Exclusive and Nonexclusive Licensing: Universities, their contracted
management agents, and faculty should avoid exclusive licensing of patentable inventions,
unless such licenses are absolutely necessary to foster follow-on use of an invention or to spur
investment in the development of an invention that would otherwise be incapable of realizing its
public benefit. Exclusive or monopolistic control of academic knowledge should be used
sparingly, rather than as a presumptive default. When exclusive licenses are granted, they should
have limited terms (preferably less than eight years), include requirements that the inventions be
developed, and prohibit “assert licensing,” sometimes referred to as “trolling.” Exclusive licenses
made with the intention of permitting broad access through reasonable and nondiscriminatory
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sublicensing, cross-licensing, and dedication of patents to an open standard may be expected to
meet public access expectations. However, the preferred methods for disseminating university
research are nonexclusive licensing and open dissemination, to protect universities’ public
interest mission, open research culture, and commitment to the advancement of research and
inquiry through broad knowledge sharing. To enhance compliance and public accountability,
universities should require all invention management agents to publicly and promptly report any
exclusive licenses issued together with written statements detailing the necessity for the
exclusive license and why a nonexclusive license would not suffice. The faculty senate, or a
comparable governing body, should have the authority to periodically review exclusive licenses
and corresponding statements for consistency with the principle.
PRINCIPLE 18—Upfront Exclusive Licensing Rights for Research Sponsors: Universities
should refrain from signing sponsored research agreements, especially multi-year, large-scale
strategic corporate alliance (SCA) agreements, granting sponsors broad title, or exclusive
commercial rights, to future sponsored research inventions and discoveries unless such
arrangements are narrowly defined and agreed to by all faculty participating in, or foreseeably
affected by, the alliance. If this is infeasible, as in the case of larger SCAs, the faculty senate (or
a comparable governing body) should review and approve the agreement and confirm its
consistency with academic freedom, faculty independence, and the university’s public interest
missions. Special consideration should be given to the impact exclusive licenses could have on
future, as-yet unimagined uses of technologies. When granted, exclusive rights should be defined
as narrowly as possible, restricted to targeted “fields of use” only, and every effort should be
made to safeguard against abuse of the exclusive position.
PRINCIPLE 19—Research Tools and Upstream Platform Research: Universities and their
contracted invention management agents should make available and disseminate research tools
and other upstream platform inventions (in which they have acquired an ownership interest) as
broadly as possible. They should avoid assessing fees, beyond those necessary to cover the costs
of maintaining the tools and disseminating them, and other constraints that could hamper
downstream research and development. Relatedly, no sponsored research agreement should
make contractual obligations that prevent outside investigators from accessing data, tools,
inventions, and reports relating to scholarly review of published research, matters of public
health and safety, environmental safety, and urgent public policy decisions.
PRINCIPLE 20—Diverse Licensing Models for Diverse University Inventions: Universities
and their invention management agents should develop multiple licensing models for diverse
categories of academic inventions, reflecting differing objectives and commitments made by
faculty investigators and inventors, varying practices in the wider community and in different
industries, and models appropriate for the conditions that present at different stages of the
development of those specific technologies. Licensing models commonly used to address
opportunities in biotechnology, for example, should not be established as defaults in institutional
policies or used indiscriminately across other areas of innovation. Faculty investigators/inventors
and their management agents should work cooperatively to identify effective licensing and/or
distribution models for each invention with the goal of enhancing public availability and use.
This may involve more established models (exclusive or nonexclusive licensing), or more
emergent ones (patent pools, open sourcing, and public licensing, offered by institutions like
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Creative Commons for copyright-based work).
PRINCIPLE 21—Rights to “Background Intellectual Property” (BIP): University
administrators and their agents should not act unilaterally when granting sponsors rights to
university managed background intellectual property (BIP) related to a sponsor’s proposed
research area but developed without the sponsor’s funding support. Universities should be
especially mindful of how BIP rights will affect faculty inventors and other investigators who are
not party to the sponsored research agreement. University administrators and managers should
not obligate the BIP work of one set of investigators to another’s sponsored-research project,
unless that BIP is already being made available under nonexclusive licensing terms, or the
affected faculty inventors and investigators have consented. To do otherwise would have a
chilling effect on professorial collegiality and on the willingness of faculty to work with
university licensing agents.

PART IV—GENERAL PRINCIPLES TO GUIDE MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST (COI)
A conflict of interest is broadly defined as a situation in which an individual or a corporate
interest has a tendency to interfere with the proper exercise of judgment on another’s behalf.
Those who prefer to distinguish between individual and institutional COI often define the former
as a set of circumstances creating a risk that a secondary interest, such as financial gain, may
unduly influence professional judgment or actions regarding a primary interest, such as
research conduct, teaching, or patient welfare. Correspondingly, an institutional COI occurs
when the financial interests of an institution or institutional officials, acting within their
authority on behalf of the institution, may affect or appear to affect the research, education,
clinical care, business transactions, or other governing activities of the institution. A growing
body of empirical research has shown that financial conflicts of interest are associated with
decision-making, as well as research, bias. (See the main report for details.) COI may also
introduce unreliability into the research process, undermine public trust, and erode respect for
institutions of higher education. Disclosure of a COI, even full disclosure with informed consent,
fails to resolve or eliminate such biases and other problems.
PRINCIPLE 22—Comprehensive COI Policies: Every university should have a
comprehensive, written COI policy, covering both individual and institutional COI (the terms are
defined under Part IV above and discussed in greater detail in the main report). Universities
should be explicit in their guidelines about how financial COI will be reported, reviewed,
managed, and/or eliminated. The guidelines should also spell out how the university will enforce
its COI policies. University policies should clearly delineate which financial conflicts of interest
must be reported, which are prohibited, and what actions will be taken if faculty members do not
comply with university COI disclosure and management policies. Actions may include: a
faculty-led investigation leading to possible censure, federal-grant agency notification, a
temporary hold on interactions with conflicted sponsors, or a temporary ban on receipt of outside
research funding.
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PRINCIPLE 23—Consistent COI Enforcement Across Campus: University COI policies must
be adopted consistently across the whole institution, including at affiliated medical schools,
hospitals, institutes, centers, etc., and they must apply to faculty, students, administrators, and
academic professionals.
PRINCIPLE 24—Standing COI Committees: Every university should have one or two
standing COI committees to oversee implementation of policies to address individual and
institutional COI. At least one member should be recruited from outside the institution and
approved by the faculty governing body. Members should be free of conflicts of interest related
to their COI oversight functions. After faculty financial COI disclosure statements have been
reviewed by an appropriate campus standing committee, they should be made available to the
public, preferably on an easily accessible online database, as the AAUP recommends under
Principle 27 below.
PRINCIPLE 25—Reporting Individual COI: Faculty members and academic professionals
should be required to report to the standing campus COI committee all significant* outside
financial interests relating directly or indirectly to their professional responsibilities (research,
teaching, committee work, and other activities), including the dollar amounts involved and the
nature of the services compensated—regardless of whether they believe their financial interests
might reasonably affect their current or anticipated university activities. All administrators
should report similar financial interests to both their superiors and the standing COI committee.
Presidents and chancellors should report to the standing committee.
PRINCIPLE 26—University-Vendor Relationships and COI: Universities should ensure that
vendor evaluation, selection, and contracting for university products and services are consistent
with their academic mission and do not jeopardize the best interests of students. Vendors should
never be persuaded or coerced into making financial contributions to the university, either
through direct university donations or the recruitment of other contributing donors, in exchange
for winning university contract bids. All university bidding for contracts and services related to
such areas as banking and student loans should be conducted through a fair, impartial, and
competitive selection process. Many universities currently have ethics policies banning gifts
from vendors; the policies should also clearly prohibit institutions from accepting direct
remuneration, or kickbacks, from vendors doing business with the university or its students.
Direct profiteering can undermine public trust in the university and compromise the best interests
of the students the university has pledged to serve.
PRINCIPLE 27—Inter-office Reporting and Tracking of Institutional COI: To keep track of
institutional conflicts of interest (ICOI), every institutional COI committee should have a welldeveloped, campus-wide reporting system that requires the technology transfer office, the office
of sponsored programs, the development office, the grants office, institutional review boards
(IRBs), and reciprocal offices at affiliated medical institutions (in addition to its purchasing
offices) to report, at least quarterly, to the standing ICOI committee on situations that might give
rise to institutional conflicts.
PRINCIPLE 28—Strategies for Reviewing, Evaluating, and Addressing Financial COI:
Disclosure of a financial COI is not a sufficient management strategy. The best course of action,
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of course, is not to acquire financial COI in the first place. Strategies for addressing individual
financial COI include: divesting troublesome assets, terminating consulting arrangements,
resigning corporate board seats, and withdrawing from affected projects. Methods for addressing
institutional financial COI include: the institution divesting its equity interest in companies doing
campus research, placing conflicted equity holdings in independently managed funds with
explicit firewalls to separate financial from academic decisions, recusing conflicted senior
administrators from knowledge of, or authority over, affected research projects, and requiring
outside committee review or oversight. Some university presidents decline to serve on corporate
boards to avoid the appearance of COI. Because of conflicting fiduciary responsibilities,
campuses should prohibit senior administrators from receiving compensation for serving on
corporate boards during their time in office.
PRINCIPLE 29—Developing a Formal, Written COI Management Plan: If a university’s
standing COI committee finds compelling circumstances for allowing a research project, or other
professional activity, to continue in the presence of a significant financial COI—without the
elimination of the conflict—the committee should document the circumstances and write a
formal management plan for each case. The plan should detail how the university will manage
the financial COI and eliminate or reduce risks to its constituents (students, faculty, patients), its
pertinent missions (research integrity, informed consent, and recruitment of research volunteers),
and its reputation and public trust. This recommendation is consistent with the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS)-National Institutes of Health (NIH) rules implemented in
2011 to address financial conflicts, requiring all universities that receive DHHS grants to prepare
and enforce such management plans.
PRINCIPLE 30—Oversight and Enforcement of COI Rules: All university COI policies
should have effective oversight procedures and sanctions for noncompliance. They are essential
to ensure compliance with university rules and public trust in the university’s ability to regulate
itself.
PRINCIPLE 31—COI Transparency (Public Disclosure of Financial Interests and COI
Management Plans): University COI policies should require faculty, administrators, students,
postdoctoral fellows, and academic professionals to disclose to all journal editors all personal
financial interests that may be directly, or indirectly, related to the publications they are
submitting for consideration. The same requirements should apply to oral research presentations,
presented in conferences, courts, and legislative chambers. After the university’s standing COI
committee reviews faculty conflict of interest disclosure statements, they should be posted to a
publicly accessible website. This is important to address growing demands from Congress, state
governments, journal editors, the media, and public interest groups for increased reporting and
transparency of faculty COI. It is also consistent with DHHS-NIH (2011) rules, which require
universities to disclose all significantⓒⓓ financial COI (as per the DHHS-NIH definition)
related to a faculty member’s DHHS-funded research on a public website or provide the
information upon public request within five days. Disclosure of financial COI should also extend
to affected patients and human research volunteers. (For details, see Principle 31 below.)
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PART V—TARGETED PRINCIPLES: MANAGING COI IN THE CONTEXT OF
CLINICAL CARE AND HUMAN SUBJECT RESEARCH
PRINCIPLE 32—Individual and Institutional COI and Human Subject Research: A
“rebuttable presumption” against permitting the research should govern decisions about whether
conflicted researchers or conflicted institutions should be allowed to pursue a particular human
subject research protocol or project, unless a compelling case can be made to justify an
exception. To maximize patient safety and preserve public trust in the integrity of the research
enterprise, there should always be a strong presumption against permitting financial COI related
to experimental studies involving human subjects.
PRINCIPLE 33—Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) and COI Management: An
institutional review board (IRB) should review all proposed human clinical trial protocols,
paying careful consideration to all related financial COI, before research is allowed to proceed.
First, institutions should have clear policies, compliant with applicable federal regulations, to
address reporting and management of financial COI associated with IRB members themselves.
Policies should require conflicted IRB members to recuse themselves from deliberations related
to studies with which they have a potential conflict. Second, the policies should require the
institution’s standing COI committee to prepare summary information about all institutional and
individual financial conflicts of interest related to the research protocol under review. The
summary should accompany the protocol when it is presented to the IRB. The IRB should take
the COI information into account when determining whether, and under what circumstances, to
approve a protocol. Neither the IRB nor the standing COI committee should be able to reduce the
stringency of the other’s management requirements. The double-protection system is consistent
with the two sets of federal regulations governing clinical research and provides appropriate
additional safeguards for research involving patient volunteers. Finally, if a research protocol is
allowed to proceed, university policies should require the IRB to disclose any institutional and
investigator financial COI as well as the university’s management plans for addressing them to
(i) all patient volunteers in “informed consent” documents and (ii) all investigators and units
involved with the research protocol.
PRINCIPLE 34—COI, Medical Purchasing, and Clinical Care: Academic medical centers
should establish and implement COI policies that require all personnel with financial interests in
any manufacturer of pharmaceuticals, devices, or equipment, or any provider of services, to
disclose such interests and to recuse themselves from involvement in related purchasing
decisions. To the extent an individual’s expertise is necessary in evaluating a product or service,
the individual’s financial ties must be disclosed to those responsible for purchasing decisions.
PRINCIPLE 35—COI Transparency in Medical Care: University policies should require all
physicians, dentists, nurses, and other health professionals as well as investigators to disclose
their financial COI to both patients and the broader public.
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PART VI—TARGETED PRINCIPLES: STRATEGIC CORPORATE ALLIANCES
(SCAs)
A Strategic Corporate Alliance (SCA) is a formal, comprehensive, university-managed research
collaboration with one or more outside company sponsors, centered around a major, multi-year
financial commitment involving research, programmatic interactions, “first rights to license”
intellectual property, and other services. An SCA is frequently negotiated through a central
university development office in tandem with a group of faculty, an entire academic department,
or many different departments in unison. In broad SCA agreements, it is customary for
universities, in each new grant cycle, to issue a formal request for faculty research proposals
(RFP) on behalf of the outside corporate sponsor(s). In narrow SCA agreements, by contrast, all
faculty members eligible for SCA funding and their projects are named and identified in
advance, so a university-led RFP and research-selection process is not required.
PRINCIPLE 36—Shared Governance and Strategic Corporate Alliances (SCAs): Faculty
senates or other comparable governing bodies should be fully involved in the planning,
negotiation, approval, execution, and ongoing oversight of new SCAs formed on campus. The
faculty’s academic senate or main governing body should appoint a confidential committee to
review a first draft of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) pertaining to newly proposed
SCAs. All parties’ direct and indirect financial obligations should be made clear from the outset.
Before an agreement is finalized on a broad SCA, a full faculty senate or equivalent governing
body should review it. Formal approval of broad SCAs should await both stages in this process.
All approved SCA agreements should be made available to all faculty and academic
professionals as well as the public. If the SCA designates specific funding for new full-time
faculty appointments (FTEs), all normal university and departmental procedures for academic
searches and hiring—as well as advancement and promotion decisions—must be followed to
honor and protect academic self-governance. Temporary employees should not exclusively staff,
administer, or supervise SCAs. Normal grievance procedures, under collective bargaining
agreements where they exist, should govern complaints regarding interference with academic
freedom or other faculty or academic rights that may arise under SCAs. In the absence of
procedures, grievances and complaints should be reported to the SCA faculty oversight
committee (see Principle 42 below for more details on this faculty oversight body) or to relevant
college or university grievance committees for independent investigation. Standard safeguards
regarding procedural fairness and due process must be respected and followed.
PRINCIPLE 37—SCA Governance and Majority Academic Control: The best practice in any
academic-industrial alliance agreement—consistent with the principles of academic freedom,
university autonomy, and faculty self-governance—is to build clear boundaries separating
corporate funders from the university’s academic work. However, the current conditions of
increasingly close university-industry relations make erecting strict walls unrealistic on some
campuses. Instead, at a minimum, universities should retain majority academic control and
voting power over internal governing bodies charged with directing or administering SCAs in
collaboration with outside corporate sponsors. The SCA’s main governing body should also
include members who are not direct stakeholders of the SCA and are based in academic
disciplines and units that do not stand to benefit from the SCA in any way. A joint university-
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industry SCA governing body appropriately may have a role in awarding funding, but it should
have no role in exclusively academic functions, such as faculty hiring, curriculum design, course
content, and academic personnel evaluation.
PRINCIPLE 38—Academic Control Over SCA Research Selection (For broad SCAs): In the
case of broad SCAs, university representatives should retain majority representation and voting
power on SCA committees charged with evaluating and selecting research proposals or making
final research awards. These committees should also employ an independent peer review
process (discussed under Principle 39 below).
PRINCIPLE 39—Peer Review (For broad SCAs): Using a standard peer-review process,
independent academic experts should evaluate and award funding whenever SCAs issue a
request for proposals (RFPs) in a new grant cycle. Any expert involved in the peer-review and
grant-award process should be free of personal financial COI related to the area of research being
reviewed to insure that research selection is scientifically driven, impartial, and fair. Appointees
to committees charged with research selection should be prohibited from awarding commercial
research funding to themselves, their departments, or their labs.
PRINCIPLE 40—Transparency Regarding the SCA Research Application Process: SCA
agreements must clearly and transparently detail the methods and criteria for research selection
and must explain how academic researchers may apply for SCA grant funding.
PRINCIPLE 41—Protection of Publication Rights and Knowledge Sharing in SCA
Agreements: All the provisions of Principle 3, above, should apply to strategic corporate
alliances as well.
PRINCIPLE 42—SCA Confidentiality Restrictions: To protect the university’s distinctively
“open” academic research environment, restrictions on sharing corporate confidential
information and other confidentiality restrictions should be minimized to the maximum extent
possible in SCA agreements.
PRINCIPLE 43—SCA Anti-Competitor Agreements: Anti-competitor or noncompete
agreements compromise the university’s academic autonomy, its ability to collaborate with other
outside firms, and its commitment to knowledge sharing and broad public service. Restrictions in
SCA agreements on faculty, academic professionals, postdoctoral fellows, and students
interacting with and/or sharing information and research with private-sector competitors of SCA
sponsors, or receiving separate research support from outside firms, should be avoided and/or
minimized to the greatest extent possible.
PRINCIPLE 44-- Exclusive Licensing and SCA Agreements: All the provisions of Principle
12, above, should apply to strategic corporate alliances as well.
PRINCIPLE 45—Limits on Broader Academic Disruption by SCAs: Given the size and scope
of many SCAs, a vigorous effort must be made to ensure that diverse areas of research (which
pursue avenues of inquiry outside the purview of, not in conformity with, or even in opposition
to the SCA’s research agenda) are not crowded out, and continue to enjoy institutional support,
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resources, and sufficient financing. SCAs should be approved only if faculty and students within
all academic units will, as a practical as well as a theoretical matter, retain the freedom to pursue
their chosen research topics. All SCA agreements should strive to limit to the greatest extent
possible negative financial, intellectual, or professional impacts on other academic units,
colleges, and the university as a whole, as well as on faculty, academic professionals,
postdoctoral fellows, and students engaged in research and activities outside the purview of the
collaborative SCA arrangement. University policies should clearly affirm that no faculty
member, postdoctoral fellow, academic professional, or student will ever be coerced into
participating in a sponsored project; all participation will be entirely voluntary.
PRINCIPLE 46—Early Termination of SCA Sponsor Funding: With any large-scale SCA,
sponsors may threaten termination of funding or limits on funding, or imply the threat, to
pressure researchers in an effort to shape the research agenda or to express displeasure with the
way the academic research is trending. To reduce this risk, all SCA legal contracts should
include provisions to prohibit sudden, early termination of the agreement. If the negotiating
process leads to inclusion of an early-termination option, it must prohibit the sponsor from
arbitrarily or suddenly terminating the agreement or lowering pledged funding prior to the
expected term, without at least three months advance notification. Salaries and research costs
associated with the project must be continued for that period.
PRINCIPLE 47—Independent, Majority Faculty Oversight of the SCA, and PostAgreement Evaluation: An independent, majority faculty oversight committee consisting of
faculty with no direct involvement in the SCA should be established at the start of a new SCA
agreement to monitor and at least annually review the SCA and its compliance with university
policies and guidelines. A post-agreement evaluation plan should also be included in the formal
SCA contract agreement so the campus can reflect on, and learn, best practices regarding the
optimal organization for campus-based academic-industrial alliances. External evaluation may be
appropriate for broad SCAs. Evaluation reports should be public documents.
PRINCIPLE 48—Public Disclosure of SCA Research Contracts and Funding Transparency:
No SCA or other industry-, government-, or nonprofit-sponsored contract should restrict faculty,
students, postdoctoral fellows, or academic professionals from freely disclosing their funding
source. A signed copy of all final legal research contracts formalizing the SCA agreement should
be made freely available to the public—with discrete redactions only to protect valid commercial
trade secrets, but not for other reasons.
PART VII—TARGETED PRINCIPLES: CLINICAL MEDICINE, CLINICAL
RESEARCH, AND INDUSTRY SPONSORSHIP
PRINCIPLE 49—Access to Complete Clinical Trial Data and the Performance of
Independent Academic Analysis: All the provisions of Principle 5, above, should apply to
clinical trial data as well.
PRINCIPLE 50—Registry of Academic-Based Clinical Trials in a National Registry:
Universities and affiliated academic medical centers should adopt clear, uniform, written policies
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to require all clinical trials conducted by their academic investigators to be entered into
ClinicalTrials.gov (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/)—the national clinical trial registry maintained
by the US National Library of Medicine and the National Institutes of Health—at, or before, the
onset of patient enrollment. The practice will help ward against manipulation of study results,
suppression of negative findings, and improper altering of clinical trial protocols after the
research has begun.
PRINCIPLE 51—Safeguarding the Integrity and Appropriate Conduct of Clinical Trials:
All clinical trials affiliated with academic institutions should be required to use independent data
safety monitoring boards (DSMBs) and/or publication and analysis committees to protect the
integrity and appropriate conduct of academic-based clinical trial research.
PRINCIPLE 52—Patient Notification: Neither industry-, government-, nor nonprofit-sponsored
research agreements should restrict faculty or academic professionals from notifying patients
about health risks and/or lack of treatment efficacy when such information surfaces and patients’
health may be adversely affected.
PRINCIPLE 53—Undue Commercial Marketing Influence and Control at Academic
Medical Centers: Educational programs, academic events, and presentations by faculty,
students, postdoctoral fellows, and academic professionals must be free of industry marketing
influence and control. Both academics and administrators should be prohibited from participating
in industry-led “speakers bureaus” financed by the pharmaceutical or other industry groups.
Institutions should also develop funding systems for clinical practice guidelines and high-quality
accredited continuing medical education (CME) programs free of industry influence.
PRINCIPLE 54—Appropriate Use of Facilities and Classrooms at Universities and
Academic Medical Centers: Universities, academic medical schools, and affiliated teaching
hospitals should have clear and consistent policies and practices barring pharmaceutical, medical
device, and biotechnology companies from distributing free meals, gifts, or drug samples on
campus and at affiliated academic medical centers, except under the control of central
administration offices for use by patients who lack access to medications. As a general principle,
academic facilities and classrooms should not be used as for commercial marketing and
promotion purposes, unless advance written permission from academic institutional authorities
has been explicitly granted, with academic supervision required. (Commercial marketing of
services would, for example, be appropriate at a job fair.) Campus policies should also prohibit
marketing representatives from making unauthorized site visits. Finally, faculty, physicians,
trainees, and students should be prohibited from directly accepting travel funds from industry,
other than for legitimate reimbursement of contractual academic services. Direct industry travel
funding for marketing junkets, trips to luxury resorts, and expensive dinners should be
prohibited.
PRINCIPLE 55—Marketing Projects Masquerading as “Clinical Research”
Faculty, students, postdoctoral fellows, and academic professionals based at academic-affiliated
institutions must not participate in marketing projects that masquerade as scientifically driven
clinical trial research. When pharmaceutical firms fund these thinly disguised marketing studies,
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they are often referred to as “seeding trials,” because they are designed primarily to expose
doctors and patients to newer, brand name drugs.
PRINCIPLE 56—Predetermined Research Results: Faculty and other academic investigators
should be prohibited from soliciting research funding from outside sponsors with the implied
suggestion or promise of predetermined research results.
_______________

ⓐ This time limit of 30-60 days for delays on publication (for the purpose of securing proprietary protection
through a provisional patent or other IP filing) is consistent with recommendations issued by the National Institutes
of Health, which are discussed in further detail in the main report.
ⓑ Protecting access to “complete study data” is particularly important in the area of clinical research, where
drug trials and other medical investigations are often conducted at multiple institutions simultaneously. If the
sponsor grants only partial access to the study’s complete data sets and/or withholds other relevant research codes
and materials, then the academic investigators and authors will not be able to perform a truly independent expert
analysis of the study’s data and outcomes.
ⓒ The AAUP defines a financial interest to be “significant” if it is valued at or above $5,000 per year, and it
is not controlled and/or managed by an independent entity, such as a mutual or pension fund. This is consistent with
the definitions and de minimis threshold for financial disclosure established by the US Department of Health and
Human Services under its 2011 conflict of interest disclosure rules. (Source: Department of Health and Human
Services, DHHS, 42 CFR Part 50, 45 CFR Part 94, “Responsibility of Applicants for Promoting Objectivity in
Research for which Public Health Service Funding is Sought and Responsible Prospective Contractors,” Federal
Register, Vol. 76, No. 165, August 25, 2011, available at: http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-08-25/pdf/201121633.pdf )
ⓓ The DHHS rule defines a “significant” financial conflict of interest as follows: “Financial conflict of
interest (FCOI) means a significant financial interest that could directly and significantly affect the design, conduct,
or reporting of PHS-funded research… Significant financial interest means:
(1) A financial interest consisting of one or more of the following interests of the Investigator (and those of the
Investigator’s spouse and dependent children) that reasonably appears to be related to the Investigator’s institutional
responsibilities:
(i) With regard to any publicly traded entity, a significant financial interest exists if the value of any remuneration
received from the entity in the twelve months preceding the disclosure and the value of any equity interest in the
entity as of the date of disclosure, when aggregated, exceeds $5,000. For purposes of this definition, remuneration
includes salary and any payment for services not otherwise identified as salary (e.g., consulting fees, honoraria, paid
authorship); equity interest includes any stock, stock option, or other ownership interest, as determined through
reference to public prices or other reasonable measures of fair market value;
(ii) With regard to any non-publicly traded entity, a significant financial interest exists if the value of any
remuneration received from the entity in the twelve months preceding the disclosure, when aggregated, exceeds
$5,000, or when the Investigator (or the Investigator’s spouse or dependent children) holds any equity interest (e.g.,
stock, stock option, or other ownership interest); or
(iii) Intellectual property rights and interests (e.g., patents, copyrights), upon receipt of income related to such rights
and interests.
(2) Investigators also must disclose the occurrence of any reimbursed or sponsored travel (i.e., that which is paid on
behalf of the Investigator and not reimbursed to the Investigator so that the exact monetary value may not be readily
available), related to their institutional responsibilities; provided, however, that this disclosure requirement does not
apply to travel that is reimbursed or sponsored by a Federal, state, or local government agency, an Institution of
higher education as defined at 20 U.S.C. 1001(a), an academic teaching hospital, a medical center, or a research
institute that is affiliated with an Institution of higher education. The Institution’s FCOI policy will specify the
details of this disclosure, which will include, at a minimum, the purpose of the trip, the identity of the
sponsor/organizer, the destination, and the duration. In accordance with the Institution’s FCOI policy, the
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institutional official(s) will determine if further information is needed, including a determination or disclosure of
monetary value, in order to determine whether the travel constitutes an FCOI with the PHS-funded research.
(3) The term significant financial interest does not include the following types of financial interests: salary, royalties,
or other remuneration paid by the Institution to the Investigator if the Investigator is currently employed or
otherwise appointed by the Institution, including intellectual property rights assigned to the Institution and
agreements to share in royalties related to such rights; any ownership interest in the Institution held by the
Investigator, if the Institution is a commercial or for- profit organization; income from investment vehicles, such as
mutual funds and retirement accounts, as long as the Investigator does not directly control the investment decisions
made in these vehicles; income from seminars, lectures, or teaching engagements sponsored by a Federal, state, or
local government agency, an Institution of higher education as defined at 20 U.S.C. 1001(a), an academic teaching
hospital, a medical center, or a research institute that is affiliated with an Institution of higher education; or income
from service on advisory committees or review panels for a Federal, state, or local government agency, an
Institution of higher education as defined at 20 U.S.C. 1001(a), an academic teaching hospital, a medical center, or a
research institute that is affiliated with an Institution of higher education.” [Emphasis added] (Source: Department of
Health and Human Services, 42 CFR Part 50, 45 CFR Part 94, “Responsibility of Applicants for Promoting
Objectivity in Research for which Public Health Service Funding is Sought and Responsible Prospective
Contractors,” Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 165, August 25, 2011, quotes on pp. 53283-53284.)
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***
INTRODUCTION
An Overview of the Benefits and Risks
of Heightened Academy-Industry Engagement
Why the AAUP Is Issuing This Report
In 1915, the American Association of University Professors called attention to the risks to higher
education from the influence of “commercial practices in which large vested interests are
involved.”
1

The 1915 Declaration warned of “a real danger that pressure from vested interests may,

sometimes deliberately, and sometimes unconsciously, sometimes openly and sometimes subtly
and in obscure ways, be brought to bear upon academic authorities.” The Declaration’s framers
never could have conceived of a corporation offering a university president hundreds of
thousands of dollars to serve on a corporate board, or a start-up firm offering faculty members
stock options and research funding to test products in which they have a direct financial stake.
By 2004, when the association adopted its “Statement on Corporate Funding of
Academic Research,” contractual relationships between universities, university personnel, and
corporations had become far more entangled. Nonetheless, a 2004 statement pointed out that the
connection between industry and higher education “has never been free of concerns that the
financial ties of researchers or their institutions to industry may exert improper pressure on the
design and outcome of research.”2 The 2004 language in fact echoes the association’s 1990
“Statement on Conflicts of Interest.” It admonished: “faculties should ensure that any
cooperative venture between members of the faculty and outside agencies, whether public or
private, respects the primacy of the university’s principal mission, with regard to the choice of
subjects of research and the reaching and publication of results.”3 It goes on to say, “Faculties
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should make certain that the pursuit of such joint ventures does not become an end in itself and
so introduce distortions into traditional university understandings and arrangements.”
As early as 1965, in “On Preventing Conflicts of Interest in Government-Sponsored
Research at Universities,” we urged “the formulation of standards to guide the individual
university staff members in governing their conduct in relation to outside interests that might
raise questions of conflicts of interest.”4 It is entirely appropriate that faculty play the leading
role in forumulating the standards. The 1966 “Statement on Government of Colleges and
Universities”—formulated by the AAUP, the American Council on Education, and the
Association of Governing Boards—recognizes that faculty should have “primary responsibility”
for research matters.5 The expanding relationship between industry and institutions of higher
education in funding faculty research threatens not only academic freedom and academic
integrity but also faculty’s role in institutional governance. As noted in AAUP’s 1994 statement
“On the Relationship of Faculty Governance to Academic Freedom,” the concepts of academic
freedom and shared governance are “inextricably linked.”6 While reasserting the faculty’s
primary responsibility for research may not be enough to resolve many of the issues identified in
this report, faculty involvement is crucial for success.
As we report below, many academic and professional groups (such as the Association of
American Universities, AAU; the Association of American Medical Colleges, AAMC; the
Institute of Medicine, IOM) have already formulated more stringent and well-defined standards
to address financial conflicts of interest and other threats to research integrity. Many of them
explicitly seek to ensure the AAUP’s 1915 directive: “the scholar must be absolutely free not
only to pursue his investigations but to declare the results of his researches, no matter where they
may lead.”7 However, some of these professional guidelines, including ones put forward by the
University-Industry Demonstration Partnership (UIDP), a project of the National Academies,
focus narrowly on expanding academy-industry collaboration and managing intellectual property
without paying sufficient attention to academic freedom, research integrity, and conflicts of
interest.8
In this report, the AAUP has tried to draw together the most well articulated and effective
of these prior guidelines and statements into a comprehensive set of “Recommended Principles
and Practices” for all US colleges and universities to consider adopting. Where necessary, the
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AAUP has expanded upon advice contained in existing guidelines in light of the values we have
promoted for nearly 100 years.
Collaborations between industry and the academy present tremendous opportunities for
advancing knowledge, applying it to real-world problems, and bringing about myriad social
benefits. Cooperative research arrangements involving both university and industry scientists
have proven critical to the development of numerous powerful technologies in medicine,
agriculture, energy, and other fields. But the increasing number, financial scope, and complexity
of these collaborations calls for more specific standards and principles than the AAUP has
offered in the past. In putting forward these new guidelines, it should be clear, we do not aim to
curtail collaborations between business and academia. Instead, we want to help higher education
faculty and administrators manage these collaborations in a manner consistent with the long-term
interests of both universities and the broader public, including private industry.
The report offers examples and case studies of university-industry relationships that have
severely compromised the principles that should govern university life. We do not mean to
suggest these anecdotal examples represent the norm. However, they demonstrate problems that
can arise in the roles that both industry and the university play, and thus point to standards that
could be designed to prevent future difficulties. In most instances, moreover, the AAUP has
drawn together substantial empirical and quantitative evidence to support these case studies, and
provide further documentation regarding the breadth and scope of these problems, and the
possible consequences of ignoring them. Because the report addresses the growing challenges in
academic-industrial relationships and does not survey all industry-academy relationships or
summarize their accomplishments, we make no effort to report the entire history of such
collaborations.
Although we focus on academy-industry collaborations, some of the problems and
challenges we address can also arise with government and nonprofit contracts and alliances. We
therefore note when a particular AAUP principle should apply to such collaborations as well.
Indeed, the AAUP recognizes that any number of special-interest groups, mission-directed
nonprofits, and even government agencies can pressure faculty for results that support their
agendas, and to further their goals, can offer incentives, bias experiment design and analysis of
data, harass contrary viewpoints, and delay release of results. Such pressures can arise within any
organization and can lead to bias or misuse of academic research.
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Of course, faculty investigators also have biases—whether they arise from scholarly
debates, personal affinities, or political and religious commitments. Faculty status does not
confer independence from the activities and interests of the communities in which faculty
members live and work. The heart of the matter, however, is that faculty not be contractually
obligated to represent positions at odds with their professional judgment and public
commitments, or placed in compromised situations, financial and otherwise, that are more likely
to produce bias.
A number of warning signs suggest particular sponsored research projects require extra
scrutiny. Serious concerns are raised if, for example, proposed research design or reporting and
publication protocols indicate university involvement is aimed primarily at helping a sponsor
clear regulatory hurdles by supplying confirming or positive field data or analysis. Similarly, the
risk of compromised research arises any time future investment depends on positive analysis or
test results. The same issues arise when either investigators or institutions stand to benefit from
additional research funding, licensing revenues, or the value of equity held in the sponsor or
another company. Here in this report, we identify and put forward principles designed to help
manage such problems.
The first step toward implementing these guidelines might be to have an AAUP chapter
or a group of concerned faculty introduce a resolution in the faculty senate, or in a comparable
campus governing body, to create a committee to compare campus-based policies, practices, and
regulations with this report’s recommendations. The committee would research and report on
faculty-handbook recommendations, formal university policies, and other campus guidance
documents. At universities in which faculty engage in collective bargaining, some of the policies
could be incorporated into union contracts. In all cases, committees would consult widely with
diverse groups of faculty across disciplines and build broad-based consensus around
recommended language. Faculty governing bodies would benefit from working closely with
knowledgeable administrators, many of whom will be equally interested in adopting clear
campus guidelines.
As this report will show, university policies and procedures for managing academyindustry engagement and financial conflicts of interest remain highly variable, inconsistent, and
overall too weak. As noted, many preeminent academic and professional societies agree with this
assessment, and have already issued recommendations to strengthen both the management and
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oversight of academy-industry relationships. However, with the exception of the AAU’s 2001
recommendations, issued in its “Report on Individual and Institutional Financial Conflict of
Interest,”9 most of these guidelines are drawn narrowly around biomedicine and human-subject
research. Here, the AAUP draws together the best of these societies’ recommendations, and
contributes its own, to strengthen institutional oversight and protections across the entire
university. This report also documents how recent developments have eroded faculty control
over research as well as shared governance. It calls on faculty to take responsibility for
strengthening the guidelines governing academy-industry relationships, thereby reaffirming the
primacy of shared governance, faculty control over research, academic freedom, and research
integrity.
Society traditionally has placed great trust in universities, faculty, physicians, and other
health professionals and has granted considerable leeway for self-regulation. However, mounting
concern from lawmakers, government agencies, and the public demonstrates the urgent need for
stronger measures to protect public trust in academic research. A growing body of empirical
evidence also shows that inadequate or misguided management of industry relationships
threatens the very principles that universities hold most sacred: academic freedom, independent
inquiry, the right to publish, research autonomy, scientific objectivity, research accuracy, broad
dissemination of knowledge, independent analysis and research verification, and the
development of products that serve the public good.
Faculty members and administrators often cite academic freedom to justify their
objections to standards for regulating contracts. Their arguments obscure the fact that academic
freedom evolved as a concept not only to protect individual rights but to insulate the academy
and safeguard the discovery process from powerful social forces, initially the church and later
big business. Some rules are necessary to preserve freedom of research, teaching, and inquiry. At
stake are the standards that govern universities, their reputations, and public trust.
Academic freedom does not entitle faculty members to accept outside responsibilities that
make it impossible to do their primary jobs. Academic freedom does not entitle faculty members
to sign away their freedom to disseminate research results. Academic freedom does not entitle
faculty members to ignore financial conflicts of interest that could dangerously compromise the
informed-consent process and the impartiality of research. It follows, therefore, that academic
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freedom does not guarantee faculty members the freedom to take money regardless of the
conditions attached to receipt of the funds.10
At times, individual faculty rights, the institution’s responsibility to protect research
integrity, and the university’s reputation for conducting independent research—indeed its very
ability to carry out independent research—can dramatically conflict. The AAUP’s 1992
statement, “An Issue of Academic Freedom in Refusing Outside Funding for Faculty Research,”
highlighted the friction. The statement noted that institutions have the right to decline grants
offered faculty if unacceptable conditions are attached, when, for example, “the agency was
imposing conditions on the research that violated academic freedom.”11
Elsewhere, when the AAUP was asked to consider prohibiting the whole category of
tobacco-industry funding, the association argued that “a very different situation obtains,
however, when a university objects to a funding agency because of its corporate behavior.”12 The
AAUP reasoned that “the distinction between degrees of corporate misdeeds is too uncertain to
sustain a clear, consistent, and principled policy for determining which research funds to accept
and which to reject . . . A university which starts down this path will find it difficult to resist
demands that research bans should be imposed on other funding agencies that are seen as
reckless or supportive of repellant programs.”
The AAUP clarified its reasoning in 2003, after faculty at two University of California
campuses voted to refuse research awards from tobacco companies due to a growing body of
evidence that the industry was trying to unduly influence and steer scientific research both on
and off campus. The AAUP’s Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure observed that its
concerns about the restraints on academic freedom would not be lessened “if the initiative in
calling for these bans on the funding of faculty research comes from the faculty itself.”13 The
AAUP based its reasoning on the conviction, no doubt widely shared by faculty across the
United States, that the right of individual faculty members to choose what research they wish to
conduct is fundamental, indeed foundational. The right is central to the AAUP’s 1915
Declaration and to numerous policy statements issued since then. If faculty members are free to
choose their own research projects and agendas, the reasoning goes, they should be free to accept
the funding needed to conduct their research. Even a destructive industry like tobacco, moreover,
will sometimes fund useful research—if for no other reason than the positive publicity it can
generate. Should that research be prohibited? For most US institutions, the individual academic-
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freedom argument has long covered the individual right to accept research funding. More
recently, however, some colleges of medicine and schools of public health have asserted that,
though individuals can pursue any research they choose, that does not give them the right to
accept funding from an industry uniquely dedicated to undermining the advancement of science.
Clinicians at university hospitals, of course, regularly see the consequences on their
patients of smoking. Departments of medicine, moreover, are more likely than other academic
programs to experience the negative impact of tobacco-industry funding. Faculty members in
medicine may feel more conflict between tobacco-industry campaigns and their core public
health institutional mission than most other faculty members. American lawsuits and global
treaties to curb tobacco-company influence have reinforced the medical college perspective.
In 2003, the World Health Organization adopted its Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control. It soon became one of the most widely embraced treaties in the United Nation’s history.
Within a year, 168 nations signed the treaty aimed at responding to the “globalization of the
tobacco epidemic.” Guidelines for implementing the treaty, which took effect in 2005,
recommend that public educational institutions and other government bodies prohibit
“contributions from the tobacco industry or from those working to further its interests,” and
direct all signatories “to protect these policies from commercial and other vested interests of the
tobacco industry.”14
Meanwhile, as a result of litigation, immense archives of internal tobacco industry
documents detailing the companies’ suppression of internal research linking smoking with
cancer and their decades-long campaign to manipulate public opinion became available for
public review. Faculty members, health advocates, and government agencies alike began to
wonder if tobacco companies were a special case. Weapons manufacturers could claim their
products advance national security. Not so tobacco companies. Soon, academic research studies
and careful reviews of litigation documents revealed how the tobacco industry had manipulated
scientific evidence—including academic research—to suppress the truth about the health hazards
of cigarettes and stave off regulation. In 2012, the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA),15 a
division of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), outlined how tobacco companies had
colluded to fund science that would support their business objectives while suppressing scientific
evidence of smoking’s harmful effects. The NIDA website summed up the evidence:
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Integrity and honesty in conducting research are essential to sound science and form the
basis for public confidence and trust in the results of scientific research. Recent landmark
judicial rulings against the tobacco industry found that prior tobacco industry-sponsored
research was biased in support of the interests and goals of the tobacco companies. In
2006, a federal court [in US Department of Justice v. Philip Morris USA Inc. et al.16]
found that the cigarette industry engaged in willful racketeering and conspiracy to
conceal the dangers of smoking from the American public by improperly suppressing and
terminating scientific research and destroying research documents. This ruling was
upheld in 2009 by the US Court of Appeals and in 2010, the US Supreme Court denied
further review of the ruling. In the final opinion in that case, the presiding judge ruled
that nine manufacturers of cigarettes and two tobacco-related trade organizations had
violated the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act ("RICO") by engaging
in a lengthy, unlawful conspiracy to deceive the American public about the health effects
of smoking and environmental tobacco smoke, the addictiveness of nicotine, the lack of
health benefits from low tar and "light" cigarettes, and their manipulating the design and
composition of cigarettes in order to create and sustain nicotine addiction.17
The NIH website went on to warn: “The tobacco industry manufactures, markets, and distributes
products that are both addictive and lethal. In fact, cigarette smoking remains the leading cause
of premature death in the US, killing approximately 440,000 people per year. Thus, it is the
opinion of NACDA [the National Advisory Council on Drug Abuse] that the interests of the
tobacco industry are fundamentally incompatible with the scientific goals and public health
mission of NIDA.”18 Finally, the NIH concluded that a history of prior tobacco-industry funding
could jeopardize the success of new scientific grant applications filed with the agency.
Based on evidence of academy-industry collusion, a limited number of universities have
revised their tobacco industry funding policies. After five University of California campuses
voted to refuse tobacco funds in 2007, the UC Regents reasoned that accepting tobacco industry
funding might undermine the university system’s reputation and adopted a compromise policy
(RE-89) identifying tobacco as a special case and requiring each campus chancellor to approve
new tobacco funding. The Regents also requested an annual report detailing any new grants
issued, but since the policy was adopted, no new tobacco funding has been received. Schools of
public health at Arizona, Columbia, Harvard, Iowa, Johns Hopkins, North Carolina, South
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Carolina and elsewhere, along with schools of medicine at Emory, Harvard, and Johns Hopkins
now formally decline to accept tobacco funding. A similar movement is underway overseas. The
University of Geneva, the University of Hong Kong, the German Cancer Research Center,
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, and seventeen Australian universities now
decline tobacco funding. Confronted with evidence that tobacco companies colluded to impede
their universities’ missions to develop and disseminate knowledge and to pursue scientific truth,
these institutions adopted new policies. They recognized that the tobacco industry used
universities to distort public understanding and delay research results, and the industry did so not
only by misrepresenting science but also by sowing confusion in the scientific literature itself.
There is so far no evidence these efforts to prevent the tobacco industry’s distortion of
science to advance its business will spread more widely among American universities. Debate
about the ethics of tobacco industry funding brings to mind arguments the AAUP itself advanced
in 1915—that academic freedom entails responsibility not only to one’s campus and one’s
profession but to the public good.
Financial conflicts of interests are not limited to tobacco-industry funding. When
corporations, or nominally nonprofit funding agencies, effectively bribe faculty members to, for
example, publish articles with doubtful product claims, dubious economic assessments, or
attacks on well-established science, the faculty betray their professional and public
responsibilities. No body of rules and guidelines can guarantee professional ethics. But
principles, such as the ones offered in this report, can remind faculty members and institutions of
their obligations to uphold standards of professional and personal integrity. The principles can
also remind faculty of the broader social goals of their research and scholarship, a particularly
important objective in disciplines that have a limited history of interrogating such issues
collectively.19
This broad concern with professional ethics and the public good helps to explain why
faculty members and students across all disciplines, not only those engaged in corporatesponsored research, will have a keen interest in this report. A campus that compromises its core
academic principles risks undermining the university’s reputation, integrity, and its public trust.
Whenever the potential for financial gains exist, such compromises, left unchallenged, are also
arguably more likely to take place again. As this report will show, the potential for abuse also
extends beyond those engaged in sponsored research. Historians, economists, statisticians,
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business faculty, and lawyers are among those who have accepted lucrative consultantships to
advise companies defending products proven to be dangerous to public health or to the national
economy. Everyone on campus has a stake in the reputation of the institution and its success in
upholding its core values and its mission.
The AAUP respects institutional autonomy. This statement offers baseline principles that
universities and their faculty may use to formulate their own policies, while leaving room for
adaptation to address specific, local, campus-based needs. Because comprehensive and rigorous
national standards are urgently needed to safeguard academic freedom and research integrity,
however, the AAUP is recommending specific policy guidelines covering the broad sweep of
existing commercial interactions, recognizing that the principles sometimes will sometimes
apply to nonprofit and government funding sources as well.
Universities have long relied on financial support from outside sources, including industry,
to sustain their operations. The issue we seek to address here is not the funding source per se but
conditions attached to the funding, as well as the effect that personal financial interests may have
on professional decision-making and research integrity. Today, various new forms of academyindustry engagement are emerging that impose constraints on the historic autonomy of the
university. Such arrangements may also limit faculty authority over academic matters (peerreviewed research selection, curriculum design, and faculty hiring), and erode academic research
standards (access to data, scientific objectivity, independent statistical analysis, and the ability to
independently verify research).
The public trusts that universities and faculty members will remain professionally
independent and maintain the highest standards of research and teaching. Universities cannot
allow flagrant violations of professional academic norms and scientific standards to go
unchecked lest the very foundation of academic freedom—indeed the justification for its
existence—will become unstable, and eventually collapse. Even private corporations should
recognize that the extraordinary value of the academy—its ability to carry out cutting-edge
science, perform reliable research, and garner public trust—rests on the independence and
perceived integrity of the university research culture. That, in essence, is why the AAUP has
issued these recommendations: to protect academia’s distinctive academic culture and its public
knowledge missions. Industries seeking genuine partnerships with the academy will welcome
proof that university labs and company labs are not interchangeable.
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The AAUP urges faculty senates or comparable governing bodies and universities to
promptly review, update, and strengthen their written policies and guidelines for structuring and
managing academy-industry alliances and sponsored-research agreements on their campuses. We
also urge faculty to work actively with their administrations to update and strengthen campuswide conflict-of-interest (COI) policies, covering both individual-faculty as well as institutional
COI. The credibility and integrity of our nation’s universities are now at stake.

***

Balancing the University’s Diverse Missions
America’s research universities, and many of its colleges and community colleges, have long
sought to protect the integrity and independence of academic research and teaching and the
distinctively open culture of the academy, while at the same time embracing collaborations with
industry, government, and outside public-interest groups. The collaborations fund university
research, advance and promote practical knowledge, and deliver tangible societal benefits. Landgrant universities have a proud tradition of nurturing working relationships with industry and
providing other direct public service. Since their establishment well over a century ago,
American land-grant universities have expressly sought to further economic development.
Today, virtually all American universities recognize economic development and
community service as a vital part of their mission. It has long been argued that economic
development comports with the more traditional missions of education and training and with
universities’ longstanding commitment to fundamental research, that, if managed wisely, these
activities can be complementary. Nevertheless, notable tension between these missions has
always existed.
Over the last thirty years or so, emphasis has grown on the economic contributions
expected of universities. New state and federal laws and policies have sought to reorient the
activities of universities to more closely meet economic objectives. States and the federal
government now actively encourage cooperation between higher education institutions and the
commercial and manufacturing sectors to promote advanced research, enhance innovation, and
spur economic development. Encouraged by university administrators themselves, recent media
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coverage has similarly focused on universities’ potential to enhance American competitiveness
and economic progress by generating new start-up firms, jobs, and high-tech regional growth.
Finally, in recent decades, state financing of higher education, as well as federal funding of
research, has shrunk to a fraction of university operating costs, leading the managers of many
institutions to argue that they should strive to function more directly as engines of economic
growth, expand their interactions with industry, and attract greater business support.
Despite a perennial hope that industry research funding will make up university operating
shortfalls, there is reason to be skeptical. While the funding typically facilitates expansion of
research into new areas or enhances existing ones, industry contracts, like those from
government and nonprofit foundations, sometimes fail to cover the full indirect costs. Therefore,
universities may actually lose money on them. In addition, the contracts can compromise
teaching and research when other unsponsored work is curtailed to pay for the unreimbursed
costs of sponsored research. According to the journal Nature, “[U]niversities are increasingly
subsidizing grants from their own funds. . . . Between 1969 and 2009, the proportion of research
funding supported by institutional money rose from 10% to 20%, according to the US National
Science Foundation. Public universities and all but the wealthiest private ones are increasingly
taking that money from tuition fees.”20
While the lion’s share of the interactions with industry are concentrated in distinct parts
of the university—including agriculture, business, chemistry, engineering, biomedicine,
economics, computer science—the ambiance and institutional assumptions associated with the
emphasis on serving business and driving economic growth, are now pervasive. Buildings named
after corporate sponsors or living donors contribute to the campus atmosphere. One alternative is
to encourage sponsors and donors to name buildings or programs after admired deceased people.
Pressure is mounting, even in the humanities and other traditional, nonmarket disciplines, to
become more commercially “relevant” and to generate private revenue sources.
Balancing the need to protect academia’s unique and distinct enterprise, while continuing to
interact and engage with outside industries, interest groups, and diverse funding sources, has
never been simple. However, universities continue to be responsible for upholding an array of
well-recognized public knowledge missions, which no other private- or market actor has been
capable of delivering so ably or effectively. Universities’ public knowledge missions include:
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•

The delivery of a broad-based, liberal education, as opposed to narrow workforce
training;

•

Cultivation of critical thinking and civic understanding essential for any functioning
democracy;

•

Fundamental, “curiosity-driven,” or frontier science;

•

Free and broad dissemination of new knowledge;

•

Verification of new research discoveries and theories through publication, commentary,
and/or actual testing and replication of reported research results;

•

Space for social criticism and expression of unpopular viewpoints;

•

Public-good research, such as research into climate change and occupational health,
which generates enormous public and societal value but may not generate profit;

•

Research and scholarly inquiry free from unwanted special-interest influence;

•

Impartial expert advice for the general public, government agencies, industry, and other
public constituencies;

•

Preservation of a “public domain for knowledge” or a “knowledge commons”—the
wellspring for all future creativity and invention;

•

Preservation of past intellectual and artistic achievement;

•

Continuous advancement of knowledge across all disciplines.
As a two-year investigation of academy-industry partnerships led by the Business-Higher

Education Forum observed: “Corporations and universities are not natural partners. Their
cultures and their missions differ. Companies’ underlying goals—and the prime responsibilities
of top management are to make a profit and build value for shareholders by serving customers.
Universities’ traditional missions are to develop new knowledge and educate the next
generation.”21
University-industry ties, which date back to the mid-1800s, have produced numerous
important benefits across many fields, from engineering and chemistry to agriculture and public
health. A number of histories have documented the considerable accomplishments of academyindustry collaborations in agriculture, biotechnology, engineering, computing, and other
academic fields.22 As previously noted, this AAUP report does not focus on the achievements. It
instead addresses developments that over the past three decades have enhanced the variety,
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pervasiveness, and importance of commercial relationships, while significantly raising the risk
that financial conflicts of interest may unduly influence professionals’ judgments about
universities’ primary educational, research, health, and other public missions.
A growing body of empirical research, as well as consensus statements from professional
groups (discussed in detail in the Conflict of Interest section below) have concluded that
conflicts of interest may threaten the integrity of the academic research enterprise, the objectivity
of scientific investigations, the accuracy of published research results, and the quality of patient
care. These issues warrant urgent scrutiny and attention.
Recent news stories, congressional investigations, litigation documents, reports by
nonprofit activist groups, and academic research analyses have uncovered a variety of disturbing
commercial conflicts, which could undermine public confidence in the academic enterprise. Here
are a few examples:
• Physicians and researchers failed to disclose substantial payments from drug companies,
as required by universities, government agencies, and medical journals;23
• Agricultural industry groups employed a campaign to intimidate academic researchers
and threatened to withhold university funding in an effort to undermine a report calling for
reduced use of antibiotics in meat production and better waste-management practices;24
• Companies and academic investigators failed to publish negative research results from
industry-sponsored clinical trials, or delayed publication for a year or more after trial
completion;
• Academics put their names on manuscripts, after the data were collected and analyzed
and after the first drafts had been “ghostwritten” by industry-paid authors;
•
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• Private foundations endowed professorships and funded research centers under contracts
requiring advance vetting of appointees and projects by the foundation’s self-appointed
advisory board;26
• Nominally independent science organizations established and systematically funded to
steer public discussion and debate, serve corporate business interests, and stall government
regulation to the detriment of the university’s overarching mission of developing and
disseminating reliable public knowledge;27
• Corporate gifts stipulated certain books must be assigned as required classroom reading;28
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• Corporate grants that permitted company employees to design new courses;29
• Industry heavily funds clinical practice medical guidelines and the academics who write
them.30
The implications of these challenges to the university’s historic autonomy, academic freedom,
and research integrity are profound. Many books31 published in the last decade have expressed
concerns about how commercial influences affect teaching, scientific objectivity, and the
evidentiary foundations of medicine, as well as the role of universities as arbiters of reliable
public knowledge and guarantors of the public interest.
This introductory report will explore in detail the benefits and risks associated with the
growing academy-industry relationship. First, we begin with an overview of the: i) size and
scope of the growing university-industry engagement; ii) the forces responsible for driving the
trend; and iii) a description of the diverse types of academy-industry collaborations that now
exist.

***

The Growth of University-Industry Engagement
Since the late 1970s, both the prevalence and scope of academy-industry engagements on
campus have changed dramatically. Between 1970 and 2000, the share of private-industry paid
university research funding tripled in the United States. The rise represents a tenfold increase in
real research and development, or R&D, dollars coming from industry at a time when total
university research and development funding increased only about 3.5 times.32
Still, industry funding represents a relatively small fraction of overall university research
financing. According to 2008 statistics, the latest available, from the National Science Board
(NSB), the federal government continues to contribute 60 percent (or $51.9 billion) of American
university R&D funding,33 while private sources provide only roughly 6 percent (or $2.9
billion).34
It is important to note, however, that the 6 percent figure represents industry-sponsored
research only; it does not include industry funding that comes in the form of academic gifts,
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endowments for new faculty appointments, faculty consulting, honoraria, seats on company
boards, commercial licensing income, or equity and options in start-ups. Many of these other
commercial funding streams are not tracked nationally by category, making it impossible to
gauge the magnitude of their impact or how it may have changed over time.
It is also important to note that the latest available National Science Foundation data
shows that in 2009, some colleges and universities obtained anywhere from 12 to 50 percent of
their research and development budgets from industry sources. The data shows the University of
Tulsa received 48.5 percent of its R&D budget from industry, Duke University and the State
University of New York at Albany got 22.8 percent, Northeastern University 19.8 percent,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 14 percent, the University of Southern California 13.7,
and the University of Maryland, Baltimore 12.6 percent.35 The numbers fluctuate from year to
year, particularly at less research-intensive universities, where a few large industry grants can
markedly alter the share.
The impact of corporate funding is, of course, greatest in fields where it is most heavily
focused, including medicine, biology, chemistry, engineering, economics, business, and
agriculture.
Private industry now represents the largest source of funding for biomedicine in the
United States. Between 1977 and 1989, the proportion of industry funding for clinical and
nonclinical research grew from 29 to 45 percent.36 Between 1995 and 2003, annual shares ranged
from 57 to 61 percent.37 (Federal government support for biomedicine remains quite substantial,
however. In 2008, projects in the life sciences garnered 60 percent, or $18.7 billion, of the
federal R&D budget for university research.)38
Not surprisingly, given this level of collaboration, relationships between academic
biomedical researchers and industry are also extensive. A 2006 national survey of department
chairs at medical schools and large teaching hospitals found that 67 percent of academic
departments (as administrative units) had relationships with industry.39 Also, 27 percent of
nonclinical departments and 16 percent of clinical departments received income from
commercial licensing of academic intellectual property.
A 2008 study shows industry’s influence in biomedicine trending down. Overall, from
1995 through 2006, the proportion of biomedical faculty (clinical and nonclinical) who received
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industry funding dropped from 28 percent to 20 percent. Faculty members getting industry
support took a median of $99,000 in 2006.40
Academy-industry collaborations are by no means confined to biomedicine. They have
been commonplace for a long time in engineering, chemistry, information technology, and
business.41 In other fields ranging from agriculture and energy research to law, economics, and
toxicology, academics rely heavily on industry funding and frequently engage with outside
companies in other ways as well. For example, faculty consult and sit on company boards.
However, compared to biomedicine, which has been studied extensively, minimal or no
empirical analysis or scholarship has examined the size or possible influence of industry funding
on other academic disciplines.
Sometimes university scholars report industry funding sources in conjunction with
published academic research, but often they do not. The risks that unregulated—and often
undisclosed—financial conflicts of interest can pose to research results, to universities’
reputations, and to the public welfare was recently exposed starkly in the discipline of
economics. Compromised medical research has obvious implications for public health and
safety. The financial meltdown and recession of 2007 through 2009, though, literally affected
millions of people worldwide. A 2010 study of academic financial economists examined a small
but influential cohort of university professors and found extraordinarily limited public disclosure
of professors’ ties to banking and other financial services companies, although 70 percent of the
surveyed economists worked with private financial institutions, and some held senior positions
(co-founder, managing partner, chief economist, president). Even so, the professors rarely
disclosed financial conflicts of interest that related directly to their economics research in
presentations or publications.42
When several prominent academic economists were interviewed about their industry ties
in the Academy Award-winning 2010 film Inside Job, they repeatedly dismissed the need to
disclose financial conflicts of interest. However, as the film illustrated, economists working for
some of the nation’s top-ranked universities played a central role in the global economic crisis.
These economists argued against regulation of the financial-services industry, defended high-risk
investment vehicles, and reassured government agencies and the public of the health of economic
and financial systems up until the stock-market collapse, the wave of home foreclosures, and the
resulting job losses. These professors opined while the same industry they were purportedly
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evaluating with disinterested professional eyes paid them. The public outrage Inside Job
generated helped persuade the American Economic Association to adopt new standards in
January 2012 for the disclosure of authors’ financial conflicts of interest in the association’s
journals. It was the first time the association had ever required authors to report industry income.

***

What Accounts for Rising Levels of Academy-Industry Engagement?
Numerous, diverse factors have been driving up levels of academy-industry engagement since
the late 1970s. During the final years of the Carter and Reagan administrations, several policy
measures aimed at stimulating R&D and innovation, broadly speaking, sparked new incentives
for academy-industry collaborations. These included landmark congressional legislation
sponsored by Senators Birch Bayh and Bob Dole, known as the Bayh-Dole Act (1980)43; an
R&D tax credit (1981, enhanced in 1986);44 and relaxed antitrust rules for R&D joint ventures
(1984).45
After its passage, American universities widely interpreted the Bayh-Dole Act as granting
them automatic intellectual property rights to all research results generated using federal funding,
including the right to license products of the research to industry in exchange for a share of the
resulting profits, royalties, equity, and other fees. However, in 2011, the US Supreme Court
offered a different interpretation of the law. Bayh-Dole requires universities to secure faculty
agreement to protect and honor the government’s interest in federally funded inventions.46 But
nothing in the act compels faculty to give title to their own inventions to their university
employers, nor must faculty “assign” invention management and intellectual property
prosecution rights to their universities.
In 2011, the US Supreme Court47 in Board of Trustees of Leland Stanford Junior
University v. Roche Molecular Systems, Inc. (Stanford v. Roche) rejected longstanding university
claims and clarified the law. In a successful amicus brief, the AAUP argued that “Bayh-Dole
does not alter the basic ownership rights granted to inventors by law and that it simply helps
bring inventions forward to benefit the public good by clarifying that the government assigns to
universities and other grantees the claim to ownership over federally funded inventions . . .”48
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The high court agreed, ruling that US patent law has always favored, and should continue to
favor, the rights of individual inventors, and that universities need explicit concurrence from
researchers before claiming rights to their inventions. The AAUP viewed the ruling as a victory
for faculty rights, demonstrating that “academic researchers and inventors are, and have
traditionally been, much more than mere employees of their institutions.”
Soon after the Stanford v. Roche ruling, however, intellectual property experts predicted
that US universities would respond by defensively including clauses in faculty employment
contracts to assign patenting rights and ownership of faculty inventions to the institutions.49
There is evidence that universities are doing exactly that, either by referencing the institution’s
full IP policy within a contract or by posting the policy and declaring it applicable to all
employees. Faculty with less bargaining power, including PhDs being offered their first tenuretrack jobs, are vulnerable to pressure to sign away their invention rights, possibly for their entire
careers. The AAUP believes faculty should have a vital role in the disposition of intellectual
property derived from their research. All faculty assignments of intellectual property to host
universities should be voluntary. (For a discussion of the AAUP’s recommended principles for
faculty inventor rights and IP management, see Part III.)
Arguments underlying the compulsory assignment of faculty IP to the institution begin
with the assumption that faculty members are no different from corporate employees, who owe
their employers the fruits of their labor. However, the AAUP’s 1915 “Declaration of Principles
on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure” anticipated and disputed that claim. The
declaration said faculty could not maintain academic freedom and the ability to serve the
interests of society independently unless they were recognized as “appointees,” not employees.50
It is now well established, indeed few academic administrators would disagree, that faculty
members enjoy the right to direct and control their own research as well as classroom instruction.
Academic freedom firmly secured these rights. By attempting to force assignment of faculty
inventions and IP to universities, the institutions are effectively arguing that faculty lose
academic freedom when they become inventors, at which point they become employees. The
argument amounts to an assertion of employer control over faculty research, including the
dissemination and possible future use of research results. Such a claim is as objectionable for
faculty research as it is for instruction.
The Stanford v. Roche decision challenges a complex of practices university administrators
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have imposed on faculty but which lack standing in law. Most of the developments in university
research and invention policies over the past thirty years have had the effect of limiting, if not
ending, the opportunity for faculty investigators and inventors to negotiate their own invention
management, IP, and technology transfer terms. Some universities, such as the University of
Washington, recite state ethics laws to exclude faculty investigators from participating in IP and
invention-management transactions involving the state because, the universities argue, the
faculty have a personal interest in the research agreement because they might receive pay from it
(such as summer salary, which would not otherwise be allocated). Universities also commonly
automatically insert institutional ownership clauses into standard sponsored-research agreements
with industry and private foundations, claiming title and management rights to all faculty
inventions created under the agreement. Now, as noted, universities are considering policies to
make faculty assignments of invention rights a condition of employment. According to Gerald
Barnett, a university IP expert, writing in a 2012 memo to the AAUP: “A compulsory ownership
claim changes the relationship between faculty and administration from one of administrative
governance and support to one of an employer with authority over the disposition of work of
employees. . . . . [This] is routine in companies, but is anything but routine, or acceptable, for
university faculty.”
The Supreme Court’s Stanford v. Roche decision strongly affirms the AAUP’s position that
faculty should be free to retain title to their own inventions and control their disposition. Flowing
from this, faculty should also be free to choose how their inventions are managed (including how
best to disseminate, license, and/or commercialize their discoveries, and which management
agent is best equipped to handle negotiations). Under such a system, professors might choose to
grant invention rights to their own institutions, but they could also choose to work with an
outside IP expert or management agency (unless preexisting agreements or statutes prohibit it).
Faculty’s ability to retain title to their inventions not only protects academic freedom and
inventors’ rights, it requires universities to work more collaboratively with faculty, both in
negotiations over individual faculty inventions and in developing shared protocols to guide
invention management university-wide. Currently, most universities operate without shared
written protocols to guide invention-management and technology-transfer operations, leading to
widespread criticism (from faculty, industry, and private foundations) that they are
unaccountable, overly focused on maximizing university profits, and often ineffective in
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managing inventions.
One general caveat applies to all invention-management negotiations: no party to a contract
is inherently immune to disabling motivations. Like administrators, inventors may be susceptible
to greed or competition with other investigators. Inventors may also be generally indifferent
about challenging intellectual property and contracting decisions, further strengthening the
argument for shared governance and written protocols. Such protocols would benefit the
community at large by articulating the university’s and the faculty’s academic, research, and
public-interest obligations when transferring academic knowledge to society and would include
safeguards for knowledge sharing, broad dissemination of new knowledge, protection of public
health, etc.
The Stanford v. Roche decision opens the door for faculty to press for far stronger
inventor rights than they currently enjoy as well as for stronger shared-governance systems
around invention management. However, faculty face considerable opposition from universities,
their associations, and technology-transfer officers deeply invested in the status quo. Propelled
by the Bayh-Dole Act and other legislative reforms discussed above, US universities have
invested heavily in technology-transfer and commercialization operations over the last three
decades. From 1983 to 2003, patents issued directly to American universities grew by nearly an
order of magnitude, from 434 to 3,259 patents.51 The overwhelming majority of the patents were
concentrated in biomedicine, but they also covered software, agriculture, and numerous other
academic fields. Total annual revenues from the licensing of university inventions increased
from roughly $200 million in 1991 to $1.85 billion in 2006.52 In 2007, the Association of
University Technology Managers (AUTM), composed primarily of university technologylicensing officers, reported a total of 3,148 cumulative, operational startup firms associated with
US university patenting and licensing activities.53
The figures look impressive However, contrary to the assumptions of the vast majority of
academic administrators following Bayh-Dole’s passage, most universities have not generated
substantial income from patenting and licensing activities. Only roughly two dozen US
universities with “blockbuster” inventions generate sizable revenue from patents.54 A 2006
econometric analysis found that, after subtracting the costs of patent management, US
universities netted “on average, quite modest” revenues from 1998 until 2002, two decades after
Bayh-Dole took effect. This study concluded: “universities should form a more realistic
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perspective of the possible economic returns from patenting and licensing activities.”55 Lita
Nelsen, the head of technology licensing at MIT, commented similarly: “the direct economic
impact of technology licensing on the universities themselves has been relatively small (a
surprise to many who believed that royalties could compensate for declining federal support of
research). . . . [M]ost university licensing offices barely break even.”56 Difficulty breaking even
is especially true for licensing offices less than twenty years old and for institutions with annual
research budgets of less than $100 million.
Supporters of Bayh-Dole hoped the legislation would unleash new incentives for
universities to commercialize academic inventions and thereby speed the pace of technological
innovation in the United States. Here too, however, the legislation’s economic legacy has been
distinctly mixed. University patents on academic inventions soared after Bayh-Dole. But studies
have found that academic patenting does not closely correlate with increased industrial use
and/or commercial development of academic discoveries.57 A 2002 study examining the patent
portfolios of Stanford and Columbia universities found that of eleven major inventions, seven
would have been commercialized without any assertion of patent rights or licensing by academic
technology transfer offices, because “strategically located people in industry were well aware of
the university research projects even before the universities began to market the inventions.”58
Other surveys have found that patenting and licensing are not, in fact, the surest pathways
for most industries to access academic knowledge and inventions.59 A survey of firms in the
manufacturing sector reported that the four highest-ranked channels for accessing university
knowledge were all traditional, so-called open, academic channels: publications, conferences,
informal information exchange, and consulting.60 Even in pharmaceuticals, where patents and
licenses are considered far more important to facilitate commercialization, firms still rely heavily
on traditional open channels.61
The Bayh-Dole Act and subsequent tax incentives were not the only forces stimulating
increased university patenting and commercial activity. Changes in US patent laws provided
another stimulus by vastly expanding the types of basic academic knowledge eligible for patent
protection to include genetic code, human genes, medical processes, and algorithms in computer
code.62 Some have expressed concerns that increased academic patenting, and other types of
intellectual property controls, could shrink the public commons for basic scientific knowledge,
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long considered a wellspring for future invention and discovery. (This issue is discussed further
below.)
The emergence of talk about a “knowledge-based economy” further spurred academyindustry engagement. In one 2004 study, industry representatives reported that universities had
become more important to industry due to the locus of technical change moving closer to
“science” in fields such as biotechnology and information technology. Business representatives
have credited the decline in direct industry spending on basic research and the closing of
industry-based R&D labs, following the wave of corporate restructuring in the 1980s, with being
another driver.63
The 2004 study also found universities’ primary motivation for industry partnerships
stemmed from changes in federal research support levels: “The real growth in federal R&D
funding for universities was 16% between 1953 and 1968 and 1% between 1969 and 1983,
followed by an upturn to 5% between 1984 and 2000, but with substantial declines in nonbiomedical areas.”64 According to more recent data from the federal agencies, inflation-adjusted
obligations for academic R&D peaked in 2004 at $22.1 billion (in constant 2000 dollars) and
have since declined by almost 7 percent to an estimated $20.7 billion in 2009.65 The federal
declines, combined with declines in state funding as a share of overall expenditures, have left
universities increasingly reliant on tuition, alumnae giving, endowment interest, private
fundraising, research licensing, and funding from industry sources.66
The evolution of science itself is another force driving academy-industry engagement.
Both the biotechnology and information technology revolutions were born in academic
laboratories. Moreover, the practice of science has become a far more collaborative enterprise.
As the Business-Higher Education Forum observed in a two-year study of academy-industry
partnerships: “the increasing volume and accelerating pace of knowledge creation has
transformed the research process to the point where no one scientist, institution, or even nation
can sufficiently conduct wholly independent research programs; rising costs, driven by
increasingly complex research, make resource-sharing an imperative. Changes in the nature of
innovation largely depend on multidisciplinary approaches and use tools from a range of
seemingly unrelated fields.”67
The US government has also been actively encouraging academy-industry-government
engagement through its grant-allocation system.68 Government-academy-industry partnerships
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now span a wide range of sectors: electronic storage, flat-panel displays, turbine technologies,
new textile manufacturing techniques, new materials, magnetic storage, next-generation vehicles,
batteries, biotechnology, optoelectronics, and ship construction. According to one estimate,
because of the federal government’s growing preference for allocating R&D funds through
corporate “matching grants” and other industrial cost-sharing research arrangements, private
industry now directly influences 20 percent to 25 percent of overall university research funding.69
In a 2007 interview with the Center for American Progress,70 Jilda D. Garton, the
associate vice provost for research at Georgia Institute of Technology—a top US engineering
school—stated that roughly half the industry money that now pays for academic research at
Georgia Tech comes from federal grants originally issued to corporations through various costsharing arrangements. After corporations receive federal research grants, they frequently contract
with US universities to perform the actual research, though the federal government dictates
terms. This way, US taxpayer funding that began as “public” in character effectively turns
“private” by the time the money reaches academic investigators in their labs.
Public-private partnerships are now actively encouraged through a variety of federal
grant programs, including the National Manufacturing Initiative; the National Science
Foundation’s “engineering research centers” and “science and technology centers;” National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s Manufacturing Extension and Advanced Technology
Program (dual use programs run by the Department of Defense); Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR); Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs).
Historically, according to a 2003 National Science Board survey, the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) did not provide grants to industry. However in 1998-1999, NIH had 166
CRADAs providing access to government resources and supporting public-private research
partnerships, and its SBIR program issued more than $300 million to small companies. That
same year, the Department of Energy (DOE) operated 700 CRADAs.71 In 2008, a DOE official
told the Center for American Progress that the agency distributed roughly 80 percent to 90
percent of its federal funds for efficient and renewable energy R&D through some form of
public-private cost sharing. Usually, corporate beneficiaries are asked to contribute matching
grants of 20 to 50 percent, depending on the project and its potential commercial application.72
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***

Types of Academy-Industry Research Collaboration

Industry support of university research takes a variety of distinct forms, from smaller, more
casual grants issued to individual researchers to larger, more institutionalized research consortia
involving dozens of firms that pay fees to support a quasi-permanent research facility. As
Bronwyn H. Hall, a UC Berkeley economist, observed: “The implication of this variety is that no
one data source provides information on university-industry partnering, so that it is hard to get a
picture of the system as a whole.”73 Below are some of the main types of academy-industry
relationships (AIRs):

Common Types of Academy-Industry Relationships (AIRs):
1. Research Contracts: Industry support of a scientist’s or a group of scientists’
university-based research, usually in the form of a grant or a contract. These may be
initiated by academic scientists, industrial sponsors, and/or company scientists.
Institutions can benefit financially when research grants support salaries and facilities
which otherwise would have to be supported by the institution, fund raising, or other
grants.74 Unfortunately, while research contracts, like federal and foundation grants, can
facilitate expansion of investigations into new areas or enhance existing ones, research
contracts often fail to cover full indirect costs. Universities, therefore, may actually lose
money on them.
2. Consulting: Academic faculty member provides advice, service, or information to a
commercial firm or organization. Individual scientists retain consulting funds over and
above their institutional salaries. Institutions can benefit financially when faculty use
the money to support professional activities they would otherwise charge to the
institution.75
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3. Industrial Consortia: Large laboratories funded through a consortia agreement
involving several, or even dozens of, firms, such as the Stanford Center for Integrated
Systems. Companies usually pay annual membership fees to participate in consortia,
with academic research results and discoveries shared among all the consortia members
under nonexclusive licensing terms.
4. Quasi-permanent University-Industry Research Centers (UIRCs) and
Engineering Research Centers: UIRCs are partially funded by the federal government
and partially by industry.76
5. Strategic Corporate Alliances (SCAs): SCAs are multi-year, multi-million dollar
sponsored-research alliances, commonly negotiated with just one corporation, set up to
fund many campus-based labs and faculty research projects at once. SCAs have existed
for a long time at MIT, Stanford University, and other campus, but in the last decade
they have become more prevalent, especially in the pharmaceutical and energy research
sectors. SCAs are further defined further and addressed in detail in the AAUP’s
accompanying “Recommended Principles and Practices” statement. Because SCAs
often permit corporate sponsors to powerfully influence the university’s research
portfolio, resources, and internal governance systems, SCAs can raise distinct
institutional conflict of interest concerns. As with other research contracts, SCAs may
not cover full indirect costs, and they may also redirect core departmental teaching and
research missions.
6. Clinical Research Trials: Pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device
manufacturers often finance academic investigators to test the safety and efficacy of
their medical products. Clinical research trials are also discussed at length in the
AAUP’s accompanying “Recommended Principles and Practices” statement because a
large body of empirical research has shown that corporate sponsors frequently exert
undue influence over the conduct and reporting of university-based clinical trials, and
faculty investigators also frequently have personal financial interests in their research.
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7. Licensing: Licensing grants industry the rights to commercialize university-owned or
co-owned technologies in exchange for royalties or other profit-sharing arrangements.
Most universities now have dedicated offices of technology transfer or technology
licensing, which handle all university-generated intellectual property and related
patenting, copyright, and licensing matters. Most universities share some of the
financial benefits of licensing with faculty inventors. As noted above, however, few
licensing agreements make significant money for universities.
8. Equity: Academic faculty and academic institutions participation in the founding
and/or ownership of new companies commercializing university-based research. Often
these cash-poor companies provide equity or options to purchase equity as
compensation for relationships, such as consulting and licensing relationships described
above. Equity relationships are especially common in biotechnology, but occur in other
fields as well.77
9. Training: Companies provide support for graduate students or postdoctoral fellows,
or contract with academic institutions to provide various educational experiences, such
as seminars or fellowships, to industrial employees.
10. Gifts: The transfer of funding and/or resources (scientific or nonscientific),
independent of an institutionally negotiated research grant or contract, between an
industry group and an academic institution and or an individual faculty member. Gifts
may include discretionary funding, equipment, biomaterials, support for travel to
professional meetings, and entertainment (tickets to sporting events, cultural events,
dinners, resort travel).78

Strategic Corporate Alliances (SCA)
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As noted earlier, biomedicine, including industry sponsorship of clinical trials, is one of the only
areas of academy-industry collaboration that has received close scholarly scrutiny. Most other
types of academy-industry collaboration have received little to no independent scholarly
examination. In recent years, however, several university committees and faculty senates79 have
turned their attention to the emergence of large-scale, multi-year strategic corporate alliances
(SCAs) on campus. Many universities have determined the alliances need more rigorous
oversight due to their unique size, scope, and structure, and their tendency to grant industry
sponsors an unusual degree of research influence and administrative or governing control.
For example, after the conclusion of the University of California, Berkeley-Novartis
alliance—a five-year, $25 million research collaboration from 1998 until 2003—independent
researchers at Michigan State University performed a formal review and emphasized the need to
“reassess in a comprehensive fashion the implications of non-financial and institutional conflicts
of interest” associated with large-scale SCA agreements.80 Cornell University’s faculty senate
reached a similar conclusion after it convened a special panel to evaluate the emergence of SCAs
on their campus. In the case of an SCA, “the essential quality of academic independence from
the sponsor is more difficult to maintain at an institutional, as well as individual, level,” the panel
wrote. “Therefore more formal decisional processes and oversight mechanisms are appropriate as
continual self-checking and self-correcting mechanisms.”81
An independent analysis of ten SCA agreements signed by US universities and large
energy firms—published in 2010 by the Center for American Progress, a think tank based in
Washington, DC—found SCA legal agreements signed by academic institutions tend to grant
industry sponsors substantial internal governing authority and research control, while providing
few safeguards for research independence and academic freedom. (See the box below for
details.)

Big Oil Goes to College
Center for American Progress, 2010 82
Summary of Findings:
• In nine of ten industry agreements, for example, university partners failed to retain majority academic
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control over the central governing body charged with directing the SCA. Four of ten alliances granted the
industry sponsors full governance control.
• Eight of ten agreements permitted corporate sponsors to fully control both the evaluation and selection
of faculty research proposals in each new grant cycle.
• Only one of ten agreements required any specific management of financial conflicts of interest related to
the alliance and its research functions. Most of the universities, in their written comments concerning the
findings, stated that their standard campus-wide conflict-of-interest policy was sufficient.
• None of the ten agreements required use of independent expert peer review for evaluating faculty
research proposals, the traditional method for awarding academic and scientific research grants fairly and
impartially based on scientific merit. A given company evaluation may, of course, be sound, but peer
review, however flawed, is more likely to be impartial. (Two universities reported that, in practice, they
are using “independent peer review,” though the written contract does not require it. However, in one of
these cases, the report documents how the SCA committee charged with final research selections is
composed of faculty members who have nearly all received SCA grants themselves, raising serious
questions about the selection committee’s impartiality.)
• Eight of ten alliance agreements failed to specify transparently, in advance, faculty application,
evaluation, and selection procedures.

***

The Benefits of Academy-Industry Engagement

Dating back to the mid-1800s, enduring benefits have come from collaborations between
American universities and private industry. Here, we briefly explore the benefits from the
perspective of US universities.
In addition to providing critical financial support for universities’ educational and research
missions, a 1995 Industrial Research Institute report identified the following academic
opportunities from academy-industry collaborations: i) to fulfill the university’s service mission
and demonstrate the value of academic research and expertise; ii) to broaden the experiences of
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students and faculty; iii) to identify interesting problems and relevant applications for university
research inquiry; iv) to enhance regional economic development; v) to increase employment
opportunities for students after graduation.83 Industry also brings new technology campuses and
can advocate for state support for research at public institutions.
When working with industry, academic investigators often find that knowledge flows not
only from the university to industry but also from industry to the university. Knowledge that
flows both ways often benefits faculty research. The interaction between university faculty and
companies can enhance the quality of research, ensure results stand up to reason and practice,
and lead to substantially better understanding of the technology involved and the underlying
research questions. Perhaps that is unsurprising. The breakthrough work underlying the questions
university scientists ask has often arisen in practice and in industry. Companies, paradoxically,
can both cause problems and be powerful agents in solving them. In that regard it is worth
remembering that companies spend millions of dollars trying to replicate published claims of
discovery based on university research, much of it publicly funded, sometimes without success.
Efforts to evaluate and validate university research claims also contribute toward the
advancement of knowledge. Innovation is by definition a learning process, ever testing the status
quo and consensus responses to proposals for technological and social change. The give-and-take
between industry and campus researchers plays a key role in the testing process.
According to a 2002 Business Higher Education Forum survey of university researchers,
another benefit of corporate sponsorship is that it imposes less of an administrative burden than
filling out the federal government’s voluminous grant applications. Researchers also point out
that additional visibility from academy-industry research collaborations can lead to greater peer
recognition and, in some cases, enhanced consulting opportunities.84
Furthermore, many entrepreneurial faculty report that they enjoy pursuing research with
real-world applications and are highly motivated to translate ideas into applications with direct
public benefits. These faculty relish their involvement with exciting new businesses, rapidly
developing technology, and practical, market-relevant research. For many academics,
collaborations with industry scientists provide invaluable access to know-how and expertise
concerning the practical applications of academic discoveries, scaling for commercial
production, and market considerations.
There is some evidence that industry partnerships may also enhance faculty members’
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competitive positions for receiving federal research grant awards.85 Industry support can be
increasingly advantageous when more and more federal research funding is awarded in
conjunction with corporate matching grants, on the basis of evidence that the research proposed
already has evident commercial applications.
Collaborations also commonly facilitate faster commercial adoption of academic
knowledge. One study found that faculty with industrial research relationships were
significantly more likely than faculty without to report being involved with a start-up company
(14% compared to 6%), applying for a patent (42% versus 24%), having a patent granted (25%
versus 13%), having a patent licensed (18% versus 9%), having a product under review (27%
versus 5%), or having a product on the market (26% versus 11%).86 Of course, these associations
do not necessarily prove causal relationships: industry may fund scientists who are already more
productive or whose research areas already have a greater likelihood for commercial application.
Alternatively, industry may provide funding that allows scientists to be more successful
commercially or encourages them to be more commercially active.87
Although some untenured faculty members see industry financing as an attractive
opportunity, others, understandably, worry about the effect of the pressure to obtain industry
funding on tenure decisions. The pressure to raise research funds in academia long predates the
intensified pursuit of corporate funds. But declines in federal funding for research (in constant
dollars) and state funding for basic operations (leading public institutions to shift resources away
from research), often leave untenured faculty little choice but to accept available industry money.
Institutional and monetary pressures also can lead tenure-track faculty members to seek grants
from industry, rather than from the government or nonprofits, if the latter involve less funding.
Rather than pursue topics based on academic merit, faculty may feel pressed to serve “the
market.” Market forces can generate valuable research and serve public interests, but academic
freedom and innovation benefit from greater freedom of choice.
Another related pressure arises when faculty (in medicine especially, but in other academic
disciplines as well) are expected to use outside research grants to fund a portion of their own
salaries. They may well feel extreme pressure to “serve the market.” The pressure can introduce
unconscious bias into research selection. Faculty should not feel beholden to market pressures
and should not evaluate research solely based on its potential short-term commercial value. They
should be free to work on fundamental science, neglected areas of inquiry, and public-good
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research, and they should feel free to contribute to the public body of knowledge (such as
through the development of open source software), rather than to seek proprietary dissemination
of the fruits of their research. Market pressures seriously threaten academic freedom. The threat
emanates from outside the university as well as from within it.
For some students and more junior faculty members, however, industry collaborations may
be a significant recruitment draw, with an increasing proportion of university graduates now
moving into private-sector careers. Commercial research collaborations may provide students
with valuable corporate research experience and lead to early job offers. Still, as the BusinessHigher Education Forum survey cautions, “sponsored research also may pose risks” for students
and junior faculty. “Universities should not divert graduate students toward efforts that will not
advance their education or their thesis research,” the survey says. “If students’ work is hemmed
in by corporate confidentiality requirements, they may find themselves barred from presenting
their work at scientific meetings—or, even worse, unable to publish a Ph.D. thesis.”88
Significantly, a growing body of empirical research has found that faculty with industry
research relationships are more productive (even when measured in traditional academic terms)
than faculty who do not. A 2009 survey of more than 3,000 faculty in the life sciences found
that, across all measures, those with industry relationships were more academically productive.89
They published significantly more and at a greater rate (in the past three years) than respondents
unconnected to industry. The average journal impact factor of the most recent five articles was
also significantly higher for respondents with at least one industry relationship. Earlier research
corroborated the finding, showing that articles with joint academy-industry authorship have
significantly higher citation rates than publications with single- or multiple-university
authorships.90 Moreover, researchers with at least one industry relationship conducted more
service activities in their institutions or disciplines than respondents without industry
relationships. Finally, academics with industry relationships spent significantly more weekly
hours performing outside professional activities, such as giving external lectures and working
with professional societies and advisory groups. The findings remained constant over time when
the authors compared 1995 with 2006 survey data.91
A 2007 study,92 the first longitudinal analysis of medical school faculty patenting, also
found that, despite public concern that the Bayh-Dole Act had transformed the ethos of medical
schools by making them more proprietary, patenting activities are concentrated among a small
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number of departments and faculty, and the most prolific academic patenters remain active in
traditional scientific activities.
More subtle is the question of how sponsored research is designed or selected for
funding. Might these industrial collaborations unduly influence the research agenda of the
university or medical school as a whole, as well as individual researchers, pushing the focus
from more fundamental to applied research? Or might the collaborations steer research toward
more commercially profitable areas and away from “public good” research, (such as research on
environmental toxins, third world diseases, or global climate change)? The latter question has not
been examined empirically. However, the former has, and generally, studies have failed to
document a sizable shift in the balance between basic and applied university research.93

***

The Risks Academy-Industry Engagement Poses
In this section, we turn to the risks associated with heightened forms of academy-industry
engagement. However, we should note that risks and benefits are often fundamentally two sides
of the same coin. Many of the benefits highlighted above—including opportunities for service
learning, applied or translational research, enhanced student job opportunities, contributions to
economic development, increased research opportunities, and demonstration of the practical
value of academic research—are the selfsame forces that can generate financial conflicts of
interest and threaten the open culture of the university.
Most of the risks can be substantially moderated by adopting the principles we put
forward in this AAUP report. However, we recognize that the risks will be difficult to eliminate
entirely unless funding sources are concealed from researchers—a standard that would be in
most instances impractical if not impossible to observe comprehensively.

*
RISK 1: Violations of Academic Freedom
and Researcher Autonomy
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Some industry sponsors have tried to directly interfere with faculty members’ core academic
freedom by blocking or impeding their ability to carry out and publish truly independent
research.
The proprietary nature of some sponsored research—including confidentiality restrictions,
publication delays, or industry requests for editorial changes—may jeopardize the university’s
core commitment to free and open inquiry.
Most university sponsored-research contracts try to include provisions securing faculty’s
legal rights to publish. However, notable contracts that fail to secure basic academic publication
rights have slipped through. And many more university contracts fail to properly secure these
rights (see Risk #6 below) by allowing industry sponsors to control data access, write
manuscripts, insert their own statistical analyses, and make final editorial revisions.
In recent decades, there have been numerous academic freedom disputes over professors’
rights to publish or speak about what they believe to be true. Among the more well-publicized
are the cases of Aubrey Blumsohn, Ignacio Chapela, Betty Dong, Tyrone Hayes, David Healy,
James Kahn, David Kern, and Nancy Olivieri. All these cases came to light because faculty
members, usually at great cost to their own careers and reputations, refused to tolerate industry
interference with their professional work. First we will review a few of these clinical-research
cases, and then we will turn to cases in other disciplines.

Thalassemia: The Case of Nancy Olivieri
In 1996, Dr. Nancy Olivieri, a University of Toronto professor, and her research
colleagues, found that deferiprone, used to treat thalassemia, an inherited, potentially fatal blood
disorder, could worsen hepatic fibrosis. When she moved to inform patients, the drug's
manufacturer, Apotex Inc., prematurely terminated the clinical trials. Simultaneously, the
company threatened legal action against Olivieri if she attempted to disclose the risk to her
patients or the medical community. Several months later, after a thorough review of patients’
charts, Olivieri identified a second, more serious risk. Again, Apotex issued legal warnings
against disclosure.
The academic contract Olivieri and her hospital signed with Apotex was poorly drafted and
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forbade disclosure of results for up to three years without the company’s consent. The
prohibition violated Olivieri’s professional medical, ethical, and academic obligations.
Despite the threat of a lawsuit and ineffective assistance from her university and its
affiliated hospital, Olivieri informed her patients and the scientific community of the risks she
had identified. The dispute became public in 1998, when Olivieri published her findings in a
leading scientific journal.
Since then, Olivieri has faced work restrictions and public criticism. Her hospital, Apotex
and some colleagues have tried to discredit her. However, an independent investigation by the
Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT),94 found that Olivieri’s academic freedom
rights were violated. The investigators also found other serious violations of her professional
rights and responsibilities.95

Thyroid Conditions: The Case of Betty Dong
In 1987, the manufacturer of Synthroid (levothyroxine) contracted with Dr. Betty Dong,
at the University of California at San Francisco, to study whether its drug was more effective
than competing preparations for treating thyroid conditions. In 1990, Dong found Synthroid no
more effective than other preparations, including cheaper generics. The sponsoring company,
Boots Pharmaceuticals and later Knoll Pharmaceuticals, refused to allow the findings to be
published. The pharmaceutical company’s contract with UCSF required the manufacturer’s
consent before releasing information. The prohibition violated the university’s own written
policies.
Over the next four years, Boots/Knoll waged a vigorous campaign to discredit the study
and prevent publication, claiming the research was flawed. Two university investigations found
only the most minor and easily correctable problems in Dong’s research and concluded that the
company’s attacks amounted to “harassment” designed to prevent publication. Eventually, the
study passed the Journal of the American Medical Association’s peer review process and was
scheduled for publication on January 25, 1995. Shortly before publication, however, the
company threatened a lawsuit.
At that point, it seemed unlikely that Dong’s research would see the light of day. Then a
Wall Street Journal reporter learned about the study and wrote an article exposing what had
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happened.96 Soon, pressure from the Food and Drug Administration forced Knoll to back off, and
the study finally appeared in JAMA in 1997.97 The lengthy delay was a huge victory for
Boots/Knoll because it enabled the company to sustain Synthroid’s dominant market position.98
For the general public, it was not a good story. Dong and her colleagues estimated that if an
equally effective generic or brand-name preparation were substituted for Synthroid, patients
would have saved $365 million annually in lower drug prices.99

AIDS: The Case of James Kahn
In September 2000, Immune Response, a biopharmaceutical company, sued the
University of California at San Francisco for $7 million, after Dr. James Kahn and other
researchers declared they were moving forward with publication of the findings from a clinical
trial of the company’s experimental acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) vaccine,
Remune, which they found ineffective.
The investigators refused to allow the company to insert its own statistical analyses into
the manuscript.100 The sponsor, Immune Response, demanded that the researchers not publish the
article and withheld part of the study data in an effort to dampen publication prospects.101
However, the investigators persuaded the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA)
to proceed with publication, with an explanation of the circumstances.102 After publication,
Immune Response sued, and the legal battle ended only after the university countersued alleging
that the contract did grant the researchers permission to publish.103

Several well-publicized academic freedom cases have also arisen in fields outside of clinical
research, including in occupational health, environmental toxicology, and agricultural research.

Environmental Toxicology: The Case of Tyrone Hayes104
In 1998, the same year the University of California at Berkeley signed a $25 million
research alliance with Novartis, later renamed Syngenta, Tyrone Hayes, a biologist at Berkeley,
accepted a $100,000 grant from Pacific EcoRisk, a consulting firm Novartis-Syngenta hired to
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study the effects of its most popular weed killer, atrazine, on frogs. Atrazine, among the most
heavily applied herbicides in the United States, is widely used on agricultural croplands, golf
courses, and lawns and leaves chemical traces in streams, waterways, and rainwater throughout
the United States, especially after the planting season.
Not long after Hayes’s research began, he turned up disturbing results. Exposure to
atrazine appeared to disrupt male frogs’ sexual development. Their voice boxes shrank, and they
developed ovaries. The research suggested that atrazine was part of a family of chemicals known
as endocrine disrupters. Even in minute traces, they can significantly interfere with hormones
that regulate key biological activities in both wildlife and in humans. Hayes wondered if atrazine
use might explain why fifty-eight amphibian species had disappeared or become extinct and
another ninety-one had been listed as endangered in the past twenty years.105
Although Hayes was eager to publish his research, he soon learned that his contract gave
EcoRisk and Syngenta ultimate control over publication. Like in the Betty Dong case, the
University of California grants office had overlooked this glaring breach of its own policy on
publication. EcoRisk called in its own consulting group, the Atrazine Endocrine Risk
Assessment Panel chaired by Texas Tech University Professor Ronald J. Kendall, to evaluate
and analyze Hayes’s results. Hayes suspected that the panel’s true purpose was to forestall
publication, and he quit. 106 Soon after, Hayes acquired enough new funding (from W. Alton
Jones, the World Wildlife Fund, and the National Science Foundation) to continue his research,
the first part of which he published in the April 2002 Proceedings of the National Academy of
Science.
The study had an immediate impact because the US Environmental Protection Agency
was, at that precise moment, reviewing the atrazine’s safety to determine whether to reauthorize
it for use as an herbicide. The EPA’s scientific panel had been leaning in favor of reapproval
until it saw Hayes’s scientific results. They showed atrazine levels as low as 1 part per 10 billion
in water could cause tadpoles to develop into frogs with both male and female sexual organs. If
Hayes’s results were accurate, serious hormone disruption was occurring at concentrations thirty
times lower than the EPA’s then-approved levels.107 By 2002, much of Europe had already
banned atrazine due to safety concerns.
Alert to the financial and political stakes involved, Syngenta and EcoRisk quickly tried to
discredit Hayes’ study. On June 20, 2002, they issued a press release announcing that “three
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separate studies by university scientists have failed to replicate” his findings.108 None of the
studies had been published in peer-reviewed journals; Syngenta had underwritten them all. One
study, written by Texas Tech’s James A. Carr, EcoRisk’s Kendall, and others, later appeared in
the journal Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (ET&C)—where Kendall was an editor.
Prior to publication, Kendall was quoted in a press release saying: “As research on this issue
continues, one thing is certain. No conclusions can be drawn at this time on atrazine and its
purported effect on frogs.”
How independent were the studies? Syngenta informed the EPA that the Texas Tech study
published in ET&C “was conducted under the direction and auspices of an independent scientific
panel.” However, Goldie Blumenstyk, an investigative reporter with the Chronicle of Higher
Education, challenged the study’s independence. She revealed that under the $600,000 contract
between Texas Tech and EcoRisk all research data and analyses belonged to EcoRisk “and/or its
client.” Furthermore, any publication of the research required “appropriate review and written
permission by EcoRisk.”109
In October 2002, Hayes published a second study in Environmental Health Perspectives,110
and a shorter piece in Nature, based on field research examining native populations of frogs at
eight sites, seven of which had detectable traces of atrazine. At one site in Wyoming, 92 percent
of the male frogs actually had immature eggs inside of them. At six of the other sites, the
researchers found 10 percent to 40 percent of the frogs were hermaphrodites. The only site where
they found only normal males was the one where they detected no traces of atrazine.
Once again, Hayes’s research came under attack. This time, the EcoRisk panel, the Kansas
Corn Growers Association, and an association of 1,000 growers and herbicide manufacturers
called the Triazine Network challenged the validity of Hayes’s research. Under a law known as
the Data Safety Quality Act of 2001, they petitioned the EPA to disregard all Hayes’s findings.
Nevertheless, in June 2003, an EPA scientific advisory panel found “sufficient evidence” to
hypothesize that the country’s most widely used herbicide, atrazine, causes sexual abnormalities
in frogs. The panel called six studies showing a variety of defects, including the development of
multiple testes and multiple ovaries, persuasive and significant.111
Four months later, however, when the EPA issued its final ruling, it reversed course and
reapproved atrazine’s use as a weed killer. Critics cried foul, noting that Kendall, who oversaw
the $600,000 Syngenta-EcoRisk grant at Texas Tech, also sat on the board of the EPA’s
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scientific advisory panel on atrazine and its endocrine-disruptor screening committee, both of
which would have had a say in a final decision on atrazine’s reapproval. 112

Occupational Health: The Case of David Kern
Dr. David Kern served as a faculty member at Brown University’s School of Medicine for fifteen
years, starting in 1984; during his last five years, he was an associate professor. He also worked as a
clinician at Brown’s affiliated Memorial Hospital, where he directed an environmental- and
occupational-health clinic. The following account—drawn from a 2011 article in Academe113—is based
upon primary documents that Kern provided to the AAUP114, an official Brown University
investigation115 of Kern’s case, and Kern’s own account published in the International Journal of
Occupational and Environmental Health.116
In the mid-1990s, Kern saw two patients suffering from a rare lung condition; both happened to
work at the same factory run by Microfibres, Inc., a Rhode Island manufacturer of nylon-flocked fabrics.
Microfibres was a hospital donor, and its owner and two family members sat on Memorial’s board. With
the company’s permission, Kern and his students made one preliminary visit to Microfibres’s factory to
conduct air tests but turned up little. Fifteen months later, in March 1996, Kern proposed that
Microfibres hire him as a consultant to conduct a more thorough health investigation, and the company
agreed.117
Records show that Memorial Hospital processed Kern’s consulting payments but did not
negotiate a formal research contract with Microfibres. Kern states that he separately pressed Microfibres
to sign his own clinic contract, but when the company refused, he pressed ahead with his investigation
seeking to uncover the cause of his patients’ illnesses.
Soon Kern identified 10 workers out of 165 at the Microfibres plant who were suffering from
variations of the same rare condition, known as interstitial lung disease. He also identified a similar lung
outbreak in a Canadian nylon-flocking factory and soon determined that he had sufficient evidence to
publish an article about what he believed to be a new lung disease. Kern informed Microfibres of his
plan to publish and present his findings at an American Thoracic Society meeting in May 1997. The
company responded by threatening to sue, citing a confidentiality agreement Kern had signed fifteen
months earlier, during his initial air-testing visit. Kern turned to Brown University for support, but
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Brown officials told him not to publish or present his findings. In a document dated November 18, 1996,
Peter Shank, Brown’s associate dean of medicine and research, told Kern that, based on the earlier
confidentiality agreement, “I see no way in which you can publish results of your studies at the company
without their written approval. . . . You should immediately withdraw your abstract [from] the national
meeting.”118
Kern said he was shocked. Patients’ lives were at stake. One had already died; two others were
seriously ill. In Kern’s view, Brown had a moral and medical obligation to make his research public and
to ensure that workers under his care, as well as workers at other nylon-flocking plants, received
appropriate preventive treatment and care. Besides, it was Kern’s opinion—and that of his legal
advisers—that the confidentiality agreement Kern had signed during his prior air-testing visit referenced
only “trade secrets,” which Kern’s health investigation would not touch upon or disclose.
Then, in a December 23, 1996, memorandum, Memorial’s president instructed Kern to “withdraw
[his] abstract from publication or presentation before the deadline of Jan. 15, 1997.” The hospital, he
stated, was shutting down Kern’s entire occupational-health program “effective immediately.”119
Brown’s medical school dean, Donald J. Marsh, initially stated publicly that he was never consulted
about the closure of Kern’s program, but in an April 30, 1997 letter to the hospital’s president, he wrote
that he was notified and “raised no objection.”120
Over the course of the spring and summer of 1997, Kern’s case attracted the attention of high-profile
public health professors, resulting in more than one hundred letters addressed to Brown protesting
Kern’s treatment. Kern also sought help from Brown’s faculty senate and the AAUP, but an organized
defense of Kern never materialized.
Kern proceeded with his publication121 and presented evidence at the thoracic society conference of
what he considered to be a new lung disease. Brown issued a statement at the time noting that “many
questions remain unresolved” about the case but expressing support for Kern “in his right to conduct
research and in his academic freedom to publish results.”122 Less than a week after the conference,
however, Kern received letters from Brown’s president, Vartan Gregorian, and from the president of
Memorial Hospital, Francis Dietz. They said that, as a result of the closure of the occupational-health
program, Kern’s teaching and research were being eliminated. Kern would remain at the hospital until
his five-year contract ended in 1999, but the closure of his program left him unable to seek research
contracts within his field of occupational and environmental medicine. Memorial Hospital also barred
him from treating his former Microfibres patients. Later that fall, Kern received a letter from the Centers
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for Disease Control and Prevention officially recognizing the new disease he had identified: flock
worker’s lung.
More than thirteen years after his first publication123 exposing the dangers of flock workers lung, in
2011, Kern published a follow-up study in the Journal of Occupational and Environmental Health.124
The article examined a longer-range set of public health records for the original cohort of male
Microfibres workers. The study uncovered a threefold increase in lung cancer incidence among the male
workers. Kern completed the study without the benefits of an academic research appointment, while
working as a clinician providing inpatient hospital services at Togus Veterans Administration Medical
Center in Augusta, Maine. If Brown-Memorial had allowed Kern to retain his faculty position and not
barred him seeing his Microfibres patients, this potentially grave cancer risk would almost certainly
have been uncovered far sooner, potentially saving workers’ lives.
Agricultural Research: The Case of Ignacio Chapela
In November 2003, Ignacio Chapela, a UC Berkeley microbial biology professor and an
outspoken critic of its $25 million research alliance with Novartis-Syngenta, was formally denied
tenure. Almost immediately after the announcement, large numbers of faculty protested the
decision and questioned whether an objective assessment of his scholarship or politics drove
Chapela’s tenure review.
When Michigan State University researchers were invited to the Berkeley campus to
conduct a formal, external review of the UC Berkeley-Novartis deal, they devoted an entire
section of their final report to Chapela’s tenure case: “Regardless of whether [Ignacio] Chapela’s
denial of tenure was justified, there is little doubt that the UCB-N agreement played a role in it.
First, the very existence of UCB-N changed the rules of the game. Certain faculty were denied
participation in the process because of the agreement. Second, while the administration saw fit to
avoid conflicts of interest (COI) among faculty, they ignored the potential for COI among
administrators. Thus, regardless of its validity, the decision of top administrators to accept the
decision of the Budget Committee was seen by many as a COI.”125
In 1998, when UC Berkeley’s College of Natural Resources first planned to sign a fiveyear, $25 million research alliance with Novartis (later Syngenta) public, Chapela served as the
elected chairman of the College of Natural Resources’s executive committee, a faculty governing
body. The position put him directly at the center of a vibrant faculty debate about the proposed
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Novartis alliance, the largest single academy-industry alliance ever negotiated on the campus.
Although not yet tenured, Chapela orchestrated a campus survey to gather faculty viewpoints on
the alliance and candidly voiced his own reservations about the deal, creating rifts with other
scientists, including other microbiologists in the Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, the
department slated to receive the Novartis funding.
In the fall of 2001, Chapela and his graduate student, David Quist, reported in the journal
Nature that foreign DNA material from genetically modified (GM) plants appeared to be
migrating into native varieties of corn in southern Mexico, although Mexico had banned the
planting of modified corn as early as 1998.126 Corn was first cultivated in Mexico 10,000 years
ago and remains the center of corn genetic diversity around the world, which is why both the
Mexican government and the environmental community reacted nervously to the study’s
findings.127 Like all Nature papers, the Chapela-Quist study was rigorously peer-reviewed prior to
publication. The moment it was released, it became the subject of unusual scientific debate. A
petition calling on Nature and Chapela to retract the study appeared on AgBioWorld, a
biotechnology LISTSERV to which more than 3,000 scientists subscribe.128 This type of backlash
is not unprecedented in the agriculture-biotech sector, where a number of scientists who have
published research critical of GM agriculture have had both their research and their personal
integrity attacked, often by large agricultural interests with profits riding on the research.129
What was striking about the Chapela-Quist case was that many of their harshest scientific
critics who wrote letters to Nature and posted comments on AgBioWorld were directly tied to
UC Berkeley’s plant and microbial biology department, the beneficiary of the $25 million in
Novartis funding. Numerous current and former researchers in the department, for example,
signed two group letters Nature published challenging the validity of Chapela’s study.130 Michael
Freeling, a plant and microbial biology professor, signed the petition calling for a full retraction
of Chapela’s paper.131 With each side accusing the other of impure motives, and the Novartisalliance controversy lurking, judging the Chapel-Quist study on purely scientific grounds became
increasingly difficult.132
Few disputed Chapela and Quist’s main finding that genetically modified plants had
contaminated native maize in Mexico. They disagreed over its significance. Biotech supporters
maintained the contamination posed no threat, while critics worried that genetic contamination
could erode plant genetic diversity and create other long-term ecological problems. Chapela and
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Quist’s second conclusion, concerning the movement of foreign DNA around the corn plant,
sparked more controversy, with critics attacking the testing method of the researchers as
unreliable. In the end, Nature did not retract the peer-reviewed paper, but it did do something
unparalleled in its 133-year history: The journal printed an editorial note stating that the
“evidence available is not sufficient to justify” the original publication and calling upon readers
to judge the science for themselves.133
Not surprisingly, the Nature study controversy became a central issue in Chapela’s tenure
review. At first, the College of Natural Resources voted thirty-two to one (with three abstentions)
in favor of tenure. Then, an ad hoc tenure committee with five experts chosen for their ability to
evaluate Chapela’s research voted unanimously in his favor again. However, when the final
arbiter, the budget committee—with members from across the college—denied tenure.
Immediately, Wayne Getz, an insect biology professor and a member of the ad hoc committee,
charged that the process had “gone awry.” Then the chair of the ad hoc committee, who
originally voted in favor of tenure, rescinded his recommendation.
As it turned out, a member of the campus-wide budget committee, genetics Professor
Jasper Rine, had ties to the biotech industry, raising conflict of interest concerns.134 In the past,
universities only had to monitor their professors’ potential conflicts of interest, wrote the
Michigan State reviewers. But the Berkeley-Novartis agreement “raised issues of a different sort.
In this case, it is the institution’s potential for conflict of interest relative to the funds it receives
that is at issue.”135 After Chapela was formally denied tenure, he filed a lawsuit challenging the
fairness and impartiality of his tenure review. In May 2005, the university reversed its decision
and granted tenure.136
All of these cases are troubling because they represent instances when universities
themselves have compromised a faculty member’s academic freedom in deference to an
industrial partner’s economic interests. Moreover, as Patricia Baird commented in the Canadian
Medical Association Journal, such well publicized cases “are likely only the visible tip of a
bigger iceberg” because many academic investigators probably are reticent to speak out when
threatened. “For many academic researchers,” Baird explains, “the future prospects of their
laboratories and careers depend on renewed industry funding. They also may be understandably
reluctant to speak out: if they trigger a legal action, it is time consuming and expensive, and it
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disrupts work and harms reputations. Large pharmaceutical companies, on the other hand, may
see such legal expenses as a ‘cost of doing business.’ Even if a company ultimately loses an
action, in effect they win by delaying publication of adverse findings for lengthy periods, and the
case serves as a deterrent to others from acting independently.”137

*
RISK 2: Restricted Access to Data
and Suppression of Negative Results
Another concern, related to academic-freedom threats, concerns access to data. In
industry-supported clinical trial research with multiple trial sites, many academic investigators
lack access to complete study data and depend almost entirely on company statisticians for data
analysis. The phenomenon has been well documented.138
In one published review, six academic investigators interviewed cited cases in which
corporate sponsors stopped publication of research articles or altered their content. In many
instances, the suppression was not publicly reported at the time.139 In one case cited, Dr. Curt
Furberg, a professor of public health sciences at Wake Forest University School of Medicine,
reported that he refused to place his name on the published results of a study in which he was the
principal investigator because the sponsor was “attempting to wield undue influence on the
nature of the final paper. This effort was so oppressive that we felt it inhibited academic
freedom.”
In a pivotal trial of Celebrex for treatment of arthritis, the manufacturer Pharmacia
Corporation selectively published140 only six months of clinical trial data, though the original
protocol called for a longer trial, and the twelve-month outcomes were available when the
manuscript was submitted.141 At six months, the outcomes clearly seemed to favor Celebrex
compared with competing drugs, but at twelve months, most of Celebrex’s advantages
disappeared because of ulcer complications that arose largely in patients taking Celebrex in the
second part of the study.142 When Dr. M. Michael Wolfe, a gastroenterologist at Boston
University who had penned a favorable review of the six-month study, learned of the deception,
he told the Washington Post: “I am furious. I looked like a fool. But . . . all I had available to me
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was the data presented in the article.” 143 None of the original study’s sixteen authors, including
eight university professors, spoke out publicly about the suppression of data. All the authors
were either Pharmacia employees or paid company consultants.144
In 2001, concerns about the integrity of clinical trial research grew so serious that leading
medical journal editors and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE)
condemned the intrusive industry influence and, in an effort to curb abuses, revised their
collective requirements for manuscript submissions.145 The revisions call for full disclosure of an
industry sponsor’s role in the clinical trial research, as well as assurances that investigators are
independent of the sponsor, are fully accountable for the trial’s design and conduct, have
independent access to all trial data, and control all editorial and publication decisions. The
guidelines aim to promote integrity and preserve public trust in the clinical research enterprise.146
However US universities have generally been slow to affirm these academic freedom and
research integrity principles in their own sponsored-research agreements with industry. One 2002
survey of 108 medical schools found that only 1 percent would guarantee academic investigators
access to complete trial data associated with a multi-site clinical trial; 50 percent would allow the
industry sponsor to write the final manuscript and only allow the investigators to review it and
suggest revisions; 35 percent would permit a corporate sponsor to store the study data, and
release portions to the investigators; 41 percent would allow a sponsor to prohibit investigators
from sharing raw research data with third parties after the trial was over.147 (This study and others
are discussed at greater length under Risk #6 below.)
Some experts suggest universities fear losing pharmaceutical industry funding for
clinical trials, 70 percent of which private industry now funds, due to increased competition from
the for-profit research sector, which has been garnering a growing share of the market.148
However, most medical experts agree these battles over data ownership and control must be
resolved, if the research mission of US universities is to be preserved. As Dr. Aubrey Blumsohn,
a pathologist and osteoporosis specialist denied access to his own trial data by Procter and
Gamble, wrote in 2006: “If the industry wishes to sell its products under the banner of science, it
has to accept the rules of science. Most importantly, as academics we need to reassert the
importance of data and the meaning of authorship. We also need to assert ‘old fashioned’ ideas
of academic freedom, our right to speak the truth as we see it, and to allow that truth to be
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subjected to open debate. In the words of George Orwell (1984), ‘Freedom is the freedom to say
that two plus two make four. If that is granted, all else follows.’ ”149
Dr. Robert Steinbrook, who has reported on “gag clauses” that block the access of
researchers to data, wholly agrees: “A basic tenet of research ethics is that the data from clinical
trials should be fully analyzed and published. If the knowledge gained from trials is not shared,
subjects have been exposed to risk needlessly. Moreover, participants in future studies may be
harmed because earlier results were not available. These principles are reflected in federal
regulations regarding the protection of human subjects, which define research as ‘a systematic
investigation designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge.’ ”150
Numerous recent, high-profile drug scandals dramatize how critical data access and
independent academic analysis of data are for protecting not only academic freedom but public
health and the evidentiary foundation of medicine as well.
The Case of SSRI (Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor) Antidepressant Drugs
One striking case involves clinical trials assessing the safety and effectiveness of a broad
class of drugs, known as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), to treat depression in
children and teens.151 SSRIs, including top-sellers such as Zoloft, Paxil, and Prozac, are also
prescribed widely to adults.
In 2004 in a letter to the FDA, Dr. David Healy, a medical expert who published on an
early SSRI-suicide link, wrote: “There is probably no other area of medicine in which the
academic literature is so at odds with the raw data.”152 Indeed, one meta-analysis of the published
medical literature153 concluded, in 2004, that antidepressant drugs were safe and effective, but a
more comprehensive meta-analysis154 published the same year and considering published as well
as unpublished data, reached the opposite conclusion: that elevated risks of suicide outweigh the
benefits for all but one drug in the entire class of antidepressants.155
After doubts about the validity of the trials were raised, several academic authors of the
SSRI trials in children were reportedly denied access to unpublished suicide data from their own
clinical studies. The reason, they told the New York Times, was that US medical schools, in
agreeing to run the tests, had also consented to permit the manufacturers to keep the underlying
data confidential.156
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In October 2004, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced that the entire
class of SSRI antidepressants was associated with an increased risk of suicidal thoughts and
actions in children and teens. The FDA also stated similar concerns might be true for adults and
issued new patient warning labels. Nearly one year earlier, the British equivalent of the FDA
effectively banned the use of SSRIs, except for Prozac, in children and adolescents under
eighteen years of age.157
After the dust had settled, the editors of The Lancet summed up the antidepressant
debacle as follows: “Confusion, manipulation, and institutional failure.”158 It is unknown how
many patients may have been harmed or committed suicide as a result of taking SSRIs.
According to one source, in 2010, GlaxoSmithKline, the maker of Paxil, had paid nearly $1
billion to settle Paxil lawsuits, including $390 million for suicides and attempted suicides
thought to be related to the drug.159
The Vioxx Case
At least an estimated 50,000 people have died from risks obscured from doctors,
academics, patients and regulators as a result of Vioxx, a widely prescribed painkiller.160
According to numerous independent analyses161 of Vioxx clinical trials and litigation
documents, Merck, the drug’s manufacturer, repeatedly suppressed data connecting Vioxx with
serious cardiovascular risks, including heart attacks. In 2004, Merck removed Vioxx from the
market due to the previously undisclosed heart risks.
In one 2008 analysis, researchers found that in addition to suppressing negative data,
Merck had also marketed and promoted Vioxx by extensively using industry-paid ghostwriters.
Based on a detailed review of court documents, the authors concluded: “review manuscripts were
often prepared by unacknowledged authors and subsequently attributed authorship to
academically affiliated investigators who often did not disclose industry financial support.”162
According to litigation documents obtained by the New York Times, a major Vioxx trial
known as the “Advantage Trial,” was riddled with problems. The trial was completed in 2000,
but results were not published until 2003 in the Annals of Internal Medicine. The article’s lead
author was listed as Dr. Jeffrey R. Lisse, a University of Arizona rheumatologist. However, the
newspaper reported that Lisse later admitted he had not written the article. “Merck designed the
trial, paid for the trial, ran the trial,” Lisse acknowledged. “Merck came to me after the study was
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completed and said, ‘We want your help to work on the paper.’ The initial paper was written at
Merck, and then it was sent to me for editing.”163
The published article also reported false results: it stated that five patients taking Vioxx,
compared with one patient taking a competing painkiller, suffered heart attacks during the trial—
a difference that, the authors reported, failed to reach statistical significance. In actuality, three
additional trial participants taking Vioxx had suffered cardiac deaths.
The Avandia Case
In many ways, the story of Avandia is the story of Vioxx all over again, as Robert
Steinbrook and Jerome P Kassirer, former editors at the New England Journal of Medicine,
commented in 2010.164 Once again, the published research on Avandia—a top-selling diabetes
drug—was dangerously at odds with the raw scientific data. And once again, the manufacturer,
in the case of Avandia, GlaxoSmithKline, actively suppressed data.
In July 2010, an FDA medical officer reported that a GlaxoSmithKline clinical trial
designed to study Avandia’s cardiovascular risks was riddled with errors that biased its
conclusions. Dr. Thomas Marciniak, the FDA examiner, uncovered a dozen instances in which
patients taking Avandia appeared to suffer serious heart problems, some requiring
hospitalization, that the study’s final tally of adverse events failed to count. Such mistakes
“should not be found even as single occurrences,” and “suggest serious flaws with trial conduct,”
Marciniak wrote.165 In September 2010, the FDA announced it would restrict sales of Avandia,
due to serious, previously unreported heart risks associated with the drug.166
Many years before the FDA acted, however, evidence of the Avandia’s health dangers—
and manipulation of data—had begun to attract the attention. of medical experts, the US
Congress, and FDA regulators.
As early 2007, Dr. Steven Nissen, a cardiologist at the Cleveland Clinic, unearthed fortytwo Avandia clinical trials—only fifteen of which had ever been published. Nissen was unaware
at the time, but he found the trove of Glaxo data online because of a lawsuit New York attorney
general Eliot Spitzer filed in 2004. The suit alleged Glaxo had concealed negative trial data
associated with its popular antidepressant drug, Paxil, and as part of the settlement, Glaxo was
required to post its clinical trial data on a public website.167 Nissen’s paper, published in The New
England Journal of Medicine, found that Avandia raised the risk of heart attacks in patients by
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43%.168 The news made front-page headlines. Two days later, the FDA, which had already been
assessing Avandia’s health risks imposed its toughest “black box” warning label on the drug.
Meanwhile, during a congressional hearing chaired by Congressman Henry Waxman, it
came to light that the FDA had already considered a black-box warning years before. Rosemary
Johann-Liang, a former FDA drug safety supervisor, testified that she had recommended a
warning label for Avandia, due to its increased cardiovascular risks, a year before Nissen’s
publication. Glaxo’s own meta-analysis, presented to the FDA in 2006, showed Avandia
increased heart attack risk by 31%. But, according to Johann-Liang, “my recommending a heart
failure box warning was not well received by my superiors, and I was told that I would not be
overseeing that project.”169
Internal company documents released to the New York Times in July 2010 also revealed
that GlaxoSmithKline “had data hinting at Avandia’s extensive heart problems almost as soon as
the drug was introduced in 1999, and sought intensively to keep those risks from becoming
public.” In one document, the company sought to calculate potential lost sales if Avandia’s
cardiovascular safety risk “intensifies.” The cost: $600 million from 2002 to 2004 alone, the
internal document said.170
Within the US Congress, the Avandia case generated sustained attention from Waxman as
well as from senators Charles Grassley, Max Baucus and members of Congress who pressed for
stronger federal regulation of clinical trials.171 According to a US Senate Committee on Finance
report, GlaxoSmithKline actively tried to intimidate university physicians critical of Avandia and
its safety profile. The committee’s final report said:
In November 2007, for example, the Committee examined the case of Dr. John Buse, a
professor of medicine at the University of North Carolina (UNC) who specializes in
diabetes.1 According to a formal Senate Finance Committee investigation released in 2010:
“Based partly on internal documents from GSK, the Committee reported on what appeared
to be an orchestrated plan by GSK to stifle the opinion of Dr. Buse in 1999. At that time, Dr.
Buse argued at several medical conferences and in letters to the FDA that GSK’s diabetes
drug Avandia may cause cardiovascular problems.2 According to GSK emails made
available to the Committee, GSK executives labeled Dr. Buse a ‘‘renegade’’ and silenced his
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concerns about Avandia by complaining to his superiors at UNC and threatening a lawsuit.
The call to Dr. Buse’s superiors was made by Dr. Tachi Yamada, then GSK’s head of
research. In discussions with Committee investigators, Dr. Yamada denied that his call was
meant to intimidate Dr. Buse. Instead, Dr. Yamada argued that he had made the call to
determine if Dr. Buse was making legitimate statements or if he was possibly on the payroll
of a GSK rival.
Dr. Yamada also made a call to the University of Pennsylvania (Penn) regarding two
physicians who were about to publish a case study that Avandia may have caused liver
problems in one of their patients.3 . . . Both physicians also said that the calls placed by GSK
officials, including Dr. Yamada, were highly unprofessional and had a chilling effect on
their professional activity.172

In 2006, Avandia was one of the largest-grossing drugs in the world, with sales of $3.2
billion. According to a 2010 Journal of the American Medical Association study analyzing
Medicare records, from 1999 to 2009, an estimated 47,000 people taking Avandia suffered heart
attacks, strokes, heart failure, or died, most probably as a direct consequence of taking the
diabetes medication.173

*
Risk 3: Threats to Open Science, Knowledge Sharing,
and Timely Academic Publication
Over time, the academic community has evolved a distinctive “open science” system,
rewarding reputation, discovery, timely publication, and broad dissemination of research results,
as the seminal 1957 writing of Robert Merton and later writing of Paul David and others have
described.174 The academic system contrasts starkly with the knowledge systems in private
industry, which place a premium on keeping knowledge confidential to prevent leaks to
competitors and to facilitate commercial investment and development.
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With the growth of academy-industry relationships, many question how academia’s open
knowledge system can be preserved. Studies by Wesley Cohen and John Walsh,175 have found
that the effects of increased academic patenting on knowledge sharing inside academia have not
been as onerous as some anticipated. Other empirical research by the same authors, however,
found that increased commercialism on campus can lead to longer publication delays, more
information withholding, heightened secrecy, and other potentially serious threats to open
science.
Although the key concern is that academic research results be accurate and truthful, rapid
publication can be of genuine social value in some fields. The importance of quickly
disseminating knowledge in medicine, where it has a direct impact on public health treatments, is
readily apparent. It is evident also in biotechnology, where the revolution would have been
considerably delayed if a single company or set of researchers had hoarded a major scientific
breakthrough like “gene splicing.” Academic publication ensures that valuable knowledge be
shared with others who may use it productively. Some research results have social benefits, and
their delay or suppression has social consequences. The freedom to publish rapidly when
appropriate, without sponsor constraint or prohibition, is thus of fundamental importance to
academic freedom.
Industry and government have sometimes both sought to delay publication of research
results. The two most widely publicized recent cases occurred after two of the United States’
biggest environmental disasters—the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska’s Prince William
Sound and the 2010 BP America oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Exxon and BP each sought to
delay release of industry-funded academic research examining their respective environmental
disasters. After the Deepwater Horizon explosion, BP initially asked university faculty and their
departments to sign research contracts that gave the company’s lawyers the right to delay any
communication or publication of results for up to three years.176 The US Natural Resource
Damage Assessment (NRDA) procedures—which assess restoration needs, possible legal
liability, and the scope of environmental and economic damages following disasters—prompted
government agencies to use their contractual authority to impose publication delays on academic
investigators as well. Knowing that the government and the oil industry would face one another
in court, both the private corporation and the government agencies pressured academics to keep
sponsored academic research results confidential to avoid giving additional advantage to their
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opponent. However, timely publication of research results after natural disasters can be critical
for the design of effective follow-up scientific research investigations, cleanup efforts, wildlife
preservation, public health initiatives, and the litigation efforts of directly affected localities,
individuals, and small businesses.
One further risk that is important to note is that of intimidation. Faculty members who
critique powerful industries in published research may find that the industries vigorously
defending their interests. As The Nation reported in 2005:
Twenty of the biggest chemical companies in the United States have launched a
campaign to discredit two historians who have studied the industry’s efforts to conceal
links between their products and cancer. In an unprecedented move, attorneys for Dow,
Monsanto, Goodrich, Goodyear, Union Carbide and others have subpoenaed and deposed
five academics who recommended that the University of California Press publish the
book Deceit and Denial: The Deadly Politics of Industrial Pollution by Gerald
Markowitz and David Rosner.177 The companies have also recruited their own historian to
argue that Markowitz and Rosner engaged in unethical conduct.178
Markowitz and Rosner based their book in part on an archive of company and trade
association documents a Louisiana attorney obtained through the discovery process. The
documents demonstrated that, as early as 1973, the chemical industry had learned that vinyl
chloride—used in numerous consumer products—caused cancer in animals, but the industry
failed to disclose the findings. After UC Press obtained eight reviews of the manuscript, the
book’s copublisher, the Milbank Memorial Fund, sponsored a two-day conference to bring
together the reviewers and authors to discuss the manuscript. Talks came to a head when a
worker exposed to vinyl chloride sued for damages after being diagnosed with liver cancer. The
companies’ paid historian, a Rutgers-Camden University business professor who had also
testified for the asbestos industry, charged that the conference was unethical because it allowed
the authors to know who reviewed their book. He also claimed it was inappropriate for the
authors to recommend reviewers, a common academic practice. The accusations against
Markowitz and Rosner were discredited, but only after the authors and the book reviewers were
subjected to days of cross-examination in court. Had Milbank not provided legal representation
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to the authors and reviewers, they would have faced significant personal legal costs. Meanwhile,
the intimidation left a chilling effect on scholars whose research questions industry practices.
In 2009, the tobacco industry personally attacked Stanford University historian Robert
Proctor. After Proctor emailed a colleague to confirm that a University of Texas-San Antonio
faculty member had hired University of Florida graduate students to do research for an upcoming
Florida trial in which the faculty member was scheduled to testify, tobacco industry attorneys
argued that Proctor’s email constituted an “improper” effort to “influence, interfere, or
intimidate” a defense witness.179 The judge ordered Proctor to submit his emails to the court,
after which the tobacco lawyers dropped their accusations, because the emails were ruled
harmless. Still, Proctor was forced to undergo sixteen hours of depositions under oath by twelve
lawyers. The attorneys for R.J. Reynolds then subpoenaed Proctor’s unfinished book manuscript
on the history of the tobacco industry, a move the Chronicle of Higher Education characterized
as having “major implications for scholars and publishers.”180 A judge eventually held “that an
author has a constitutional right to choose when and where his writings are published.”181
Academic freedom thus survived but only after considerable scholarly intimidation, time, and
expense.
The Proctor and Markowitz and Rosner cases are far from isolated. However, some
industry campaigns, such as one tobacco companies waged against Stanton A. Glantz, a UC San
Francisco professor of medicine, are far more elaborate and only come fully to light when
industry documents are made public. Glantz was certainly aware of tobacco industry opposition
to his scholarship. On March 14, 1995, for example, a large display ad personally attacking him
appeared in the Washington Times. The ad stated it was financed by “the 130/10 Club, a group of
citizens who chip in $10 a month to expose government waste.” In fact, the president of the
Philip Morris-funded American Smokers Alliance managed the group. The “waste” protested in
the ad targeted a National Cancer Institute grant awarded to Glantz in part so he could track
tobacco industry campaign contributions and correlate them with state legislators’ votes on
tobacco-related issues. Seven months later, former US Surgeon General C. Everett Koop and
others signed a New York Times opinion-page ad defending Glanz’s research. However, when
Glantz typed his name into the Legacy Tobacco Documents Archive, in 2006, he was surprised
to uncover 500 pages of internal documents showing that the tobacco industry’s campaign to
derail his academic research and reputation went far deeper than he had realized.
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For example, after Glantz and a colleague presented a paper summarizing research on the
dangers of secondhand smoke, and the New York Times published a full-page story on the
presentation in May 1990, the tobacco companies’ public relations arm kicked into full swing.
The campaign included a far more elaborate plan to have Glantz’s National Cancer Institute
funding withdrawn. Glantz’s archival research exposed industry efforts to recruit pro-tobacco
legislators to the cause, as well as a covert campaign to recruit seemingly independent university
faculty and others to write letters to academic journals and newspapers discrediting Glantz’s
academic work. The writers billed the tobacco companies roughly $3,000 for each letter
penned.182

Publication Delays and Data Withholding
A fundamental tenet of academic life is that research should be published as rapidly as
researchers and peer reviewers deem prudent so that it can be broadly shared, utilized, and
independently verified or disproven. However, empirical work has consistently found that
industry funding is associated with publication delays.183
• A comprehensive 1996 study found that one-third of 210 life science companies surveyed
reported disputes with academic collaborators over intellectual property, and 30 percent
noted that conflicts of interest emerged when university researchers became involved with
other companies. Nearly 60 percent of academic agreements signed with these life science
firms also required that university investigators keep information confidential for more than
six months—considerably longer than the thirty to sixty days that NIH considers reasonable
for the purpose of filing a patent.184
Numerous case studies185 describe how industry sponsors have delayed, sometimes for
years, reporting of clinical trial results and adverse-event reports. In one case involving the
antidepressant drug, Paxil, negative clinical trial data were released publicly only after a lawsuit
was filed against the manufacturer.186
Industry imposed delays on, and interference with, publication are not limited to the field
of medicine, although biomedicine has been more extensively researched than other fields. A
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1994 Carnegie Mellon University study in the field of engineering found pervasive delays at
joint university-industry research centers across the United States.
• The survey of 1,056 industry-academic centers (with more than $100,000 in funding and at
least one active industry partner) found that more than half of the university research
centers reported that industry participants could force publication delays, and more than
one-third reported that industry sponsors could delete [ok?] information from papers prior
to publication.187

Threats to Academic Knowledge Sharing
Another central tenet of academic science is that information, data, reagents, materials—
especially when they are associated with an academic publication—should be freely shared with
other academic investigators. Again, studies find industry relationships are associated with
greater restrictions on knowledge sharing.
• In 1997, Harvard’s David Blumenthal found that commercial activity, including but not
limited to patenting, was associated with greater withholding of academic research
results.188
• A 2002 survey of university geneticists and life scientists found that one in four scientists
reported the need to honor the requirements of an industrial sponsor as one of the reasons
for denying requests for post-publication information, data, or materials.189 Some 28 percent
of geneticists reported having difficulty replicating published results, and 24 percent said
they had their own publication significantly delayed.
• In 2007, Walsh et al. found that, among genomics researchers, the rate of withholding
research materials appears to have increased from 10 percent of requests between 1997 and
1999 to 18 percent of requests in 2003 and 2004.190
• The Walsh study also found that one in nine scientists had to abandon projects each year
because of unfulfilled requests for materials or information.191
Exclusive Licensing & Other Proprietary Restrictions on Academic Knowledge
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After passage of the Bayh-Dole Act, US universities became far more enthusiastic about
patenting academic discoveries and imposing exclusive licenses and other legal restrictions,
known as Material Transfer Agreements (MTAs), on the use of research reagents and other
materials. This was driven both by a desire to commercialize the research, and by a desire to
extract fees for the university. Some controversial MTA licenses require royalty fees be paid
back to the university on products that might eventually be developed through use of its research
tools (known as “reach-through” royalties).
According to a 2001 study in which the authors obtained rare access to university invention
portfolios, 90 percent of all University of California discoveries and 59 percent of Stanford’s
were licensed under reasonably “exclusive” terms.192 (“Exclusive” was defined as either global
exclusivity or restrictive as to market or field of use.)
Many legal scholars, economists, and historians of scientific and industrial innovation have
expressed concerns193 that the Bayh-Dole Act may be fostering a significant, if somewhat more
subtle, sea change in academic norms regarding the dissemination of academic knowledge.
Industrial historian Richard Nelson and others have warned that increased patenting and other
proprietary restrictions on academic knowledge sharing could lead to a “privatization of the
scientific commons”194—formerly an important basic science wellspring for future research and
discovery. Patents, licenses, and MTAs are controversial because some scholars believe they
could impose burdensome costs and impede downstream research, invention, as well as new
product development.195
Increased academic patenting and licensing activity have been particularly notable in the
biotechnology and information technology sectors.196 Some experts have expressed concern that
Bayh-Dole may have created a dangerous incentive for US universities to put licensing profits
ahead of other academic goals, including knowledge sharing, public health, and academic
freedom.
A University of Utah professor patented two human breast cancer genes, and the university
then licensed them exclusively to the professor’s own start-up company, Myriad Genetics, Inc.
The company soon began to hoard the genes, using legal threats and other tactics to block other
academic scientists and physicians in the US and abroad from using them in their own research
and diagnostic testing. The case drew international attention and outrage; it also led to protracted
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litigation before landing in the US Supreme Court. In March 2012, the high court ruled that a
diagnostic test developed by Myriad was ineligible for patent because it was a simple application
of a law of nature. The court ordered a lower appeals court to reconsider its decision to uphold
the patents on the genes, which are associated with a high risk of breast and ovarian cancer.197
Another controversial set of academic patents, filed by the University of Wisconsin,
claimed broad rights to embryonic stem cell lines.198 Biotechnology firms eager to do research on
stem cells have complained about the Wisconsin’s licensing fees and about “reach through”
provisions calling for royalties on products developed from research on embryonic stem cells,
with additional restrictions on use.199 According to some outside observers, rather than promote
commercialization, patents on basic research platforms constitute a “veritable tax on
commercialization.”200
The National Institutes of Health shares the concern. In 1999, it issued formal guidelines to
remind universities to avoid seeking patents and other restrictive licenses on data, materials, and
other “research tools,” unless they are necessary to attract investors for commercial use and
development.201 In 2005, the NIH again issued guidelines seeking to prevent genomic inventions
from falling under excessive proprietary controls.202 The NIH guidelines also argued against
“reach-through” royalties, and urged universities to license research tools with few
encumbrances and at reasonable fees. However, the guidelines lack the force of law. In 2000,
one year after the first guidance, Maria Freire, then-director of NIH’s Office of Technology
Transfer, reported that scientists were still having problems accessing research tools, particularly
in negotiations between academia and industry.203

*
RISK 4: Financial Conflicts of Interest
A number of recent scholarly books204 —beginning with Stanton Glantz’s collaborative The
Cigarette Papers, and including Allan Brandt’s The Cigarette Century, David Michaels’s Doubt
is Their Product, and Robert Proctor’s The Golden Holocaust—credit the tobacco industry with
inventing the modern corporate strategy of manufacturing scientific controversy to manipulate
academic science, advance corporate interests, shape public opinion, and forestall industry
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regulation. Because financial payments, and consequent financial conflicts of interest, have been
a central tool in the strategy, the tobacco industry may also be credited with mounting a
sophisticated and extensive campaign to buy university scientists and manipulate academic
science.
As early as the 1930s and 1940s, epidemiological and laboratory evidence linked
cigarette smoking and lung cancer, but the 1950s proved a watershed. More sophisticated and
reliable laboratory experiments with animals demonstrated nicotine’s addictive power and the
carcinogenicity of the tars in cigarette smoke. In the early twentieth century, smoking rose
dramatically in the United States, and, two to three decades later, lung cancer diagnoses climbed
at comparable rates. Connections with coronary heart disease and other conditions would
gradually be established as well.
While tobacco companies had been accused of collusion as early as 1911, the US
Department of Justice’s successful 2006 Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act
(RICO) case205 against the tobacco industry began with memos documenting an infamous
December 1953 meeting of tobacco company executives at New York’s Plaza Hotel. There, the
executives from six companies hammered out a public relations strategy—one they would
vigorously pursue over the next half century—based largely on the advice of John W. Hill,
president of the country’s most influential public relations firm, Hill & Knowlton. Advertising
alone, Hill argued at the meeting and in a written proposal later that month, could not counter the
mounting scientific consensus that tobacco was harmful to public health. Rather than stand on
the sidelines and try to contest the science, Hill urged the tobacco companies to start funding and
controlling science themselves.206 University scientists, skeptical of the link between smoking
and cancer—scientists who were in many cases smokers unwilling to admit they were killing
themselves--proved key allies in the tobacco industry campaign to manipulate scientific
evidence. Many academic faculty members received funding from the Tobacco Industry
Research Committee (TIRC). Headquartered inside Hill and Knowlton’s offices, the TIRC
trumpeted its pursuit of scientific truth and its commitment to public health in 400 newspaper ads
in January 1954.
The TIRC funded research cleverly designed to distract and confuse. Much of it had no
bearing on the actual link between smoking and cancer. The TIRC promoted genetic
predispositions to cancer. It even occasionally publicized the benefits of smoking, promoting
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nicotine’s value as a “tranquilizer,” and in one study suggesting that secondhand smoke
increased airline pilot alertness. Above all, as the scientific consensus about the hazards of
smoking became decisive, the industry employed seemingly independent and objective faculty
allies to create the fiction of an ongoing scientific controversy over whether smoking caused lung
cancer. Although the number of university skeptics remained small, tobacco companies could
rely on newspapers and other media, eager to report on controversy and demonstrate balance, to
enable a perception of scientific doubt to trump the overwhelming scientific consensus that
tobacco smoking was, indeed, hazardous. As a now famous 1969 internal tobacco industry memo
observed, “Doubt is our product, since it is the best means of competing with the ‘body of fact’
that exists in the minds of the general public. It is also the means of establishing a
controversy.”207
This lesson was not forgotten when tobacco companies later acted to sow doubts about
research demonstrating the dangers of secondhand or environmental tobacco smoke. As David
Michaels wrote, “No industry has employed the strategy of promoting doubt and uncertainty
more effectively, or for a longer period, and with more serious consequences.”208 In time, other
major industry groups adopted the “tobacco strategy” to cast doubt on the dangers of asbestos,
power plant emissions, mercury in fish, lead in paint and gasoline, as well as the impact of
impact of fluorocarbons on the ozone layer, and, of course, the worldwide threats posed by
global warming.
University scientists were only the first wave of faculty members potentially
compromised by tobacco industry funding. We now know—based on more than 80 million pages
of tobacco industry documents known as the Legacy Tobacco Documents Library
(http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu), which became fully digital and text searchable in 2007209—that
literally thousands of university faculty worked for tobacco companies as paid researchers or
consultants. Scientists, statisticians, and historians performed research, provided analysis, and
advised the companies on advertising and litigation strategies. Some of the funding relationships
were public, but many remained confidential. The confidentiality itself presents good reason to
adopt the policies to manage financial conflicts of interest we recommend in this report.
Over the past three decades, changes in the academic research landscape—especially in
biomedicine but in other academic fields as well—have dramatically increased the possibility of
financial conflicts of interest (COI), like the ones stemming from extensive tobacco industry
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involvement on campus. Contributors to the trend include increased industry funding and the
more varied forms of academic-industrial engagement discussed above. Another contributor is
the presence of dedicated patenting and technology-transfer offices on virtually every research
university campus. Through equity, options, royalties, and licensing fees, patenting and
technology-transfer offices have opened opportunities for faculty members and universities to
have direct financial interests in campus-based research.
University owned and operated research parks, incubator programs, and venture-capital
funds as well as direct faculty involvement in start-ups and other businesses may help to realize
universities’ technology-transfer missions. But these activities also lead to financial conflicts of
interest. In 2005, for example, reporters revealed that an academic medical center, the Cleveland
Clinic, and its chief executive officer had undisclosed financial interests in a medical device
firm. The medical center used the firm’s heart surgery device, and hospital surgeons promoted it.
Patients were uninformed about the conflicts of interest. The medical center’s board
subsequently enacted tough policies to address the institutional conflicts.210
Experts on ethics and professionalism have largely reached a consensus on the broad
definition of a financial COI: A conflict of interest may be broadly defined as a situation in
which an individual or a corporate interest has a tendency to interfere with the proper exercise of
judgment on another’s behalf.
An individual COI, more specifically, may be defined as a set of circumstances that
creates a risk that a secondary interest, such as financial gain, will unduly influence professional
judgment or action regarding a primary interest, such as research conduct, teaching, or patient
welfare.211 A similar definition of an institutional COI comes from a joint Association of
American Medical Colleges (AAMC)-Association of American Universities (AAU) 2008 report:
An institutional conflict of interest (institutional COI) describes a situation in which
the financial interests of an institution or an institutional official, acting within his or
her authority on behalf of the institution, may affect or appear to affect the research,
education, clinical care, business transactions, or other activities of the institution.
Institutional COIs are of significant concern when financial interests create the
potential for inappropriate influence over the institution’s activities. The risks are
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particularly acute in the context of human subjects research, when the protection of
human subjects and the integrity of the institution’s research may be threatened.212
It is worth emphasizing that the COI definitions describe circumstantial situations; they do
not imply confirmed wrongdoing. As the Institute of Medicine wrote in 2009: “A conflict of
interest is not an actual occurrence of bias or a corrupt decision but, rather, a set of circumstances
that past experience and other evidence have shown poses a risk that primary interests may be
compromised by secondary interests. The existence of a conflict of interest does not imply that
any individual is improperly motivated.”213 Because financial conflicts are a function of a
situation, rather than a function of whether someone is actually biased, they are either present, or
they are not. Thus, financial COIs should not be termed “potential,” a qualifier that one hears
frequently and usually incorrectly, because the word implies that the conflict does not currently
exist and is only a future possibility, thereby seeming to diminish its risk or significance.
COI policies in many parts of society—in universities, in corporations, in government, and
in the courts—are designed to be preventative. University COI policies, therefore, seek to
prevent or manage situations that might compromise, or appear to compromise, the ability of a
university administrator or a faculty member to make unbiased decisions (related to contract
negotiations, evaluations, research, education, academic promotions, new faculty hires, or patient
care). The policies also should attempt to prevent or manage relationships that might weaken
public trust in a university’s overall research or teaching integrity—a particular concern for
public and private universities that depend on taxpayer support.
Obviously, financial COI are not the only “competing interests” that may distort
academic decision-making or bias academic research. Other competing interests—such as, the
desire for “priority of discovery,” reputational or career advancement, scientific competition—
are “an inescapable fact of academic life.” As the Association of American Medical Colleges
writes: “Most are managed through institutional policies and practices, and through the
constraints imposed by the scientific method.”214 However, most experts on ethics and
professionalism distinguish financial COI from other competing interests because: first, financial
conflicts are discretionary, and, second, a growing body of empirical research has found that
even gifts of small value are associated with bias and unreliability in research conduct and
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outcomes, as well as bias in professional decision-making, although these effects are usually
imperceptible to the investigator.
While we strongly endorse financial COI disclosure throughout our principles, we also
recognize that disclosure alone is not enough. Indeed, in some contexts disclosure alone can be
entirely inadequate. The risks are particularly notable in medicine with regard to patient care.
Academics are relatively well versed in professional skepticism, though perhaps most so in their
own disciplines. The same cannot be said of all members of the general public, especially with
regard to professional advice. A 2012 editors’ editorial in PLoS Medicine, building on research
by Lisa Cosgrove and Sheldon Krimsky,215 expresses concern regarding the high number of
financial conflicts among psychiatrists who contributed to the fifth and most recent edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), the so-called “bible of
psychiatry.” Based on faculty member self-disclosure, which may understate reality, nearly 70
percent of DSM-5 Task Force members had or have had, financial ties with the pharmaceutical
industry, up from 57 percent for the manual’s previous fourth edition. The rate is still higher for
contributors to the psychotic disorders section—83 percent. The PLoS Medicine editorial
expresses concern that doctors may strategically exaggerate to compensate for disclosure. The
editorial also questions whether physicians who disclose may feel impervious to bias or, even
worse, that disclosure absolves them of responsibility for managing their conflicts of interest.
What’s more, patients may not be inclined to discount professional advice in light of COI
disclosure. While disclosure is essential, it is only a first step in reforming the problems created
by financial conflicts of interest.

*
RISK 5: Research Bias and Unreliability
Associated With Corporate Funding
Here, in the box below, is a summary of a growing body of empirical research (in the fields of
psychology, neurobiology, and other social sciences) demonstrating that financial conflicts of
interest, including gifts of relatively little value, are associated with bias and unreliability in
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professional decision-making as well as in research conduct and outcomes, although
investigators frequently fail to perceive their own bias.

Industry Sponsorship & Pro-Industry Findings
A large number of systematic reviews and independent studies show that industry-sponsored
clinical trials, and trials with industry ties, are more likely to report results favoring the sponsors’
products or interests:
▶One

meta-analysis found that clinical trials in which either the drug manufacturer funded the trial

or the investigators had financial relationships with the manufacturer were 3.6 times more likely to
find that the drug tested was effective compared to studies without such ties (Bekelman et al.
2003).
▶Another

meta-analysis that included non-English language studies (not included in the above-

mentioned Bekelman study) found clinical studies favoring a drug were four times more likely to
be funded by the drug maker than any other type of funder (Lexchin et al. 2003).
▶A

2008 literature review found that seventeen of nineteen studies published since the preceding

two meta-analyses reported “an association, typically a strong one, between industry support and
published pro-industry results” (Sismondo, 2008, p. 112).
▶Another

2008 review found that industry-funded studies were more likely than other studies to

conclude that a drug was safe, even when the studies found statistically significant increases in
adverse events for the experimental drug (Golder and Loke, 2008).
These studies do not prove funders caused research bias, and other explanations could be offered.
Companies, for example, fund trials only when they predict a strong likelihood of success for their
product. But the documented association between funding source and research bias, carried out
now across diverse areas of clinical drug as well as tobacco research,216 raises serious concerns
about possible undue influence and skewed research results.
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Gifts, Financial Inducements, & Biased Decision-Making
Extensive research in psychology and other social sciences has also demonstrated that
financial inducements, including small gifts, have the potential to introduce bias and distort
individual decision-making.217 Much of this research has been in biomedicine, but the results have
broader ramifications across an array of disciplines, including agriculture, energy, economics,
environmental studies, toxicology, chemistry, occupational health, and epidemiology. In general,
studies find that pharmaceutical and other biomedical firm gifts or financial inducements, such as
free meals, travel expenses, drug samples, have a powerful affect on physician behavior and
decision-making—even without an explicit contract or “strings” attached.218
For example, these studies have identified the following effects:
▶ Physicians

who request additions to hospital drug formularies are far more likely to have

accepted free meals or travel funds from drug manufacturers.219
▶ The

rate of drug prescriptions physicians write increases substantially after they see sales

representatives,220 attend company-supported symposia,221 or accept free drug samples.222
▶ Receiving

gifts is associated with positive physician attitudes toward pharmaceutical

representatives.223
▶Systematic

review of the 2000 medical literature on gifting found an overwhelming majority of

industry interactions negatively influenced clinical care.224
Neurobiologists have provided additional persuasive evidence on the impact of financial conflicts
of interest on individual behavior. According to a 2010 Association of American Medical Colleges
task force report, “inherent biological processes cause individuals to respond reciprocally—and
typically unconsciously—to relationships that involve even simple gifts, sponsorships, or the
development of personal relationships.”225 Neurobiology remains an emerging area of scientific
discovery. However, according to the AAMC report, research “suggests that the neurobiological
processes that engage the brain’s reward and decision-making circuitry can operate below the
detection and overt control of higher cognition.”
Finally, a 2009 panel report from the Institute of Medicine summed up the research on investigator
objectivity and industry funding and gift giving by quoting Jason Dana, a University of
Pennsylvania professor of psychology.
This research shows that when individuals stand to gain by reaching a particular conclusion, they
tend to unconsciously and unintentionally weigh evidence in a biased fashion that favors that
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conclusion. Furthermore, the process of weighing evidence can happen beneath the individual’s
level of awareness, such that a biased individual will sincerely claim objectivity. Application of
this research to medical conflicts of interest suggests that physicians who strive to maintain
objectivity and policy makers who seek to limit the negative effects of physician-industry
interaction face a number of challenges. This research explains how even well-intentioned
individuals can succumb to conflicts of interest and why the effects of conflicts of interest are so
insidious and difficult to combat.226

Much of the impetus to address financial conflicts in universities has focused on
biomedical research. However, starting in the late 1990s, the Department of Health and Human
Services, followed by the National Science Foundation, passed federal COI rules covering
university grantees, not only to protect human research subjects but also to safeguard research
objectivity, reliability, and integrity.227 Below, is a historical overview of efforts to address
financial conflicts of interest at universities as well as in academic medical centers.

A Brief History of Efforts to Address Financial Conflicts of Interest
at US Universities and Academic Medical Centers
In 1995, the US Public Health Service implemented the first federal rules addressing financial
conflicts of interest at universities. The rules covered all Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) funded research, including all National Institutes of Health research.228 Ten
years earlier, California had moved to address conflicts inside universities.229 The federal
government first attempted to push through COI rules for university grantees in 1989 but failed
due to strong opposition from academic and professional groups. The Federation of American
Societies for Experimental Biology, for example, asserted the proposed rules would “devastate
productive relationships between university researchers and industry, deny scientists outlets for
their discoveries at the bench and interfere with the technology transfer.”230
In June 1990, the AAUP approved its “Statement on Conflicts of Interest,” which strongly
echoed this widespread academic opposition to federal mandates for disclosure of financial
conflicts of interest:
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Government proposals for policing possible conflicts of interest have been
overwhelmingly rejected by the academic community as involving a massive, unneeded
enlargement of the government’s role on the campus. Faculties must be careful, however,
to ensure that they do not defensively propose a similar bureaucratic burden differing
only in the locus of administration. Any requirements for disclosure of potential conflicts
of interests should be carefully focused on legitimate areas of concern and not improperly
interfere with the privacy rights of faculty members and their families.231
This AAUP statement reflected widespread faculty views at the time, and also embodied
the association’s longstanding commitment to faculty rights and autonomy. However, federal
proposals to address COI in academia have since become federal rules. It is not only that the
AAUP’s earlier warning has as a result become moot; in reality there is now much wider
recognition of the danger that COI present to research integrity and the reputation of the
academy. And while the AAUP’s insistence on limiting COI disclosure to “legitimate areas of
concern” remains valid, these areas of concern have multiplied dramatically, since 1990, and
now pose a significant threat to the university’s educational, research, and public knowledge
missions. As such, this report substantially revises and updates the AAUP position on the need to
regulate and disclose financial conflicts of interest, both at the level of individual faculty and at
the institutional level.
The 1995 Public Health Service rules required all DHHS grantee institutions to ensure that
their research was not “biased by any conflicting financial interest of an Investigator.”232 The
rules also required faculty members with related financial COI (greater than $10,000 or 5 percent
ownership in a single entity) to report their interests to university employers for internal review,
reduction, elimination, and/or management, with some modest reporting back to the federal
granting agency. However, the PHS rules provided little guidance on how universities should
manage conflicts, and left the institutions considerable discretion to formulate their own policies
and procedures. The same was true of COI rules the National Science Foundation issued in 1995
and the Food and Drug Administration adopted in 1998, although both sets of rules were even
more limited.233 Most universities used these new federal rules as the baseline for developing
their own COI policies. However, by early 2000, a series of independent surveys demonstrated
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that university COI policies varied considerably from one institution to the next and were,
overall, quite weak.234
Under the PHS rules, most public and private universities chose to keep information
concerning their faculty members’ financial conflicts confidential. However, over the next two
decades, class-action lawsuits filed by tobacco and pharmaceutical firms, combined with
heightened scrutiny by the media, Congress, and science journal editors, served to push these
commercial conflicts into the open, generating widespread public concern.
A major wave of public scrutiny came in 1999 after a young man, Jesse Gelsinger, died in
a University of Pennsylvania gene therapy experiment. Evidence revealed the experiment was
riddled with financial conflicts and other potentially harmful breaches of federal safety rules as
well. A 2009 Institute of Medicine summary of the Gelsinger case documents serious concerns
about the university’s oversight of the study. The university and several past and present faculty
and officials had financial interests in the biotechnology company that developed the
experimental medical intervention. The biotechnology company had contributed $25 million to
the annual budget of Penn’s research institute conducting the study; it also held exclusive rights
to develop products emerging from the trial and related research. The institute’s director, who
also served as the trial’s lead investigator, maintained a significant financial interest in the
biotech firm, which he had helped to found.235
The Gelsinger tragedy and its shocking financial conflicts led to a lawsuit, congressional
inquiries, and other probing investigations, along with widespread calls to strengthen federal
rules governing financial conflicts at US universities.236 However, when the DHHS released new
proposed COI rules in January 2001,237 once again most major academic and medical groups
strongly objected, just as they had in 1989, citing universities’ preference for self-regulation.238
Soon the proposed federal rules were tabled.
Following Gelsinger’s death, prominent academic and medical groups released a series of
consensus reports seeking to provide more detailed guidance to US universities and academic
medical centers on the appropriate management financial conflicts of interest. Among others,
these reports issued from the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC, 2001, 2002,
2008c), the Association of American Universities (AAU, 2001), the AAMC and AAU jointly
(AAMC-AAU, 2008), and the Council on Government Relations (COGR, 2002). However
because adoption of these groups’ recommendations was only voluntary, independent surveys
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(reviewed in detail below) have found that U.S. universities overall have highly variable COI
policies, most of which remain quite weak.
In 2001, just two years after the Gelsinger tragedy, medical journal editors also started to
voice serious concerns about financial conflicts of interest and undue commercial influence over
clinical research. That year thirteen editors of prominent medical journals published a highprofile editorial in The New England Journal of Medicine, expressing alarm concerning the
growth and pervasiveness of financial conflicts in medicine. The article observed that industry
sponsors were exerting excessive control over clinical-trial design, data access, and final analysis
of reported research results. The editors concluded by announcing that the International
Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) would soon revise requirements239 for manuscript
submissions, and call for full disclosure of financial COI. These new requirements would also
mandate details concerning the industry sponsors’ roles in the conduct of research, and require
the study’s lead authors to provide written assurances that they remained independent from
sponsors, were fully accountable for trial design and conduct, had independent access to all trial
data, and controlled all editorial and publication decisions. Additionally, the editors called on the
medical community to restore academic and scientific standards that were customary in decades
past. They noted that academic “contracts [with private sponsors] should give the researchers a
substantial say in trial design, access to the raw data, responsibility for data analysis and
interpretation, and the right to publish—the hallmarks of scholarly independence and, ultimately,
academic freedom.”240
In 2005, however, Senator Chuck Grassely, R-Iowa, spearheaded another wave of
investigations into industry relationships with academic researchers and continuing medical
education programs, which uncovered persistent financial conflicts of interest in federally funded
academic research.241 Grassley obtained documents pertaining to research at more than two dozen
medical schools and found that several high-ranking academic physicians had accepted large
amounts of money from private companies with direct financial interests in their research, but
had neglected to accurately report this personal income to their own universities or the NIH, as
campus and federal rules require.242 Grassley’s staff made separate inquiries of drug companies
and universities and compared the data. In some cases, it appeared that the disclosures omitted
from university documents involved companies whose products the researchers were
investigating.243 The list read like a who’s who of leading psychiatrists:
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•

Dr. Charles Nemeroff, an influential psychiatrist and then chair of the Psychiatry
Department at Emory University, reportedly earned more than $2.8 million in consulting
arrangements with drug makers between 2000 and 2007, yet he failed to disclose
hundreds of thousands of it to Emory in violation of federal research rules, according to
documents provided to congressional investigators. In one telling example recounted in
the New York Times, Nemeroff signed a letter dated July 15, 2004 promising Emory
administrators that he would comply with federal rules and would earn less than $10,000
a year from GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). But that very day he was at the Four Seasons
Resort in Jackson Hole, Wyoming earning $3,000 of what would become $170,000 in
income that year from GSK.244 Confronted with these unreported conflicts of interest
and negative media attention, the NIH forced Nemeroff to step down from NIH-funded
university research projects and froze funding for a $9.3 million project he was leading
on depression. Later, Emory removed Nemeroff from his seat as chair of psychiatry and
restricted his outside activities. He then transferred to the University of Miami.245

•

Dr. Alan Schatzberg, then chair of the Psychiatry Department at Stanford University,
received an NIH grant to study the drug mifepristone for use as an antidepressant while
owning millions of shares of founders stock in the drug’s developer, Corcept
Therapeutics,246 which was then seeking FDA approval to market the drug. Grassley’s
investigation questioned Stanford's oversight of the conflict. In comments and a letter to
Stanford published in the Congressional Record, Grassley noted that Stanford had
required Schatzberg to disclose stock valued at more than $100,000, but Stanford did not
require the psychiatry chair to report profits of $109,000 from the sale of some of his
Corcept shares in 2005, or the fact that his 2 million remaining shares were worth more
than $6 million. “Obviously, $6 million is a dramatically higher number than $100,000
and I am concerned that Stanford may not have been able to adequately monitor the
degree of Dr. Schatzberg's conflicts of interest with its current disclosure policies,”
Grassley wrote in a letter to Stanford University President John Hennessy.247 An NIH
oversight group later stepped in and recommended that Stanford’s clinical trial on
mifepristone be “terminated immediately and permanently,” due to concerns over
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conflicts of interest and patient safety, according to internal emails obtained by an outside
public interest group. Stanford also asked Schatzberg to step down as chair temporarily.248
The recommendation was made because of concerns over conflicts of interest and patient
safety, among other issues.

•

A Harvard child psychiatrist, Dr. Joseph Biederman—whose work helped fuel an
explosion in the use of antipsychotic medicines in children—earned an estimated $1.6
million in consulting fees from drug makers between 2000 and 2007. For years, however,
he failed to report much of the income to university officials, according to Grassley’s
congressional investigators. According to the New York Times, two of Biederman’s
colleagues also violated federal and university disclosure rules: “Dr. [Timothy E.] Wilens
belatedly reported earning at least $1.6 million from 2000 to 2007, and another Harvard
colleague, Dr. Thomas Spencer, reported earning at least $1 million after being pressed
by Mr. Grassley’s investigators.”249 Harvard later disciplined the three physicians by
requiring them to refrain from “all industry-sponsored outside activities” for one year,
and afterwards only with permission. But some commentators questioned whether the
punishment was sufficient,250 especially after court documents later suggested that
Biederman may also have breached his research protocol251 and solicited drug company
funding by suggesting that his clinical trials would yield outcomes benefiting his
corporate sponsor’s products and interests.252
This round of high-profile exposés and media attention precipitated renewed calls for

enhanced federal oversight of financial COI at both the individual and institutional levels at US
universities and greater public transparency. A 2008 report from the Office of the Inspector
General at the Department of Health and Human Services criticized the NIH for inadequately
overseeing grantee institutions and their management of faculty conflicts of interest and urged
DHHS to implement institutional COI regulations as well.253
The following year, in 2009, Grassley and other senators pushed through the Physician
Payment Sunshine Act.254 The landmark law mandates that drug, biologic, and medical device
manufacturers disclose all gifts and other payments, including all “transfers of value,” to
physicians, inside and outside of academia, and publicly post the payments on a national, online
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database. Under the law, companies that failed to report face financial penalties. Several states
and some private companies have adopted similar disclosure policies.255
Finally, on August 23, 2011, after a lengthy comment period, the US DHHS issued new
rules for regulating financial conflicts of interest at universities and other external grantee
institutions. The laws contain:
• New requirements for investigators to disclose to university employers all significant
financial interests, not only those connected to specific research projects, related to their
“institutional responsibilities.”
• A lowering of the threshold required for COI disclosure, generally dropping from a
minimum of $10,000 to $5,000.
• More extensive university reporting to federal grant agencies regarding the scope of their
faculty investigators’ financial COI and management plans the university has implemented to
address them.
• New requirements that universities make information regarding faculty COI and university
management plans accessible to the public.
It is too soon to gauge the effect of the 2011 DHHS conflict of interest rules and the 2009
Sunshine Act on academia. However, it is clear that public scrutiny of university and faculty COI
will likely intensify due to more stringent financial disclosure requirements at leading science
journals, new federal rules covering public disclosure of significant financial conflicts related to
federal grants, and, lastly, Sunshine Act laws requiring public reporting of all industry payments
to physicians.
However, as in 1995, the new federal rules fail to provide specific guidance on how US
universities can or should review, reduce, eliminate, or manage their financial COI internally.
Each university is left to implement the policies at its discretion, which if the past is any
indication, could present problems. According to a 2009 Institute of Medicine panel review,
“extensive variations” in university COI policies and procedures “raise concerns that some
institutions may not have sufficient data to make determinations about the extent and the nature
of an individual’s financial relationships or to judge the severity of a conflict of interest. . . .
Absent outside pressures and oversight, variation in conflict of interest policies may encourage
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an unhealthy competition among institutions to adopt weak policies and shirk enforcement.”256
Some universities have chosen to adopt more comprehensive COI policies. They should
be emulated. However, studies indicate most US universities have been slow to heed academic
associations’ calls following the Gelsinger tragedy to strengthen conflict of interest management
policies and procedures. Independent surveys, some of which are listed below, have found that
COI policies—even at academic medical centers, which have borne the brunt of recent public
criticism—remain highly variable and, generally, too weak.

•

In 2001, for example, the Association of American Medical Colleges called on universities
to strengthen COI policies governing human-subject research. The association called for the
establishment of a strong “rebuttable presumption” against investigators conducting research
on people when investigators have a related financial COI, except in highly exceptional
circumstances. However, a 2003 AAMC survey found that only 61 percent of medical
schools had incorporated a “rebuttable presumption” into their policies, and, of those, only a
minority had defined the compelling circumstances that would support an exception.257

•

A 2006 analysis revealed that only 48 percent of medical schools had policies to inform
research participants about investigators’ financial COI. The policies also varied regarding
what information was to be disclosed.258

•

In 2008, another AAMC membership survey found that, despite a 2002 joint
recommendation from the AAMC and AAU that all universities implement institutional COI
policies, only 38 percent of academic medical schools reported having one in place. Another
37 percent reported they were still in the process of developing one.259
• In 2009, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) at the Department of Health and Human
Services reported serious deficiencies in how universities handle financial COI. After
reviewing 184 separate financial conflict-of-interest reports that forty-one grantee institutions
submitted to the NIH in 2006, the office concluded: ‘‘Vulnerabilities exist in grantee
Institutions’ identification, management, and oversight of financial conflicts of interest.’’260
The box, below, contains a summary of the OIG’s findings.
“How NIH Grantees Manage Financial Conflicts of Interest”
Office of the Inspector General, Department of Health and Human Services
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November 2009 261
Of forty-one grantee institutions, 90 percent rely solely on researcher discretion to determine
which of their significant financial interests are related to their research and therefore need to
be reported.
Grantee institutions fail to routinely verify information researchers do submit. Thirty of the
forty-one institutions reported verifying information researchers disclosed, but only nineteen
of the institutions documented how they did so.
To manage financial conflicts of interest, grantee institutions often require researchers to
disclose conflicts in research publications; however, grantee institutions rarely reduce or
eliminate financial conflicts of interest. (Grantee institutions reported that they managed 136
researcher conflicts, reduced 6 researcher conflicts, and eliminated 6 researcher conflicts.
Another 17 researcher conflicts were handled using a combination of management,
reduction, and elimination.) Other studies have corroborated the finding.262
Because nearly half of the grantee institutions do not require researchers to disclose specific
dollar amounts of equity or other compensation on their financial disclosure forms, the
specific financial interests of NIH-funded researchers are often unknown. Equity, including
stocks and options, was the most common financial COI disclosed to the NIH on external
grantee disclosure forms.263
Grantee institutions did not uniformly report conflicts to the federal government.
Grantee institutions fail to document their oversight of conflicts.

“Given the complex nature of researchers’ conflicts and the vulnerabilities that exist regarding
their identification and management,” concluded the OIG, “[i]ncreased oversight is needed to
ensure that (1) these conflicts are managed appropriately, (2) the research conducted using
Federal funds is not biased by any conflicting financial interests of researchers, and (3) human
subjects are not subjected to unnecessary risks.”264
Outside of biomedicine, much less is known about university COI management practices
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because of a dearth of scholarly research in other areas. The NSF conflict of interest rules
governing other disciplines are far less strong. No other federal grant-making agencies have COI
policies covering their university grantees. In November 2003, the GAO issued a report tellingly
titled: “Most Federal Agencies Need to Better Protect against Financial Conflicts of Interest.”265
In 2010, Francis Collins, then NIH director, and Sally Rockey, NIH deputy director of
extramural research, published a commentary urging a “redoubling” of efforts to address
financial COI for the good of the entire research enterprise: “Clearly, investigators, institutions,
and NIH need to redouble collaborative efforts to uphold the integrity of federally funded
biomedical and behavioral research. If NIH-supported researchers fail to disclose the full extent
of their financial interests, universities fail to comprehensively manage FCOI, or NIH fails to
diligently oversee the entire system, public trust will be jeopardized in ways that may have farreaching implications for the future of science…Consequently, for the good of the research
enterprise and for our nation as a whole, it is imperative to take collective steps now to usher in
a new era of clarity and transparency in the management of FCOI.”266

*
RISK 6: The Absence of Legal Protections to Safeguard Research Integrity
and Academic Freedom in Industry-Sponsored Research Contracts
Finally, it is important to recognize that policies and procedures to address financial COI on
campus are not the only, nor even the most important, mechanisms for managing academyindustry relationships. Another critical mechanism involves negotiating and drafting industryuniversity contracts to protect research integrity and faculty’s academic freedom.
All sponsored research (grants, contracts, or cooperative agreements) and a large portion of
academic consulting as well, is done under the terms of legally binding contracts. The contracts
set out specific terms and conditions for the university and its faculty to perform a certain scope
of work under a specified budget. The legal contract usually spells out deliverables for each
project and addresses other critical details related to ownership of intellectual property and the
responsibilities of all parties. However, too often, these contracts fail to include specific legal
terms that would better protect research integrity and secure core academic freedom rights of
faculty members. This, too, is an area of growing public concern concerning universities’
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management of productive academy-industry research relationships.
In 2002, for example, Kevin Schulman, a researcher at Duke University, surveyed senior
administrators at the sponsored research offices of 108 medical schools to evaluate how well
their legal contracts with industry sponsors conform to long-accepted standards of academic
authorship and scientific research integrity. The International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (ICMJE) had reaffirmed the standards in 2001, and 500 scientific journals had adopted
them.267 “Our findings,” Schulman wrote in his conclusion, “suggest that academic institutions
routinely participate in clinical research that does not adhere to ICMJE standards of
accountability, access to data, and control of publication . . . We found that academic institutions
rarely ensure that their investigators have full participation in the design of the trials, unimpeded
access to trial data, and the right to publish their findings.”268
Specifically, the study found the following standards for the conduct of industrysponsored, multi-site clinical trial agreements:
Data Control: Only 1 percent of the site agreements between medical schools and industry
sponsors required academic investigators to be given access to all the trial data in multi-site
clinical trials. (Interestingly, this figure rose to 50 percent for “coordinating center agreements,”
where one institution, department, or center agrees to be responsible for the conduct or
administrative/coordinating functions of a multi-center study.)
Data Analysis: Only 1 percent of the site agreements required the use of independent executive
committees or data-and-safety-monitoring boards (DSMBs) to provide independent oversight of
the trial.
Publication: None of the site agreements required publication of trial results. Only 40 percent of
the site agreements addressed the issue of editorial control over reported trial results.
Public Disclosure/Transparency: Only 17 percent of institutions in the site survey (and 36
percent in the coordinating-center survey) had a policy dictating limits on the duration of
confidentiality. The median duration of confidentiality was five years, in both site and
coordinating-center agreements.269
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When the Schulman study was published, Jeffrey Drazen, editor in chief of the New England
Journal of Medicine, commented: “This survey paints a bleak picture of the state of academic–
industrial contracting. According to the results, very few centers included standard language in
their contracts that guaranteed the investigators at a given center access to the primary data from
the entire study. Without such a guarantee, the entities sponsoring the research can effectively
implement a ‘divide and conquer’ strategy that allows each group of investigators access to their
own data, but makes analysis of all the data in a multicenter trial a virtual impossibility.” He
added that universities would do well to adopt standard, accepted contract language: “If
universally adopted, such language would help safeguard the integrity of the research process.”270
Several more recent studies, however, have found a persistent dearth of academic research
protections in university contracts with industry. A 2005 study led by Michelle Mello at the
Harvard School of Public Health271 surveyed research administrators responsible for negotiating
clinical-trial agreements with industry at 107 US medical schools. The study concluded:
“Standards for certain restrictive provisions in clinical-trial agreements with industry sponsors
vary considerably among academic medical centers.” Although 85 percent of administrators
reported that their offices would not approve contract provisions giving industry sponsors
authority to revise manuscripts or decide whether results should be published, more detailed
survey questions revealed the following gaps:
• 62 percent permit sponsors to alter study design after agreements are executed;
• 50 percent allowed industry sponsors to draft final manuscripts, with academic
investigators’ roles limited to review and suggestions for revision, while 40 percent
prohibited industry sponsors from drafting final manuscripts, and 11 percent were unsure
whether to allow it;
• 24 percent permitted industry sponsors to insert their own statistical analyses into final
manuscripts, another 29 percent were unsure whether to allow it, and 47 percent disallowed
it;
• 41 percent allowed industry sponsors to bar academic investigators from sharing data with
third parties after trials were complete, another 24 percent were unsure whether to allow
this, and 34 percent disallowed it;
• 80 percent of the agreements allowed sponsors to own research data;
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• 35 percent permitted sponsors to store the data and release portions to investigators;
• 62 percent of medical schools keep the terms of clinical-trial agreements confidential;
• After trials end, 21 percent of agreements prohibit investigators from discussing research
results, including presentations at scientific meetings, until sponsors consent to
dissemination;
• After the agreements had been signed, disputes with industry sponsors were common.
Disagreement most frequently centered on payment (75 percent reported at least one
payment dispute in the previous year), intellectual property (30 percent), and control of or
access to data (17 percent).
• 69 percent of administrators perceived that competition for research funds created pressure
on administrators to compromise on the language in their industry contracts, with 24
percent of those describing the pressure as great.
A final study that bears mentioning is a 2011 survey of clinical-care policies governing US
universities’ interactions with industry, led by Susan Chimonas at Columbia University’s
Institute on Medicine as a Profession (IMAP). This study examined U.S. medical school policies
and procedures addressing a range of academy-industry relationships, sometimes described as
“marketing relationships”—e.g. receipt of industry gifts, free drug samples, free meals, and
positions on industry-led “speakers bureaus”—which empirical research (discussed earlier) has
shown to be associated with bias in both research and professional decision-making. Many
professional medical groups—including the IMAP and the American Board of Internal Medicine
(ABIM) Foundation, publishing in the Journal of the American Medical Association; 272 the
Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC),273 and the Institute of Medicine (IOM)274—
have already issued consensus recommendations urging US university medical schools to restrict
biomedical industry gifts, meals, ghostwriting, and speakers’ bureaus. These same associations
have also urged universities to establish central repositories for free drug and product samples
and have called for full transparency in university consulting and research contracts. The
differences among the groups’ recommendations are minor. However, the Chimonas study found
that, as of December 2008, US medical schools’ adoption of these policy recommendations
covering physician-industry interactions was “notably incomplete.”275
• The absence of any policy was the most prevalent finding in seven of eleven areas
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examined;
• Even the most frequently regulated areas—industry gifts and industry consulting— had
“no policy” rates of 25 percent and 23 percent, respectively;
• Faculty involvement in industry-led ghostwriting—which has become prevalent on
campus and also highly controversial—was the most neglected policy area: 70 percent of
medical schools had no explicit policies to address ghostwriting. (However, at nineteen
institutions where policies did address ghostwriting, it was usually strongly prohibited.)
• The study also considered the “stringency” of the policies and found “very low adoption of
stringent policies (less than 5 percent)” addressing consulting, honoraria, and faculty
participation in industry speakers’ bureaus.
• Medical school policies had higher rates of stringency for gifts (30 percent), meals (26
percent), industry-vendor site access (19 percent), free drug samples (17 percent), and
continuing medical education (16 percent)
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Part I.
❖
General Principles (1-7):
Principles & Standards To Guide
Academic-Industry Engagement University-Wide
The AAUP recommendations offered here include:
GENERAL PRINCIPLES (these are principles that may be applied university-wide; they cover
core academic norms and standards, such as authenticity of authorship, publication rights, and
academic autonomy; they also address broad areas of academic-industry engagement, such as
Student Education & Training, Financial Conflicts of Interest, and Intellectual Property
Management), and
TARGETED PRINCIPLES (these Principles address specific types of academic-industry
engagement, including Strategic Corporate Alliances, Industry-Sponsored Clinical Trials, and
Academic-Industry Interactions at Academic Medical Centers). Some repetition has been
necessary to preserve in what follows, so the principles appropriate to each category remain
comprehensive.

❖ Principle 1:
Faculty Governance
The university must preserve the primacy of shared academic governance in
the planning, development, implementation, monitoring, and post-hoc
assessment of all donor agreements and collaborations, including those with
private industry, government, and nonprofit groups.
• Threats to shared governance and violations of good shared-governance practices run
throughout many of the case studies and risk categories associated with academic-industry
engagement that we reviewed in the Introduction. The key threats to shared governance may be
summarized as follows:


Approval of sponsored research contracts without review and consent by faculty
governing bodies;
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Involvement of senior administrators who hold approval or supervisory authority and
who are compromised by financial COI;



Faculty grant awarding processes dominated by, or influenced by, representatives of
funding sources and or by faculty who are already recipients of corporate sponsor
funding;



Involvement of faculty, administrators, or governing board members with financial COI
at any level;



Analysis and review of completed projects compromised by involvement of faculty or
administrators with financial COI;



Non-disclosure of university foundation engagement with industry, including
negotiations over gifts, contracts, or program initiatives;



Loss of faculty control over key areas of authority and professional expertise—including
curriculum planning and faculty hiring;



Faculty selection of students for admission to graduate programs overly influenced by the
goals of corporate contracts;



Diminished faculty influence over departmental and institutional priorities;



Diminished faculty influence over institutional mission.

The AAUP recommends the following corrective and preventative measures:
• No external relationships, donor agreements, or university-industry collaborations should
be allowed to intrude on academic governance, or contravene existing academic policies or
collective bargaining agreements.
• The faculty senate or other equivalent faculty governing bodies should be explicitly
involved in the overall development and final approval of any new, large-scale, multi-year
Strategic Corporate Alliances (SCAs) on campus (See Part VI, below, for a more complete
discussion of the AAUP’s recommended principles relating to SCAs).
• University faculty through their academic senates, or other governing bodies on campus,
also should be actively involved in drawing up baseline principles and standards to guide all
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forms of university engagement with outside sponsors, including corporate sponsors, the central
focus of this AAUP report.
• Establishing these baseline standards will strengthen, and make more coherent, university
policymaking in this area; safeguard academic professionalism; and engender greater campuswide support and public trust.
• These guiding policies should draw on the AAUP’s recommendations offered here, and
build upon them. To ensure that all forms of academic-industry engagement are addressed in an
effective and comprehensive manner across the whole campus, these policies should cover the
university as well as any affiliated medical schools, hospitals, institutes, and centers.
Discussion:
Too often, today, faculty governing bodies are shut out of policy-making and other
negotiations surrounding the formation of academic-industry partnerships, even when these
partnerships have a direct bearing on research and other institution-wide academic matters that
have traditionally fallen under the purview of the faculty. Often these university-industry
alliances emerge from one particular department or institute, but are not subject to any
supervision, oversight, input, or evaluation by collective faculty governing bodies.276
This is the case with multi-year, multi-million-dollar partnerships—known as Strategic
Corporate Alliances (discussed in detail under Part VI of this report)—which, due to complex
negotiations and confidentiality concerns, are frequently presented to faculty senates or other
faculty governance bodies as largely “fait accompli” deals, thus permitting minimal faculty input
or consultation.277 The faculty should regard such end runs around shared governance as
unacceptable.
Simply keeping track of academic-industry engagements on campus can be tricky, since
these activities usually take place under the auspices of a variety of different offices (the Office
of Sponsored Programs, the Office of Research Administration, the Office of Technology
Transfer, etc.) and may be negotiated primarily by a relatively small handful of university and
company representatives.
At many state-funded universities, meanwhile, a sizable portion of this private-sector and
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corporate- gift and grant administration has been transferred over to legally separate, universityaffiliated, non-profit foundations, which are highly opaque because they often claim exemptions
from normal academic governance procedures and from state open record laws.278
Not surprisingly, as the private assets of these less transparent university-affiliated
foundations have grown, so too has their influence and the potential for abuse. Allegations of
misuse of university foundation assets have already led to civil suits, as well as state and federal
criminal investigations at numerous universities. Here is a brief summary of just a few of these
cases prepared by the Student Press Law Center, which tracks these university-affiliated
foundations and their handling of donor funds:279

Misuse of University-Affiliated, Non-Profit Foundation Funding

•

At the University of Idaho a former university vice president pleaded guilty to misuse of

state funds and was sentenced to probation for his role in secretly diverting foundation money to
prop up the financially troubled $136 million project.280
•

In 2005, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution reported that University System of Georgia

Foundation donor lists—which were disclosed only after a legal battle –revealed that colleges
within the system awarded companies lucrative contracts after they had made large donations to
a special fund that supplemented the university chancellor’s salary.281
•

At Iowa State University, an independent audit in 1999-2000 revealed that the ISU

Foundation was still paying a former football coach, who resigned in 1994, over half-a-million
dollars a year as part of a deferred compensation contract payable over 20 years. (While actually
employed by the university, the coach’s annual salary was $111,197.)282
•

At Florida Atlantic University, a 2003 investigation revealed that its foundation had set

aside $42,000 to purchase a red Corvette for the school’s outgoing president.283

Given these trends, it is imperative for faculty to protect shared academic governance by
drawing up stronger consensus documents—containing baseline principles and standards to
guide academic-industry relationships on campus—so all forms of academic-industry
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engagement (whether advanced by the Vice President for Research, a small handful of faculty
investigators, the Office of Sponsored Research, or a university-affiliated foundation) will be
governed by a common set of clear academic standards.
This principle on Faculty Governance helps to clarify and strengthen AAUP
recommendations already issued in the “Statement on Government of Colleges and Universities”
and the “Statement on Corporate Funding of Academic Research.”284
Academic-industry partnerships play a vital role in funding research, and bring many
additional benefits. However, in the face of mounting financial conflicts of interest, and other
commercial threats to academic freedom, research integrity, and public trust, the time has come
for stronger faculty input and guidance in this broad area.

❖ Principle 2:
Academic Freedom, Autonomy, and Control
The university must preserve its academic autonomy—including the academic
freedom rights of faculty, students, postdoctoral fellows, and academic
professionals—in all its relationships with industry and other funding sources
by maintaining majority academic control over joint academy-industry
committees and exclusive academic control over core academic functions
(such as faculty research evaluations, faculty hiring and promotion decisions,
classroom teaching, curriculum development, and course content).
• No academic institution should accept any financial support that is either explicitly or
implicitly conditioned on the donor’s ability to influence or control such core academic
functions.
• This statement builds on the AAUP’s 1990 “Statement on Conflicts of Interest,”
which reads in part as follows:
Because the central business of the university remains teaching and research unfettered
by extra-university dictates, faculties should ensure that any cooperative venture
between members of the faculty and outside agencies, whether public or private,
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respects the primacy of the university’s principal mission, which regard to the choice of
subjects of research and the reaching and publication of results.285
• It also draws on a 2007 statement issued by the AAUP’s Committee A on Academic
Freedom, asserting that academic institutions surrender their autonomy and authority—and
diverge with the principles of academic freedom—when they accept outside funding that is
“conditioned on a requirement to assign specific course material that the faculty would not
otherwise assign.”286
• In exchange for academic freedom and professional autonomy, faculty have a
collective responsibility to uphold the highest standards of academic scholarship, research
integrity, and public trust. These pillars of academic freedom and professional
responsibility are further elaborated on in many of the detailed principles offered below.
Discussion:
In the last decade, a number of corporate- and private-foundation partnerships that impinge on
core areas of faculty autonomy—including faculty hiring, research direction, and curriculum
design—have been publicly reported on in the media. Here, in the U.S., recent cases have
involved IBM, BB&T, and the Charles G. Koch Foundation; in Germany, a prominent case arose
involving Deutsche Bank.287 Here is a brief summary of the U.S. cases:

• As of 2011, the Charles G. Koch Foundation (a libertarian foundation founded by one of
the heirs to Koch Industries, a major U.S. oil, gas, and chemical conglomerate with annual
revenues of $110 billion) reported issuing grants to more than 180 colleges and universities.288
Many of these agreements contained highly controversial restrictions, which became public only
after the underlying contracts were disclosed by faculty members and the news media. From
2007 to 2009, for example, Utah State University received more than $700,000 from the Koch
Foundation to supplement the salaries of five business school faculty. After stating these
appointments would be subject to standard hiring procedures, the actual written contract required
the Foundation to approve all faculty members hired. Another 2008 agreement between the Koch
Foundation and Florida State University, which became public in 2011, also cedes control over
faculty hiring. Under the FSU contract, an advisory committee of faculty members selected by
the Koch Foundation is charged with vetting and approving (or disapproving) prospective faculty
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appointments. This advisory committee is also charged with evaluating overall ideological
conformity with the Foundation’s libertarian economic and political goals.289
• In 2006, North Carolina State University inaugurated a new academic concentration,
“Services Management,” open to graduate students pursuing either a Masters in Business
Administration or a Masters of Sciences in Computer Networking, whose coursework was codeveloped by IBM. According to the Wall Street Journal, in exchange for IBM granting the
university five faculty awards of $30,000 each, plus the time of its employees, IBM was
permitted to co-create the curriculum and co-teach five university courses.290
• At the University of North Carolina-Charlotte and more than two dozen other colleges
across the nation, BB&T, a large southern banking giant, made donations to humanities and
business programs contingent on Ayn Rand’s free market theories being incorporated into the
curriculum, and her books assigned as required reading.291

Academic independence has always been rooted, historically, in the university’s core belief that
it must retain the ability to control its own internal academic affairs. This is referred to as
academic self-governance or academic autonomy. Since the birth of the academic freedom
movement in the early 1900s, U.S. universities and their faculty have worked vigorously to
prevent outside donors (whether a wealthy benefactor, a commercial sponsor, or a federal grantmaking agency) from exercising undue influence and control over faculty teaching, research,
hiring, and other internal academic decisions. The rationale for this remains straightforward: If
universities allow themselves to be guided by the narrow dictates and interests of their outside
financial supporters, they could not simultaneously—or credibly—perform their core academic
and public-interest missions to: advance high-quality scholarship and research across all
disciplines; generate reliable public knowledge; engage in dispassionate inquiry; offer expert
advice free from the influence of special interest groups; and deliver a broad-based education as
well as advanced specialized training.
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❖ Principle 3:
Academic Publication Rights
Academic publication rights must be fully protected, with only limited delays
(a maximum of thirty to sixty days*) to remove corporate proprietary
information, confidential information, and/or to file for patents prior to
publication. Sponsor efforts to obstruct, and/or sponsored research
agreements that do not permit, the free, timely, and open dissemination of
research data, codes, reagents, methods, and results are unacceptable.
Sponsor attempts to compel a faculty member, student, postdoctoral fellow, or
academic professional to edit, revise, withhold, or delete contents in an
academic publication (including a master’s thesis or PhD dissertation) or
presentation (beyond these legally justified claims to protect explicit trade
secrets) must be clearly prohibited in all written sponsored research contracts
and in written university policies. A funder is of course free to make editorial
suggestions, but the researcher must be free at all times to accept or reject
them.
*This time limit is consistent with the National Institutes of Health recommendation discussed
below. This time limit of 30-60 days for delays on publication (for the purpose of securing
proprietary protection through a provisional patent or other IP filing) is consistent with
recommendations issued by the National Institutes of Health, which are discussed in further
detail below.
Discussion:
As a condition of research sponsorship, it is common for a corporate sponsor to insist on “first
look” rights to insure that any academic publications and/or public presentations stemming from
this sponsored funding does not disclose proprietary information that has not yet been secured
through intellectual property protection.
The National Institutes of Health generally recommends granting sponsors no more than a
30-to-60-day window for pre-publication review, which it considers sufficient time for the
corporate sponsor, or the university, to file a provisional patent claim and/or remove any
sensitive proprietary information.292
Publication is the lifeblood of the university; it guarantees the rapid diffusion of new
academic knowledge and insures that all new knowledge will be independently scrutinized and
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verified for accuracy. In some research fields, an enforced delay of even thirty days is hugely
significant. These “first look” rights should be restricted to 30 days wherever possible (60 days
maximum). They should also clearly specify that delays can be invoked only for the purposes of
securing the sponsor’s intellectual property, not to suppress undesirable results temporarily, or
for the purposes of amending or editing the content, substance, or conclusions contained in an
academic publication or presentation.
Corporate sponsors should also be encouraged to agree to “rapid clearance procedures” for
more time sensitive materials and academic presentations, so expedited reviews of two weeks or
less are also possible. Delays in releasing research results that bear on natural disasters, industrial
accidents, product safety, or immediate medical needs are examples of work that may require
such rapid clearance procedures.

❖ Principle 4:
The Authenticity of Academic Authorship
To protect the authenticity of academic publishing, universities and their
affiliated academic medical centers should prohibit faculty, students,
postdoctoral fellows, medical residents, and other academic professionals
from engaging in practices variously described as industry-led “ghostwriting”
or “ghost authorship.” Ghostwriting occurs when private firms or industry
groups publish journal articles supporting commercial interests without
publicly disclosing that the company initiated and often performed the initial
drafting of the articles and recruited and/or paid university professors
(sometimes referred to as “academic opinion leaders”) or others to sign on as
nominal “authors.” Although ghostwriting has been especially widespread in
academic medicine, prohibitions on ghostwriting should be applied university
wide and should cover all faculty and researchers because the practice violates
scholarly standards and is unacceptable in any academic setting.
• Numerous prestigious academic societies and journals have already endorsed such a
recommendation. In the field of medicine, the Institute of Medicine (2009),293 AAMC (2006);294
and the Association of American Universities 2008295 have called for unambiguous prohibitions
on faculty participation in ghostwriting. Starting in 2001, medical journal editors, through the
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) and the World Association of
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Medical Editors (WAME), also took clear steps to try to better detect and prohibit
ghostwriting.296 Concerned about threats to the integrity of clinical trials in a research
environment increasingly controlled by private interests, the ICMJE revised its “Uniform
Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals” to call for full disclosure of
the sponsor’s role in the research, as well as assurances that the investigators are independent of
the sponsor, are fully accountable for the design and conduct of the trial, have independent
access to all trial data, and control all editorial and publication decisions. These ICMJE-WAME
authorship principles are now widely seen as the “gold standard.” All universities should hold
their faculty members clearly responsible for upholding these authorship standards, just as they
would other academic regulations prohibiting fraud, plagiarism, and other serious violation of
accepted scholarly practice.
• Despite the prevalence of ghostwriting documented in the academic literature (see the
discussion and citations below for details), university policymaking in this area remains
astonishingly weak: A 2010 study published in PLoS Medicine found that only 13 of the top 50
U.S. medical schools have policies that specifically prohibit ghostwriting.297
• Two of the hallmarks of academic integrity are intellectual independence and
accountability; both are egregiously violated when a faculty member assumes credit as the
“author” of a manuscript prepared by an unacknowledged, or inadequately acknowledged,
industry-paid writer.298 Adequate acknowledgment would have to specify the role played by
these industry-paid writers, as the preparers of the first draft, as well as the specific roles of all
stated authors. Faculty have a special obligation to demonstrate and protect their intellectual
independence, uphold the highest standards of scholarship, and act as role models for their
students. Any faculty member who is found, and proven, to have engaged in ghostwriting should
be appropriately disciplined, as this constitutes serious academic misconduct.
Discussion:
Studies have documented that industry-led ghostwriting in academia is prevalent, especially
within the field of medicine.299 Investigations, based on litigation documents and other sources,
have shown how pharmaceutical companies used behind-the-scenes ghostwriting techniques to
market sertraline300, olanzapine301, gabapentin302, estrogen replacement therapy303, rofecoxib304,
paroxetine305, methylphenidate306, milnaciprin307, venlafaxine308, and dexfenfluramine.309
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One survey of major biomedical journals found that 13 percent of all research articles had
“ghost” authors; that is, people who filled the criteria for authorship, but were not listed as
authors.310 None of these ghost authors was ever even acknowledged in the paper. Other
estimates of ghostwriting prevalence run higher.311 However, because the practice of
ghostwriting has not been investigated thoroughly beyond medicine, its true scope remains
unknown.
Another variant on ghostwriting has been pervasive in the field of tobacco research, for
example. Numerous studies have shown how the tobacco industry influences academic authors
by carefully vetting who will receive its funding, shaping study design, and then making
“suggestions” about what investigators should and shouldn’t say in their papers.312
Industry efforts to manipulate and influence academic authors have drawn ire from public
officials and the media. A New York Times article recently characterized medical ghostwriting as
‘‘an academic crime akin to plagiarism.’’313 Senator Charles Grassley (R-IA), a longtimeranking member of the Senate Committee on Finance, spearheaded a series of investigations into
financial relationships between drug and device companies and academic physicians, with an
especially critical eye trained on ghostwriting.314 Ghostwritten articles and reviews, in addition to
compromising the authenticity of authorship and undermining peer review for faculty
appointments and promotions, can also introduce pervasive commercial bias and distortion into
the scientific literature. According to Drs. Jeffrey Lacasse and Jonathan Leo, the authors of a
2010 survey of ghostwriting, this may, in turn, be “dangerous to public health.” The authors
conclude their study with the following passage, quoting from various studies (cited in the
endnote that follows):
“[G]hostwritten articles on [the pain killer, Vioxx] rofecoxib probably contributed to...
‘lasting injury and even deaths as a result of prescribers and patients being misinformed
about risks.’ Study 329, a randomized controlled trial of [the antidepressant drug,
Paxil] paroxetine in adolescents, was ghostwritten to claim that paroxetine is ‘generally
well tolerated and effective for major depression in adolescents,’ although data made
available through legal proceedings show that ‘Study 329 was negative for efficacy on
all 8 protocol specified outcomes and positive for harm.’ Even beyond frank
misrepresentation of data, commercially driven ghostwritten articles shape the medical
literature in subtler but important ways, affecting how health conditions and treatments
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are perceived by clinicians.”315

❖ Principle 5:
Access to Complete Study Data and
Independent Academic Analysis
University codes of conduct should prohibit faculty and others from
participating in sponsored research that restricts investigators’ ability to
access the “complete study data”* related to their sponsored research and/or
that limits investigators’ ability to conduct unfettered, free, and independent
analyses of complete data to verify the accuracy and validity of final reported
results. All universities should also secure these basic academic freedom rights
within the legal terms of all sponsored research contracts.
This principle is reaffirmed under Principle 44 (under Part VII, which addresses Clinical
Medicine and Clinical Research).
*Protecting access to “complete study data” is particularly important in the area of clinical
research, where drug trials and other medical investigations are often conducted at multiple
institutions simultaneously. If the sponsor grants only partial access to the study’s complete data
sets and/or withholds other relevant research codes and materials, then the academic
investigators and authors will not be able to perform a truly independent expert analysis of the
study’s data and outcomes.
• This AAUP Principle is in keeping with recommendations already issued by the AAMC
(2001316 and 2006317), the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, ICMJE (2001),318
and the World Association of Medical Editors, WAME.319
• In 2001, the AAMC issued conflict of interest recommendations that emphasized the
need for academic investigators to retain control over both data access and data analysis:
• “The [conflict of interest] policy should affirm an investigator’s accountability for
the integrity of any publication that bears his or her name. The policy should also affirm the
right of a principal investigator to receive, analyze, and interpret all data generated in the
research, and to publish the results, independent of the outcome of the research.
Institutions should not enter, nor permit a covered individual to enter, research agreements
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that permit a sponsor or other financially interested company to require more than a
reasonable period of pre-publication review, or that interfere with an investigator’s access
to the data or ability to analyze the data independently” [Emphasis added].320
• In 2002, the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) published a survey of 108 medical
schools which found that only one percent of university-industry contracts to multi-site clinical
trials required the academic authors to have independent access to the complete study data.
Commenting on this piece, NEJM editor Jeffrey Drazen wrote:
“This survey paints a bleak picture of the state of academic–industrial contracting…[T]he
[academic medical] system would be better served if there were universally accepted
contractual language that protected patients’ confidentiality and any proprietary aspects of
the data, while ensuring that academic investigators participating in clinical trials have full
and unfettered access to the data. If universally adopted, such language would help
safeguard the integrity of the research process.”321
• A more recent 2005 analysis of 107 medical schools found that industry sponsor control
over data access and data analysis remains widespread. The survey concluded that 50 percent of
medical schools would allow their industry sponsors to draft the final manuscript, with the
academic investigators’ role limited to review and suggestions for revision; 24 percent would
permit the industry sponsors to insert their own statistical analyses into the final manuscript
(another 29 percent were not sure whether to permit this or not); 41 percent would allow industry
sponsors to prohibit academic investigators from sharing data with third parties after the trial was
over (another 24 percent were not sure whether they should allow this practice, and 34 percent
disallowed it).322 In addition to the problem of bias, there are problems with delegating statistical
analysis to industry employees not trained in statistics.
Discussion:
Today, it has become common for pharmaceutical and other biomedical companies to assert
“proprietary control” over the complete study data associated with a particular clinical research
trial (which is often conducted at multiple testing sites simultaneously), as well as the
corresponding statistical codes (which are frequently used to “blind” the study’s investigators
from any possible bias, based on advance knowledge of patient outcomes or results and which
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are required to interpret that data). Not infrequently, the industry sponsor will assert that this
data and any related codes must be guarded on company computers, and may only be analyzed
by company chosen statisticians.323 One academic physician has dubbed such industry-controlled
drug trials “ghost science,”324 because they effectively permit the sponsor to control both the
analysis and final interpretation of all study results, making independent academic authorship
effectively meaningless. Attaching one’s name to industry-generated analyses raises serious
issues of misconduct, since the academic researcher can claim no genuine intellectual
responsibility for the reported results.
The prevalence of this industry practice is not known, and difficult to quantify. When
Procter and Gamble Pharmaceuticals (P&G) blocked researchers at Sheffield University in the
United Kingdom from analyzing data related to an osteoporosis drug trial, the company told the
media that it was “standard industry practice”325 to deny authors access to raw data in drug
studies.
The clearest indication of the prevalence of these problems came in 2001 when, (as noted
already under Principle 5), the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE)
announced it was revising its “Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical
Journals” to try to prevent undue industry influence over trial design, access to data, final data
analysis, and the final reporting of study results.326 These ICMJE requirements now have been
adopted by 500 science journals, however compliance is voluntary and not all high impact
journals across all academic disciplines have adopted similar, rigorous submission standards, nor
do all academic journals have well defined financial-conflict-of-interest disclosure policies.327
Moreover, as the studies cited above indicate, many universities and their medical schools are
not enforcing these standards in their own sponsored research contracts with industry. It is not
sufficient for journals alone to adopt these standards; universities must do so as well. Indeed,
universities with strong sponsored research contracts and COI reporting systems are in a better
position to enforce them.
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❖ Principle 6:
Confidential and Classified Research
Classified research, as well as confidential corporate, government, or
nonprofit research that may not be published, is inappropriate on a university
campus and should not be permitted. Many institutions currently have
written policies that ban “classified” government research on campus; the
bans should be reviewed to ensure that they also clearly cover confidential
corporate research. Universities employ a variety of mechanisms for moving
confidential and classified research off campus, sometimes using governing
structures less subject to academic oversight. Sorting through multiple
categories of “national security,” “classified,” and “sensitive but unclassified”
(SBU) information requires special monitoring by faculty governing bodies.
These faculty bodies should presume that research results are always made
freely available, absent a compelling case to the contrary, to determine which
research will be confidential and thus cannot be performed on campus. As
historical precedent suggests, the special circumstances of a formal
congressional declaration of war against specified nation-states may justify
exceptions to the policies for the duration of the conflict.
• Given the university’s open culture and its longstanding commitment to the broad
dissemination of new knowledge, any sponsored research project that would restrict free and
open publication, presentation, and discussion of the results is not acceptable.
• Sorting through the U.S. government’s multiple categories of “sensitive but unclassified”
(SBU) information will require special monitoring, as noted above, in order to determine what
research will be confidential and cannot be conducted on campus. In line with this principle, the
AAUP recommends against establishing secure buildings or facilities within buildings on
campus to conduct secret sponsored research.
• This is a general principle with broad academic endorsement. The AAUP has addressed
this issue on numerous occasions (see Appendix A for sources and details). In 1967 the national
AAUP approved the following resolution: “The Fifty-third Annual Meeting of the American
Association of University Professors believes that all secret arrangements entered into by
academic institutions or individuals in an academic capacity threaten the integrity of the
academic community. The agreements between academic individuals and organizations and the
Central Intelligence Agency constituted such a threat. Accordingly, the Annual Meeting calls
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upon all elements of the academic community to scrutinize any and all arrangements with public
and private organizations and individuals to make certain that such arrangements are consistent
with the basic principles upon which higher education in this country rests.”328 The following
year the principle was reaffirmed: “The Fifty-fourth Annual Meeting of the American
Association of University Professors reaffirms the concern of previous meetings about secrecy in
research. Any arrangement with an outside agency that places restrictions on the open
publication of results of research raises serious questions of academic integrity. Accordingly, the
Annual Meeting calls upon the academic community to examine with great care the nature and
consequences of research relationships with all outside agencies to make certain that such
activities are consistent with the basic principles upon which higher education in this country
rests.” The resolution was again reprinted in the AAUP Bulletin.329 The AAUP took up the
matter again most recently in a 2003 statement titled “Academic Freedom and National Security
in a Time of Crisis,” which explores the sweeping set of legal changes that the U.S. Congress
adopted regarding domestic and foreign intelligence gathering and secrecy following the
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks:
“There may be points where some of our freedoms will have to yield to the manifest
imperatives of security. What we should not accept is that we must yield those freedoms
whenever the alarm of security is sounded. Given the extensive historical record of
governmental overreaching and abuse in the name of security, we are right to be
skeptical. Even at the height of the Cold War, when we faced the prospect of nuclear
annihilation, the government did not institute security measures as far reaching as some
now proposed… Accordingly, when the government invokes claims of security to
justify an infringement of our civil or academic liberties, the burden of persuasion must
be on the government to satisfy three essential criteria. 1. The government must
demonstrate the particular threat to which the measure is intended to respond, not as a
matter of fear, conjecture, or supposition, but as a matter of fact… 2. The government
must demonstrate how any proposed measure will effectively deal with a particular
threat... 3. The government must show why the desired result could not be reached by
means having a less significant impact on the exercise of our civil or academic
liberties.... Under certain circumstances, academic research can directly affect national
security, and in those circumstances, a system of classification may be necessary, as it
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has been in the past. The hazards of a dangerous world cannot be ignored. At the same
time, secrecy, an inescapable element of classified research, is fundamentally
incompatible with freedom of inquiry and freedom of expression... Not only are fewer
restrictions better than more, but restrictions on research, to the extent that any are
required, must be precise, narrowly defined, and applied only in exceptional
circumstances. These seem to be the lessons the academic community has drawn from
its past experiences with classified research.”330
• An earlier AAUP report has special relevance here because the arguments it mounts
against classified research also raise issues of concern in negotiating approval for confidential
corporate research. In a 1983 Committee A report “The Enlargement of the Classified
Information System” responding to the Regan administration’s Executive Order 12356 (April 2,
1982), the organization asserted that the executive order “significantly abridges academic
freedom beyond the needs of national security” and added that “insofar as academic freedom is
improperly curtailed, the nation’s security is ill-served” and that “open and free scientific
communication is essential for ensuring national security.”331 Indeed, “freedom to engage in
academic research and to publish the results is essential to advance knowledge and to sustain our
democratic society . . . secrecy . . . is fundamentally incompatible with open inquiry.” (p. 11a)
And finally, “classification [as secret] defeats its own purpose . . . if it imperils the freedoms it is
meant to protect.” The report looked forward to “the bleak prospect of academic researchers who
are walled-off from each other . . . thus forestalling mutual enrichment through the exchange of
ideas and constructive criticism.”332 At that point, research classified for national security reasons
shares consequences with confidential research conducted for corporations.
• Many prominent universities now have policies in place banning confidential and/or
classified research from their campuses, including Cornell, MIT, and U.C. Berkeley (see the
discussions below), however not all of these policies were designed to address commercially
funded research.
• Cornell’s policy seeks to protect public access to new knowledge by explicitly prohibiting
classified research on campus. The policy reads as follows:
“Given the open nature of Cornell University, research projects which do not permit the free
and open publication, presentation, or discussion of results are not acceptable…In particular,
research which is confidential to the sponsor or which is classified for security purposes is
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not permitted at Cornell University.”333
• The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) also has a written policy that strongly
discourages any classified or unpublishable research from being performed on campus. There
are some exceptions to this policy, but these are rare (see this endnote for MIT’s precise policy
language).334 In 2002, a specially appointed MIT faculty committee, mindful of U.S. national
security needs following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, and of MIT’s history of
national service, recommended that the university provide off-campus facilities to help faculty
perform classified public service, or other research requiring classification. However, the
committee also strongly reaffirmed MIT’s long-standing policy in defense of intellectual
openness:
“We recommend that no classified research should be carried out on campus; that no
student, graduate or undergraduate, should be required to have a security clearance to
perform thesis research; and that no thesis research should be carried out in [intellectual]
areas requiring access to classified materials.”335
• U.C. Berkeley also has a written policy banning the performance of classified and/or nonpublishable research on campus. Berkeley’s policy states: “classified projects are not consistent
with the teaching, research, and public service missions of the Berkeley campus.”336 The policy
goes on to assert: “The University of California at Berkeley is committed to maintaining a
teaching and research environment that is open for the free exchange of ideas among faculty and
students in all forums—classrooms, laboratories, seminars, meetings, and elsewhere...There can
be no fundamental limitation on the freedom to publish as the result of accepting extramural
research support.”337
However, it is worth noting that the Energy Biosciences Institute (EBI)—a ten-year research
alliance between U.C. Berkeley, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, the University of
Illinois (Urbana-Champaign), and BP, the oil giant—does appear to circumvent this policy. The
EBI contract expressly permits BP employees to carry out “private, confidential, and proprietary
research,” and to keep that research secret, despite their physical presence inside a universityowned academic building.338 U.C. Berkeley has stated that because this policy only applies to
BP employees working at the EBI’s academic labs, it does not violate the U.C. ban on
confidential research. However, because those same BP scientists’ have extensive collaborations
with U.C. Berkeley professors and students, some critics remain skeptical.339 A similar
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confidentiality provision in the 2006 draft EBI proposal prompted the editorial board at the San
Francisco Chronicle to observe: “On the face of it, this arrangement conflicts not only with the
‘open’ nature of a university, especially a public one, but also with Berkeley’s prohibition
against classified research on campus.”340

❖ Principle 7:
Academic Consulting
To address the potential for conflicts of commitment* and other financial
conflicts of interest, all consulting contracts worth $5,000 or more a year
should be reported to and reviewed and managed by the university’s standing
conflict of interest committee(s), charged with addressing both individual and
institutional conflicts of interest (see Principle 24, below, for more discussion
of these committees). Neither faculty nor administrators should sign a
consulting contract that undercuts their professional ability to publicly
express their own independent expert opinions, except when consulting with
industry, government, or other parties on explicitly classified or proprietary
matters. All such consulting agreements should be secured in writing.
*A “conflict of commitment” arises whenever a faculty’s or administrator’s outside consulting
and other activities have the potential to interfere with their primary duties, including teaching,
research, time with students, or other service and administrative obligations to the university.
• In accordance with a guidance issued jointly by the Association of American Universities
and the Association of American Medical Colleges, AAU-AAMC (2008),341 the AAUP
recommends that an institution may wish to consider exempting certain clearly defined types of
consulting and fees from their definitions of reportable financial interests:


fees for serving on grant review committees (study sections),



fees given as honoraria by another academic institution for an academic activity, public
lecture, seminar, or grand rounds presentation.

• This AAUP principle on Academic Consulting is very similar to a recommendation
issued by the Institute of Medicine (2009): “Faculty should engage only in bona fide consulting
arrangements that require their expertise, that are based on written contracts with specific tasks
and deliverables, and that are paid for at fair market value. As part of their administration of
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conflict of interest policies, university review of faculty consulting and other contracts is prudent
and desirable.”342
Academic Consulting and Financial Conflicts of Interest:
• Today it is common for both faculty and university administrators to accept outside
consulting positions working for a variety of groups, including industry. Consulting is an
important and vital part of university life. However, the terms of these consulting contracts, and
any financial remuneration received, should not interfere with the recipient’s primary
institutional, academic, and professional obligations and commitments. Certain types of outside
corporate consulting—i.e., board of director seats, seats on corporate scientific advisory boards,
faculty participation in corporate “speakers bureaus” (discussed under Principle 48(a) below)—
raise distinctive financial conflict of interest concerns, due to possible irreconcilable conflicts
between the recipients’ academic duties and the commercial and fiduciary obligations required
by these outside positions.343 These types of consulting arrangements may warrant close
oversight, and/or possible prohibition by the university’s standing COI committee.
• Both administrators and faculty should be held to the same standards of disclosure with
respect to outside consulting, however campuses may want to consider a more restrictive policy
for senior administrators in order to avoid the appearance of institutional conflicts of interest.
• At a minimum, senior administrators should be prohibited from sitting on the boards of
corporations that are seeking (or already have in place) research contracts with campus faculty.
The responsibility for administrative oversight can be seriously compromised by such
arrangements.
Discussion:
The advantages of outside consulting can outweigh the risks if conflict-of-interest rules
are in place and enforced, if the freedom to publish and express independent opinions is
guaranteed, if the consulting work itself remains a small proportion of a faculty member’s or an
administrator’s overall time, and if any single consulting responsibility represents a small
proportion of his or her total income.
Outside consulting enables faculty to improve their understanding of various social,
industrial, health, and other real-world problems and processes, to develop more interesting and
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relevant research questions, and to apply their academic expertise and knowledge to real-world
circumstances. This is extremely important. However, currently, codes-of-conduct and conflictof-interest policies at many leading universities do not prohibit faculty from signing consulting
agreements that explicitly conflict with the faculty member’s ability to engage in free expression
and free inquiry—the core pillars of academic freedom. This is an area that warrants serious
policy attention on every campus.
Consulting terms that infringe upon these basic rights are cropping up in diverse fields
from pharmaceutical research to energy research. Here are a few examples:
• In July 2010, shortly after BP’s massive Deepwater Horizon oil spill, the Press-Register
of Mobile, Alabama reported that BP was racing to sign consulting contracts with many marine
ecology and other departments, located at universities in the Gulf of Mexico region, to aid it with
its legal defense case. Some university scientists complained that the terms of these lucrative
contracts violated their basic academic freedom rights. At the University of South Alabama in
Mobile, for example, Russ Lea, the university’s vice-president for research, reported that, under
BP’s proposed contract, data collected by academic scientists would be held confidential, and
could not be published for up to three years without BP’s permission.344 The contract also
contained other onerous restrictions on scientists’ freedom to work with other companies, or
public agencies engaged with similar areas of research.345 Later, Nature News reported that a
number of scientists felt ensnared by a larger legal scramble by BP and the U.S. federal
government (which was then preparing its own official assessment of the oil spill, known as the
Natural Resource Damage Assessment, NRDA), in which both sides were seeking to round up
expert witnesses, sequester data, and impose gag orders on scientists.346
• According to a professor at Harvard’s School of Public Health, writing in the Chronicle
of Higher Education, similar industry restrictions on academic consulting have also surfaced in
the field of epidemiology. This professor reported that he had received a contract request from a
large pharmaceutical company, to assist in the design of a clinical trial, whose proposed terms
“seemed to require that I sign away my right to criticize the product.”347 He explained: “One
provision would prohibit me from entering into ‘any agreement or relationship to render services
as ... adviser or consultant to, any other individual, firm, or corporation that would be inimical to
or in conflict with’ the aspects of the company’s business covered by the agreement. Another
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would forbid me to engage, in any capacity, directly or indirectly, in ‘any business,’ with or
without compensation, relating to the class of products under discussion—not just for the term of
the contract, but for the year after as well. Those provisions could restrain me from providing
candid advice to a regulator, a government official, or the editor of a peer-reviewed journal about
the class of products on which I was consulting, even if the advice were based on publicly
available information. I objected to those terms, as did a colleague who was offered the same
arrangement.”348

U.S. university administrators and faculty must not allow their quest for research revenue
or, increasingly, their quest for earnings from the transfer and commercialization of
academic research to distort their core academic and public-knowledge functions.
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Part II.
❖
General Principles for Student Education and Training (8-10)
Opening Discussion:
Today it is not uncommon for students, postdoctoral fellows, and more junior researchers
and faculty to participate in a wide variety of industrial-sponsored activities, both on and off
campus. Such collaborations—working in an industry-sponsored lab on campus, a start-up
company off site, or a corporate lab—offer attractive opportunities to graduate students working
toward a master’s or doctoral degree, especially since a growing proportion of these students
now move on to careers in the private sector. These collaborations can enhance students’
exposure to and understanding of the commercial research environment, and potentially also
foster relationships that will lead to full employment after these students graduate.
However, in addition to these clear benefits, such collaborations also present serious risks.
Faculty mentors who are involved with an outside company may divert graduate students toward
efforts that will not appropriately advance their education, or their thesis research. If students’
work is hemmed in by corporate proprietary constraints (confidentiality requirements, noncompete agreements, non-disclosure terms, secrecy restrictions), students may find themselves
barred from presenting their work at scientific meetings—or, worse yet, from completing their
PhD dissertations in a timely manner.
Disputes can, and often do, also arise over the ownership of new ideas, resulting in
difficult, complex, and often damaging intellectual property battles that undermine mentorstudent relationships. When a senior faculty member has a significant personal financial conflict
of interest, this may also bias his or her ability to give impartial advice, or appropriately
supervise younger investigators’ research.349
A panel on conflicts of interest at the Institute of Medicine recently observed that
exploitation of students and untenured investigators by conflicted senior advisers “is unethical
and also has the potential to bias research design, conduct, or findings. Areas that may raise
problems with undue influence include decisions about an individual’s inclusion or exclusion
from a research project; the focus, design, and conduct of a study; the publication of research
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findings (including the suppression of publication); and the treatment of intellectual property
interests.”350
These men and women are, first and foremost, students and trainees. The university,
therefore, has a responsibility to ensure that their primary academic interests are not
compromised because of participation in sponsored-research collaborations. The following
AAUP recommendations are intended, therefore, to better safeguard the interests of students,
postdoctoral fellows, and other untenured and junior investigators, while simultaneously
protecting the university’s core commitment to education—the most vital of the universities’
public obligations.

❖ Principle 8:
Recruiting and Advising
Graduate Students, Medical Residents, and Faculty
The admission of graduate students to degree programs and the appointment
of medical residents and faculty should not be based on their potential to work
under a particular donor agreement or a particular collaborative research
alliance, whether commercial, governmental, or nonprofit. A PhD student’s
main advisor should not have any significant* financial interests, including
equity, in a company that is funding or stands to profit from the research.
Exceptions should evaluate both conflicts of interest and potential conflicts of
commitment, all of which should be disclosed orally and in writing to all
affected parties and periodically reviewed by an appropriate faculty body.
*The AAUP defines a financial interest to be “significant” if it is valued at or above $5,000 per
year, and it is not controlled and/or managed by an independent entity, such as a mutual or
pension fund. This is consistent with the definitions and de minimis threshold for financial
disclosure established by the US Department of Health and Human Services under its 2011
conflict of interest disclosure rules. (Source: Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS,
42 CFR Part 50, 45 CFR Part 94, “Responsibility of Applicants for Promoting Objectivity in
Research for which Public Health Service Funding is Sought and Responsible Prospective
Contractors,” Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 165, August 25, 2011, available at:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-08-25/pdf/2011-21633.pdf )

• This recommendation is drawn from one issued by the University of California at San
Diego Academic Senate, Administration Committee on University Interaction with Industry.351
It is also influenced by recommendations issued by the AAMC (2001),352 and by
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recommendations, issued by the AAMC (2008),353 noting that advisors should “recognize the
possibility of conflicts between the interests of externally funded research programs and those of
the graduate student.”
• Faculty advisors should be careful not to place undue pressure on a student to take on a
thesis topic that reflects the priorities of a faculty start-up company or corporate research
sponsor, rather than advancing that student’s best educational and personal interests.
• Faculty and student advisors should vigorously guard against any situation in which an
M.A. or Ph.D. candidate finds that his or her thesis research is unpublishable, due to corporate
non disclosure agreements, or other secrecy constraints.354
• This recommendation is not meant to bar an advisor who, say, gets modest benefits, like
receiving an honorarium for discussing research at an industry meeting or public conference.

Discussion:
To date, surprisingly little scholarly attention has focused on the financial COIs that can and
do arise in mentor- or supervisor- relationships, even though anecdotal evidence and scholarly
discussion of problems has been mounting in recent years.355 According to a two-year analysis of
university-industry partnerships conducted by the University-Industry Research Collaboration
Initiative,356 it is not unusual for a student involved in an industry-sponsored project to take six
months longer to earn a Ph.D. than would be the case in a purely academic research effort. If
such delays are likely, students must be fully informed and willing to make this additional
commitment of time.357

❖ Principle 9:
Impartial Academic Evaluation
Students, postdoctoral fellows, academic professionals, and junior colleagues
should always be entitled to impartial and fair evaluations of their academic
performance. Because of the risk of both real and perceived bias, faculty
members with a significant* personal financial interest in the outcome of their
students’ research should not have sole responsibility for evaluating student
progress toward a degree.
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*The AAUP defines a financial interest to be “significant” if it is valued at or above $5,000 per
year, and it is not controlled and/or managed by an independent entity, such as a mutual or
pension fund. This is consistent with the definitions and de minimis threshold for financial
disclosure established by the US Department of Health and Human Services under its 2011
conflict of interest disclosure rules. (Source: Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS,
42 CFR Part 50, 45 CFR Part 94, “Responsibility of Applicants for Promoting Objectivity in
Research for which Public Health Service Funding is Sought and Responsible Prospective
Contractors,” Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 165, August 25, 2011, available at:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-08-25/pdf/2011-21633.pdf )

•

Because of the risk of both real and perceived bias, faculty members with a personal

financial interest in the outcome of their students research should never be given primary
responsibility for evaluating student progress toward a degree, or junior faculty progress toward
tenure. Whenever a senior faculty advisor has a financial conflict of interest, any students,
postdoctoral fellows, and untenured faculty colleagues working under that faculty member
should always be assigned another senior advisor (with suitable expertise and no financial
interest in the work) who can provide impartial oversight of all academic evaluations.
• This Principle is adapted from the AAMC (2001,358 2008359) recommendations, and from
an IOM (2009) proposal cited just below. In 2008, the AAMC cautioned that when a faculty
advisor has a related financial conflict of interest, the university should carefully assess whether
“the roles of students, trainees, and junior faculty and staff [are] appropriate and free from
exploitation,” and whether special protections are needed for “vulnerable members” of the
research team.360 In such a scenario, the Institute of Medicine, IOM (2009) proposed that “one
protection might be to provide such individuals with access to independent senior faculty
members for independent review and guidance when questions and concerns arise.”361

❖ Principle 10:
Grievance Procedures
Universities should establish effective, well-publicized grievance procedures
for all students, postdoctoral fellows, academic professionals, and faculty,
tenured and untenured, so they may freely and safely report obstacles
encountered while pursuing their educational objectives. Obstacles may
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include, but are not limited to, inappropriate commercial or other sponsor
influence over the conduct of research and/or research analysis, unwarranted
delays to degree completion, financial conflicts of interest, conflicts of
commitment, and conflicts over ownership of intellectual property. Faculty
with financial conflicts related to a grievance filing should recuse themselves
from its adjudication in formal proceedings. Informal resolution of
grievances, when possible, is often preferable.
Discussion:
Students and others depend on their faculty mentors’ or supervisors’ guidance, support, and
goodwill to advance their own academic careers. This situation works well under normal
circumstances, but these mentoring relationships are fragile and people can, and do, find
themselves in vulnerable situations when outside commercial conflicts arise. This is why all
universities need to implement clear channels for graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and
untenured faculty to report problems and seek help from objective third parties, should the need
arise.
Anonymous complaints about contract provisions, financial conflicts of interest, and
inappropriate commercial consequences should be given full consideration, but complaints
regarding violations of individual rights need to be signed, as the right to confront an accuser is
fundamental to due process.
When negotiating intellectual property agreements with outside commercial sponsors,
universities must honor their commitment to the free and open exchange of academic data,
research, and discoveries for the benefit of the public
and the advancement of reliable knowledge.
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Part III.
❖
General Principles
for Management of Intellectual Property, IP, (11-20)
The management of inventions, patents, and other forms of intellectual property in a
university setting warrants special guidance, because it bears on so many aspects of the
university’s core missions and functions, including scholarship, research, and the transmission
and use of academic knowledge by the broader society.
Intellectual property (IP) refers broadly to patents, copyrights, trademarks, and
(according to some definitions) trade secrets,362 in addition to the underlying subject matter that
is controlled by the owner of these property rights established by statute (namely inventions,
works of authorship, and identifiers that distinguish goods and services in the marketplace).
Patents provide the owner with the right to exclude others from practicing an invention. Unlike
the case of copyright, where exclusions follow copying and modification of particular instances
of expression, a patent permits the exclusion of work created independently, and it has no “fair
use” exception, even for non-profit purposes. Thus, patents may have a substantial impact on
university research, may affect the value and role of scholarly publication, and may interfere
with collaborations and the transfer of technology developed or improved in other research
settings.
The management of intellectual property is complex and carries significant consequences
for those involved in direct negotiations (faculty inventors, companies, university administrators,
attorneys, invention management agents), as well as those who may be affected (competing
companies, the public, patients, the research community).
Whether ownership of a particular invention is personal with the inventors, or is assigned
by the inventors to an organization for management (a university technology transfer office, a
university-affiliated foundation, an independent invention management agency), it is essential
that all those involved recognize the distinctive role that inventions arising out of scholarly
research should have. Faculty investigators and inventors, together with university
administrators, must communicate this role and hold those involved accountable when they are
engaged in the development and deployment of patent rights.
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Inventions are owned initially by their own inventors, as has been established by both the
U.S. Constitution and U.S. federal patent law. In a university setting, faculty inventors are also
the initial owners of their inventions, as the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed in its 2011 decision in
the Stanford v. Roche case (discussed at some length in the Introduction). Ownership of patent
rights that may attach to an invention, however, may be transferred to another party by a written
instrument. Thus, control of patent rights may be distinguished from ownership, since the initial
patent owner may choose to contract (or transfer title) to another entity to manage those patent
rights on their behalf. A university may become the owner of patent rights in a faculty invention
by voluntary assignment, as was the case at most universities prior to the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980
(also discussed in the Introduction). A university may also become the owner of patent rights to
faculty inventions if assignment of those rights is required as a condition of employment, or use
of facilities, or participation in extramural research—an emerging practice that is increasingly
preferred by many universities.
One fundamental problem that arises from university ownership of patent rights to faculty
inventions is that it tends to create institutional conflicts of interest between the university’s
governance role and its potential financial and competitive interests in exploiting those patented
inventions for its own benefit. This institutional conflict of interest is particularly challenging to
manage because it is all too easy for universities to conflate royalty income with their public
service mission to enhance economic growth, failing to perceive, or to acknowledge, the conflict
that arises with other institutional responsibilities pertaining to academic governance and
scholarship .
When faculty inventors and university administrators agree to use patents only for
defensive purposes, and to allow general access to create technology platforms readily available
for adoption, there generally is minimal organizational conflict of interest. When an invention is
to be used to seek financial gain through the exploitation of monopoly positions in a
marketplace, as necessary as this may be at times, faculty inventors and administrators alike may
find themselves in a far more institutionally and financially conflicted position. In such
instances, it may be beneficial for the university and the faculty inventor to use an external
invention management agent, placing conditions on the actions of that agent to preserve the
focus on the development and use of the underlying inventions, while simultaneously protecting
broad access and use of the invention in research and education.
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Inventions—despite distinctions often drawn in university policy statements—are a
natural outgrowth of scholarly activities, and have enjoyed a symbiotic role in faculty research
for over a century. The scholarly nature of university-based inventions does not simply
disappear with the addition of a potential patent or other intellectual property rights. A patent is
simply a specialized way of transmitting knowledge to society, which teaches a new invention to
the world, in exchange for limited rights to exclude others from practice, in order to promote
investment, development, and exploitation of the invention. As such, patented inventions and
other discoveries, subject to intellectual property protection, should properly be viewed as
extensions of scholarship that are equally subject to the principles of academic freedom and
faculty rights.
Commercial development of university knowledge to stimulate economic growth and
bring public benefits is unquestionably good. However, some practices associated with patenting
and licensing operations—such as, narrow exclusive licensing, speculative reselling and
relicensing of patent rights, assert licensing, and trolling activities, aggressive “reach through”
provisions363— may negatively affect scholarship and the public interest and educational
purposes of the university. Other activities associated with commercialization may be consistent
with scholarship and academic norms, particularly when broad access to university inventions
and research is protected through low-fee, non-exclusive licensing, and there is a broad
reservation of rights for research and experimental practice.
Faculty investigators and inventors must have a strong voice in decisions involving patent
management, where they desire to have such a voice. And university administrations and faculty
collectively have an obligation to ensure that both institutional and individual interests in using
patents to seek financial and logistic advantages are conducted within the broader context of the
university’s scholarly and public research missions, and are subordinate to those missions.
Both IP contracting and licensing may be managed directly by the university, or through
an outside agent (including a research foundation working under contract with the university, or
a private invention management agency). Licensing may also be undertaken by inventors acting
privately; such transactions take place regularly, for instance, in the area of open source
software. When negotiating sponsored research agreements, university administrations and their
contracted invention management agents must address the management of intellectual property
and proprietary information and materials that may be provided by the sponsor, as well as the
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disposition of any inventions or discoveries that may arise in the course of the sponsored project
(these may include intended deliverables of the project; unexpected discoveries still of interest to
the sponsor; or findings unrelated to the sponsor’s commercial activities entirely).
University administrators and faculty also have an obligation to ensure that research
funded by the federal government and other non-industry sources are available and managed for
public benefit: this might occur through broad dissemination of the research (as happened with
the gene splicing technique, developed at UC San Francisco and Stanford, that launched the
biotechnology revolution), or through more targeted exclusive licensing, which gives one firm
(say a pharmaceutical company) monopoly rights to a discovery so the company will invest the
substantial resources required to develop an embryonic discovery into a viable new drug.
Finally, universities and their management agents are responsible for upholding
academic, educational, and research obligations (taking into account their non-profit status, and
their reliance on public funding). These obligations include, for example: the advancement of
scientific research and academic inquiry; the exchange of academic data, research tools,
inventions, and information for broad research and public use; and the production and
dissemination of reliable knowledge. These obligations necessarily shape the licensing and
financial opportunities that may be considered by faculty and administrators in their choice of
licensing models, invention management agents, and acceptable licensing terms and practices.
The key to proper IP management is consultation, collaboration, and consent. That does
not guarantee that invention licensing and management negotiations will be easy, but it does
promote a system of checks and balances that has the potential to produce better results. All
parties to such negotiations can exercise bad judgment. Faculty may have a sound understanding
of the science and technology underlying their inventions without being able to gauge their
marketability. University technology transfer offices, on the other hand, may not understand the
underlying science equally well and thus may also overstate an invention’s commercial value
and misjudge how to disseminate it most effectively. Each party in these negotiations (a
university technology transfer office, a sponsoring company, or a faculty member) can be
motivated by the narrower goal of maximizing profits and fail to focus on the best interests of the
public. That is partly why the faculty through its governing bodies needs to be involved
collectively in setting policy, and why Principles 11 through 13 (below) are interdependent and
equally necessary.
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The dangers in having institutions or their agents exercise unilateral authority over
patenting negotiations are illustrated by a cautionary tale summarized by Siddhartha Mukherjee
in his book The Emperor of All Maladies. In the late 1980s, Brian Drucker, a young faculty
member at Boston’s Harvard-allied Dana-Farber Canter Institute, was investigating chronic
myelogenous leukemia (CML) to determine whether drugs might intervene in cancer’s genetics.
Scientists had synthesized a number of potentially promising compounds now held in CibaGeigy’s freezer in Basel, Switzerland. Drucker proposed a collaboration between Ciba-Geigy
and the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute to test those compounds in patients but, according to
Mukherjee’s account, “the agreement fell apart; the legal teams in Basel and Boston could not
reach agreeable terms . . . scientists and lawyers could not partner with each other to bring these
drugs to patients.”364 It was not until Drucker moved to Portland’s Oregon Health and Science
University in 1993 that he was able to get straightforward cooperation from an academic
institution.
One of the Ciba-Geigy compounds showed dramatic results in the lab, but because CML
afflicts but a few thousand patients a year in the US there were questions about whether it was
worth the company’s investment. Ciba-Geigy had fused with Sandoz to form Novartis, and
eventually the new company agreed to synthesize the experimental drug—Gleevac— for patient
testing. The results were dramatic: Drucker witnessed dozens of deep remissions from patients
treated with Gleevec. Prior to this, there was no effective treatment for CML, which usually had
a maximum three to five year life expectancy after patient diagnosis. Today the drug is so
effective that the cumulative number of surviving patients is significant: “As of 2009, CML
patients treated with Gleevec are expected to survive an average of thirty years after their
diagnosis…within the next decade, 250,000 people will be living with CML in America.”365
The faculty collectively has an important role to play in establishing the university-wide
protocols that will guide the management of faculty inventions, while also advancing the best
interests of the university, science, national research communities, technological innovation,
public health, economic development, and other public objectives. The AAUP recommends the
following Principles 11-20 to ensure that academic inventions and IP management advance these
public interest goals while also protecting the academic freedom of the faculty.
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❖ Principle 11:
Faculty Inventor Rights and IP Management
Faculty members’ fundamental rights to direct and control their own
research do not terminate when they make a new invention or other research
discovery; these rights properly extend to decisions involving invention
management, intellectual property (IP), licensing, commercialization,
dissemination, and public use. As such, faculty inventor “assignment” of an
invention to a management agent,* including the university that hosted the
underlying research, should be voluntary and negotiated, rather than
mandatory, unless federal statutes or previous sponsored research agreements
dictate otherwise. Faculty inventors and investigators retain a vital interest in
the disposition of their research inventions and discoveries and should,
therefore, retain rights to negotiate the terms of their disposition. The
university, or its management agents, should not undertake intellectual
property or legal actions directly or indirectly affecting a faculty member’s
research, inventions, instruction, or public service without the faculty
member’s and/or the inventor’s express consent.
*The term “invention management agent” covers all persons tasked with handling university
generated inventions and related intellectual property, including, for example, university
technology transfer offices, affiliated research foundations, contract invention management
agents, and legal consultants.

• The purpose of this Principle is to protect the professoriate’s academic freedom
rights, including the fundamental right to control academic research and instruction,
which should logically encompass the faculty’s right to control how their inventions are
managed, licensed, commercialized, and otherwise transferred to society.
• If faculty have genuine control over their own research, they should not be asked to
sign university employment contracts that require them to give away these rights. Such
employment contracts—which make the assignment of faculty inventions to the
university and its invention and IP management agents compulsory, rather than
voluntary—abrogate the faculty’s academic freedom by compelling them to represent
positions, relating to their own academic research inventions, which may be at odds with
their professional judgment and/or their assessment of public interest commitments.
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❖ Principle 12:
Adjudicating Disputes Involving Faculty Inventor Rights
Just as the right to control research and instruction is integral to academic
freedom, so too are faculty members’ rights to control the disposition of their
research inventions. Inventions made in the context of university work are the
results of scholarship. University policies should direct all invention
management agents to represent and protect the expressed interests of faculty
inventors, along with the interests of the institution and the broader public.
Where the interests diverge insurmountably, the faculty senate, or an
equivalent governing body, should adjudicate the dispute with the aim of
selecting a course of action to promote the greatest benefit for the research in
question, the broader academic community, and the public good.
Discussion:
Professors in fields ranging from information technology to medicine have reported that their
academic freedom rights were restricted or infringed upon when university technology transfer
officers made managerial decisions or took legal actions that they alleged impeded their research
and/or inhibited its use and dissemination. In 2002, for example, the online magazine Salon.com
reported on several such cases involving professors in the fields of computing and information
technology. Cynthia Gibas, a bioinformatics professor at Virginia Tech, told Salon.com she was
concerned about the way her university and others were using the Bayh-Dole Act to prevent
professors from contributing to open-source software projects. Steven Brenner a computational
biologist at U.C. Berkeley reported that it took several months and hundreds of dollars in legal
fees to reach an agreement with his own U.C. office of technology licensing that would allow
him to apply an open-source contract for dissemination of his software inventions.366
More recently, in June 2009, Dr. Robert Shafer, a bioinformatics and HIV expert, filed a
formal grievance367 with Stanford University’s faculty Advisory Board, which alleged that the
university’s invention management/IP agents had violated his academic freedom rights when
they negotiated, without Shafer’s knowledge, a settlement of infringement charges brought by an
outside company (a French firm, Advanced Biological Laboratory, ABL) that directly impacted
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on his HIV research, including a public website that he had developed to help HIV researchers
throughout the world. Shafer asserted that this Stanford/ABL settlement agreement, which
compelled him to post legal language on his free online HIV Drug Resistance Database
(concerning a commercial licensing agreement signed by Stanford and ABL), would mislead and
possibly intimidate database users (who themselves might fear patent infringement), and thereby
impair his ability to fund, maintain, and operate the database. The HIV database Shafer
developed is used extensively by scientists, drug companies, and treating physicians throughout
the world to track and anticipate new mutations of the HIV-AIDS virus, and identify suitable
drug treatments.
In April 2010, Stanford’s faculty Advisory Board ruled that the university had indeed taken
IP actions that “imposed a burden” on Dr. Shafer’s academic freedom rights. In the words of the
Advisory Board:
“The board concluded that actions taken in connection with the agreement with ABL
were not consistent with the general principles set forth in the preamble of Statement on
Academic Freedom which provide that: ‘Stanford University’s central functions of
teaching, learning, research, and scholarship depend upon an atmosphere in which
freedom of inquiry, thought, expression, publication and peaceable assembly are given
the fullest protection. Expression of the widest range of viewpoints should be
encouraged, free from institutional orthodoxy and from internal or external coercion.’
The board concluded it was a mistake to enter into the binding agreement with ABL
without consulting Professor Shafer and expressed deep concerns about some of the
subsequent actions taken by the university to comply with the binding agreement. The
board concluded that these actions were inconsistent with the general principles of
academic freedom.”368

❖ Principle 13:
Shared Governance and the Management of University Inventions
Faculty have a collective interest in how university inventions derived from
academic research are managed Through shared governance, they also have a
responsibility to participate in the design of university protocols that set the
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norms, standards, and expectations under which faculty discoveries and
inventions will be distributed, licensed, and commercialized. The faculty
senate, or an equivalent governing body, should play a primary role in
defining the policies and public-interest commitments that will guide
university-wide management of inventions and other knowledge assets
stemming from campus-based research. These management protocols should
devote special attention to the academic and public interest obligations
covered in the AAUP Principles recommended here. They should also require
the formation of a specially assigned faculty committee to regularly review the
university’s invention management practices, ensure compliance with these
Principles, represent the interests of faculty investigators and inventors to the
campus as a whole, and make recommendations for reform when necessary.

❖ Principle 14:
IP Management and Sponsored Research Agreements
In negotiating outside sponsored research agreements, university
administrators should make every effort to inform potentially affected faculty
researchers and to involve them meaningfully in early-stage negotiations
concerning invention management and intellectual property. In the case of
large-scale corporate sponsored research agreements like SCAs, which can
impact large numbers of faculty, not all of whom may be identifiable in
advance, a special faculty governance committee should be convened to
participate in early-stage negotiations, represent collective faculty interests,
and insure compliance with related university protocols. Faculty participation
in all sponsored research agreements should always be voluntary.
• Without this vital check on research accuracy, the university’s ability to advance reliable
public knowledge is dangerously impeded.
• As noted in the discussion above, a virtually identical “academic use” recommendation has
already been endorsed by more than 50 universities (as well as the AAMC and AUTM) in a
consensus statement, titled “In the Public Interest: Nine Points to Consider in Licensing
University Technology,” originally released in 2007.369 However, it appears these academic-use
exemptions are not widely utilized in practice, even by universities that were original signatories
to this statement, so written policy implementation and follow-through remain critically
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important.370

❖ Principle 15:
Humanitarian Licensing, Access to Medicines
In matters of IP and invention management, the university and its contracted
agents should prohibit pursuit of institutional profits at the expense of the
university’s academic, research, and public interest missions. When lifesaving
drugs and other critical public health technologies are developed in academic
laboratories with public funding support, universities have a special
obligation to license such inventions in a manner that will ensure broad public
access in the developing as well as the industrialized world. Exclusive
university licenses to companies for promising drugs or other critical
agricultural, health, or environmental safety inventions should include
provisions to enable distribution of drugs and other inventions in developing
countries at affordable prices.
• Doing this has little negative financial impact on the company issued the exclusive license
(since most companies see no viable commercial market for their products in these
underdeveloped countries). However, this humanitarian license opens the pathway for generic
manufacturers, non-profits, and government agencies to find innovative ways to lower prices and
broaden access, potentially saving millions of lives.
• Humanitarian licensing has already been endorsed by the Association of University
Technology Managers (AUTM), the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), and
50 universities in their consensus statement titled, “In the Public Interest: Nine Points to
Consider in Licensing University Technology,” which recommends that universities address the
need to make lifesaving medicines and other critical technologies broadly available in
underdeveloped nations:
Point 9: Consider including provisions that address unmet needs, such as those of
neglected patient populations or geographic areas, giving particular attention to
improved therapeutics, diagnostics and agricultural technologies for the developing
world.371
• In 2009, AUTM and its university members further elaborated on this critical public health
goal in their “Statement of Principles and Strategies for the Equitable Dissemination of Medical
Technologies” (SPS),372 endorsed by many top universities as well as by the National Institutes
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of Health (NIH) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
• In a detailed 2011 analysis of patenting, citation, and other data, Frank Lichtenberg
(Columbia Business School) and Bhaven Sampat (Columbia University Mailman School of
Public Health) examined both the direct and indirect role of government funding in new drug
development. The researchers found that government-funded research, much of it performed at
U.S. universities, played a powerful indirect role (i.e. generating the underlying basic research
required) in the development of almost half of the drugs approved by the FDA between 1988 and
2005, and in close to two-thirds of the most innovative drugs (using the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s definition of innovative).373 This is why it is critically important for universities
to reserve these humanitarian rights, which are so necessary to ensure broad access to these
lifesaving inventions.
• Universities currently hold key patent rights on drugs to treat HIV/AIDS, cancer, hepatitis
B, and other major diseases. Stavudine (sold under the brand name Zerit)—a critical drug in the
treatment of HIV/AIDS—was developed originally at Yale University and later became the
centerpiece of a major student-led, human-rights campaign to broaden access to medicines in
developing countries (for more on this story, see this endnote).374 So far, however, many drug
compounds licensed by universities have remained largely out of reach for millions of patients in
the developing world.375

• The Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Contracts with Institutions of
Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other Non-Profit Organizations376 (2 CFR 215) require
universities to act as a trustee for the beneficiaries of the project or program under which the
intangible property was acquired or improved. As a trustee, a university might take its role
seriously and consider dedicating its share of the proceeds from licensing to advance the welfare
of patients affected by the disorder the invention is intended to treat.

❖ Principle 16:
Securing Broad Research Use and Distribution Rights
All contracts and agreements relating to university-generated inventions
should include an express reservation of rights—often known as a “research
exemption”—to allow for academic, nonprofit, and government use of
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academic inventions and associated intellectual property. Research
exemptions should be reserved and well publicized prior to assignment or
licensing so faculty and other academic researchers can share protected
inventions and/or research results from sponsored projects (including related
data, reagents, and research tools) with scientists located throughout the host
university or at any other nonprofit or government institution. The freedom
to share and practice academic discoveries, for educational and research
purposes, whether patented or not, is vitally important for the advancement of
research and scientific inquiry. It also enables investigators to replicate and
verify published results, a practice essential to the academic enterprise and to
the integrity of science.
• Without this vital check on the accuracy of published research, the university’s ability to
advance reliable public knowledge is dangerously impeded.
• This research exemption should clearly cover three distinct categories of research:
“Evaluation of,” which refers to the practice of an invention or research tool to evaluate the
claims made and replicate the procedures used in published findings; “Research on,” which
covers efforts to study how the invention or tools work, and make improvements or
modifications; and “Research with,” which covers the use of such inventions/tools in conducting
one’s own research, which may involve similar or entirely different subjects and uses from the
ones under which the invention was created.

• After the John M.F. Madey v. Duke University377 decision of 2002, university and
government researchers could no longer assume that they would continue to enjoy what had long
been referred to, in the science community, as “a research or experimental use exemption,”
allowing use patented inventions for purely academic and research purposes without threat of a
lawsuit. This decision put all universities, non-profits, and government agencies on notice that a
patent ownership position could now place their researchers (and their institutions) at risk of an
infringement action, if they practiced a claimed invention. That is why it has become
increasingly urgent for universities and their faculty to reaffirm and secure these research
exemption rights, to the greatest extent possible, by requiring all sponsored research agreements
and IP management contracts to include this exemption from infringement suits in writing.
Since universities themselves have vastly expanded their own intellectual property claims over
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the last few decades, it is incumbent on them to protect knowledge sharing to the greatest extent
possible.
• A similar recommendation to support this “research exemption” has already been endorsed
by more than 50 universities (as well as the AAMC and AUTM) in a consensus statement, titled
“In the Public Interest: Nine Points to Consider in Licensing University Technology,” originally
released in 2007.378 This provision reads as follows:
Point 1 Universities should reserve the right to practice licensed inventions and to allow
other non-profit and governmental organizations to do so. In the spirit of preserving the
ability of all universities to perform research, ensuring that researchers are able to publish the
results of their research in dissertations and peer-reviewed journals and that other scholars are
able to verify published results without concern for patents, universities should consider
reserving rights in all fields of use, even if the invention is licensed exclusively to a commercial
entity, for themselves and other non-profit and governmental organizations:
•

to practice inventions and to use associated information and data for research and

educational purposes, including research sponsored by commercial entities; and
•

to transfer tangible research materials (e.g., biological materials and chemical

compounds) and intangible materials (e.g., computer software, databases and know-how) to
others in the non-profit and governmental sectors.

• However, as noted earlier, these research exemptions have not been widely utilized in
practice, even by universities that were original signatories to this Nine Points statement, so
written policy implementation and follow-through by the faculty remain critically important.379

❖ Principle 17:
Exclusive and Nonexclusive Licensing
Universities, their contracted management agents, and faculty should avoid
exclusive licensing of patentable inventions, unless such licenses are absolutely
necessary to foster follow-on use of an invention or to spur investment in the
development of an invention that would otherwise be incapable of realizing its
public benefit. Exclusive or monopolistic control of academic knowledge
should be used sparingly, rather than as a presumptive default. When
exclusive licenses are granted, they should have limited terms (preferably less
than eight years), include requirements that the inventions be developed, and
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prohibit “assert licensing,” sometimes referred to as “trolling.” Exclusive
licenses made with the intention of permitting broad access through
reasonable and nondiscriminatory sublicensing, cross-licensing, and
dedication of patents to an open standard may be expected to meet public
access expectations. However, the preferred methods for disseminating
university research are nonexclusive licensing and open dissemination, to
protect universities’ public interest mission, open research culture, and
commitment to the advancement of research and inquiry through broad
knowledge sharing. To enhance compliance and public accountability,
universities should require all invention management agents to publicly and
promptly report any exclusive licenses issued together with written statements
detailing the necessity for the exclusive license and why a nonexclusive license
would not suffice. The faculty senate, or a comparable governing body, should
have the authority to periodically review exclusive licenses and corresponding
statements for consistency with the principle.
• A compatible recommendation, favoring non-exclusive licensing, is contained in a 2011
National Academy of Sciences committee report addressing the management of university IP,
which reads as follows:
Universities should pursue patenting and licensing practices that, to the greatest extent
practicable, maximize the further development, use, and beneficial social impact of their
technologies. Exclusive licenses generally should be reserved for technologies that
require significant follow-on investment to achieve commercialization, or where
exclusivity is needed to confer a competitive advantage (so-called rival-in-use
technologies). For technologies that are not rival-in-use or require little or no follow-on
investment, nonexclusive licenses are generally warranted.380
• The AAMC, AUTM, and over 50 universities have also endorsed a recommendation
warning against an overreliance on exclusive licensing in a consensus statement, titled “In
the Public Interest: Nine Points to Consider in Licensing University Technology”:
When significant investment of time and resources in a technology are needed in order
to achieve its broad implementation, an exclusive license often is necessary and
appropriate. However, it is important that technology transfer offices be aware of the
potential impact that the exclusive license might have on further research, unanticipated
uses, future commercialization efforts and markets. Universities need to be mindful of
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the impact of granting overly broad exclusive rights and should strive to grant just those
rights necessary to encourage development of the technology.”381

❖ Principle 18:
Upfront Exclusive Licensing
Rights for Research Sponsors
Universities should refrain from signing sponsored research agreements,
especially multi-year, large-scale strategic corporate alliance (SCA)
agreements, granting sponsors broad title, or exclusive commercial rights, to
future sponsored research inventions and discoveries unless such
arrangements are narrowly defined and agreed to by all faculty participating
in, or foreseeably affected by, the alliance. If this is infeasible, as in the case of
larger SCAs, the faculty senate (or a comparable governing body) should
review and approve the agreement and confirm its consistency with academic
freedom, faculty independence, and the university’s public interest missions.
Special consideration should be given to the impact exclusive licenses could
have on future, as-yet unimagined uses of technologies. When granted,
exclusive rights should be defined as narrowly as possible, restricted to
targeted “fields of use” only, and every effort should be made to safeguard
against abuse of the exclusive position.
• Similar recommendations are contained in the university consensus statement, “Nine
Points to Consider in Licensing University Technology,”382 referenced above, and in a Cornell
University faculty senate statement on principles and best practices for guiding large-scale
university-industry alliances.383
• These recommendations are also consistent with the objectives of the Bayh-Dole Act (35
USC 200), which expect universities and other nonprofit organizations to use inventions to
promote free competition and enterprise.
• Any such arrangements involving title or exclusive rights must also conform with
applicable tax laws regarding private use of facilities constructed with tax-free bonds.
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❖ Principle 19:
Research Tools and Upstream Platform Research
Universities and their contracted invention management agents should make
available and disseminate research tools and other upstream platform
inventions (in which they have acquired an ownership interest) as broadly as
possible. They should avoid assessing fees, beyond those necessary to cover the
costs of maintaining the tools and disseminating them, and other constraints
that could hamper downstream research and development. Relatedly, no
sponsored research agreement should make contractual obligations that
prevent outside investigators from accessing data, tools, inventions, and
reports relating to scholarly review of published research, matters of public
health and safety, environmental safety, and urgent public policy decisions.
• In December 1999, the National Institutes of Health issued guidelines for U.S. universities
covering research tools developed in whole, or in part, with federal funding, which reinforce this
AAUP Principle . The NIH guidelines discourage the patenting of research tools, and urge that
these tools be licensed with as few encumbrances and as broadly, as possible.384 The NIH, for
example, cautions against the use of commercially aggressive “reach-through rights,” a legal
provision that enables a university owner to claim royalty rights to any future product developed
through the use of its research tools. The NIH also discourages use of restrictive “material
transfer agreements” (MTAs), for the exchange of basic research materials, which can slow the
pace of research progress and significantly raise the cost of doing research.
• The AAMC, AUTM, and over 50 universities—in their consensus statement titled, “In the
Public Interest: Nine Points to Consider in Licensing University Technology”—have also
endorsed a similar recommendation:
Consistent with the NIH Guidelines on Research Tools, principles set forth by various
charitable foundations that sponsor academic research programs and by the mission of the
typical university to advance scientific research, universities are expected to make research
tools as broadly available as possible…Through a blend of field-exclusive and nonexclusive licenses, research tools may be licensed appropriately, depending on the resources
needed to develop each particular invention, the licensee’s needs and the public good.”385
• Such goals are also consistent with the Bayh-Dole Act (35 USC 200), which warns against
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use of patent rights that unduly encumber future research and discovery, and with the federal
Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Contracts with Institutions of Higher
Education, Hospitals, and Other Non-Profit Organizations386 (2 CFR 215), which requires
universities to act as a trustee for the beneficiaries of the project or program under which the
intangible property was acquired or improved (2 CFR 215.37), and also requires public access to
research data relating to published research findings produced under a federal award that were
used in certain federal agency rule-making (2 CFR 215.36(d)).
Discussion:
Access to publicly funded research tools has become one of the most contentious areas of
university IP management. At issue is whether these tools should be exclusively licensed to one
company (sometimes a faculty start-up firm), or licensed non-exclusively so they can be utilized
more broadly, or not be subject to intellectual property ownership claims at all. In some cases,
research tools also have been withheld by faculty investigators or adminstrators to advance their
competitive position, for example in anticipation of future grant funding.
Many academic researchers, of course, still freely share new research tools, including
software, laboratory reagents, and animal disease models. However, today, because of
universities’ heightened focus on patenting, licensing, and revenue generation, research tools and
other basic platform inventions may become tied up by intellectual property considerations,
which may prlace commercialization or financial benefit ahead of access and use. Critics in
academia, government, and industry contend these restrictions on tool sharing lead researchers to
forgo otherwise promising lines of research and hamper the evaluation and replication of
published research claims.
Research tools can be highly complex entities that require significant follow-on research
to develop. As the University-Industry Research Collaboration Initiative, a project of the
Business Higher Education Forum, explained in a 2002 report: “At the heart of the research-tool
problem…is the fact that one person’s research tool can be another person’s key strategic
product. Tool developers, which often later emerge as biotechnology firms, claim that without
exclusive licenses, they cannot secure venture capital funding, thus stifling innovation.”387
However many experts on innovation, and companies in the information technology sector and
other industries, complain that restrictive university IP practices are undermining the open
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academic research culture, and inhibiting broader commercial use and development of academic
research.388 It should be noted that some of the most lucrative revenue generating patent licenses
for universities have involved research tools; thus, it is to be expected that university
administrators, and some faculty inventors, will balk at fully implementing this principle.
However, most of those “big hit” licensing programs involved non-exclusive licenses, including
the Cohen-Boyer,389 Axel,390 and Hall391 inventions.

❖ Principle 20:
Diverse Licensing Models for Diverse University Inventions
Universities and their invention management agents should develop multiple
licensing models for diverse categories of academic inventions, reflecting
differing objectives and commitments made by faculty investigators and
inventors, varying practices in the wider community and in different
industries, and models appropriate for the conditions that present at different
stages of the development of those specific technologies. Licensing models
commonly used to address opportunities in biotechnology, for example, should
not be established as defaults in institutional policies or used indiscriminately
across other areas of innovation. Faculty investigators/inventors and their
management agents should work cooperatively to identify effective licensing
and/or distribution models for each invention with the goal of enhancing
public availability and use. This may involve more established models
(exclusive or nonexclusive licensing), or more emergent ones (patent pools,
open sourcing, and public licensing, offered by institutions like Creative
Commons for copyright-based work).
• To cite but one illustration of this problem, there is robust evidence that exclusive licensing
plays a more limited role in the development and commercialization of information technology
than it does in certain pharmaceutical and biotechnology sectors, yet according to experts many
U.S. universities often fail to draw adequate distinctions.392 In August 2000, the Office of the
President of the University of California system recognized this fact when it announced a
program to exempt Computer Science as well as Electrical and Computer Engineering IP from
the standard UC system-wide licensing policies, and authorized giving licensing officers greater
flexibility when licensing IT discoveries. After the President’s Engineering Advisory Council
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reviewed the matter, it observed:
“[T]he rapid rate of technological change in the engineering fields of electronics,
communications technology, [and] computer hardware and software results in new
products with a typical lifetime of a few years or less. Competitive success rarely is
based upon the statutory protection of intellectual property as requirements for
conformance with industry wide standards reduce the value of proprietary technology.
Rapid product development and early market entry with innovative products are the
keys to market leadership and successful products.”393

Principle (21):
Rights to “Background Intellectual Property” (BIP)
University administrators and their agents should not act unilaterally when
granting sponsors rights to university managed background intellectual
property (BIP) related to a sponsor’s proposed research area but developed
without the sponsor’s funding support. Universities should be especially
mindful of how BIP rights will affect faculty inventors and other investigators
who are not party to the sponsored research agreement. University
administrators and managers should not obligate the BIP work of one set of
investigators to another’s sponsored-research project, unless that BIP is
already being made available under nonexclusive licensing terms, or the
affected faculty inventors and investigators have consented. To do otherwise
would have a chilling effect on professorial collegiality and on the willingness
of faculty to work with university licensing agents.
• This recommendation draws from the “Background Rights” section of Working Together,
Creating Knowledge: The University-Industry Research Collaboration Initiative, a report based
on a two-year study of academic-industry partnerships published by the Business-Higher
Education Forum in 2001.394 The Research Collaboration’s members included 37 university
presidents, senior officers at major corporations, and heads of major business and educational
associations. For a deeper exploration of these issues, see the discussion below:
Discussion:
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“Background rights” are the licensing rights that universities may provide to an industry sponsor to cover
“background intellectual property” (BIP) that may be related to the proposed research project the sponsor
plans to undertake. By definition, this BIP consists of research inventions that were created by university
employees outside of the current sponsored project, using funding from other sources, including in many
cases the federal government. Frequently, companies will seek the rights to this BIP, in advance, in order
to complete their intellectual property portfolios, so they will have access to all the licensing rights they
anticipate needing in the future to commercialize the results of their sponsored research.
Universities face a number of problems when they offer to provide background rights. Many
faculty members feel strongly that the intellectual property belonging to one faculty member should not
be mortgaged for the benefit of another, or be leveraged to help the institution to secure sponsoredresearch funding. Merely identifying intellectual property that might be relevant to the sponsor is both
time-consuming and expensive. Agreements on background rights usually include provisions that the
parties offer a “good faith effort” or use “reasonable efforts to disclose in the field of use” in order to
identify potential background conflicts. These are legal terms whose interpretation will require the
involvement of legal counsel and could hold the university liable for any oversight. “The only way you
should even begin down that path is to have a full-blown infringement opinion done looking at your entire
portfolio within a certain area of technology,” NC State’s [W. Mark] Crowell told the Research
Collaboration. “And if anybody here has ever paid the cost to have an infringement opinion done, you’re
talking about a pretty scary proposition.” For all these reasons, universities rarely agree to sign binding
agreements on background rights.395
Providing these background rights, even to license technology at commercially reasonable rates,
can also complicate and/or limit academic researchers’ ability to pursue lines of inquiry, or the
university’s ability to license the technology to another firm. This, in turn, can affect the ability of the
university to attract future sponsored research, and can complicate incentives for start-up companies to
participate in regional economic development plans involving the university. According to the Research
Consortium, requests for universities to provide background rights first began with research consortia
alliances such as the Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC/SEMATECH), a government-industry
manufacturing technology collaboration in the semiconductor industry, and the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI). These agreements require the university to license back to the consortia any background
rights deemed necessary on a nonexclusive basis. Today individual companies, particularly in the
information technology arena, increasingly seek background rights for the research they sponsor.”396
In 2007, the British-based oil giant BP was granted BIP rights in connection with its $500-

million, ten-year research alliance with UC-Berkeley and two other public research institutions,
known as the Energy Biosciences Institute (EBI).397 According to an internal UC-Berkeley
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faculty committee examination of this BP-EBI alliance, the BIP terms were extensive and quite
unusual, though they did reflect a positive effort to obtain advance informed consent by faculty
and other personnel:
“The usual practice…has been to defer such negotiations about BIP to subsequent
licensing negotiations. This contract, however, contains a general provision (App. 2,
Sec. 8.12), which permits BP’s right to license the BIP related to a discovery developed
in a specific funded project in the EBI. Any such BIP has to have been included in a list
prepared by the Project Investigator in advance in the application for funding… In
addition, all participants in an EBI project must agree to these BIP provisions as a
condition of funding…The issue came up only in the contract negotiations, and both we
and the administration would have preferred to treat BIP in the standard manner,
relegating the issue to subsequent licensing negotiations. The resulting position reflects
a compromise between UC and BP.”398
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Part IV.
❖
General Principles:
Management of Financial Conflicts of Interest, COI, (22-34)
Definitions:
A conflict of interest is broadly defined as a situation in which an individual or corporate interest
has a tendency to interfere with the proper exercise of judgment in another’s behalf. Those who
prefer to distinguish between individual and institutional COI often define the former as a set of
circumstances that creates a risk that professional judgment or actions regarding a primary
interest (such as research conduct, teaching, or patient welfare) will be unduly influenced by a
secondary interest (financial gain). Correspondingly, an institutional COI describes a situation in
which the financial interests of an institution or an institutional official, acting within his or her
authority on behalf of the institution, may affect or appear to affect the research, education,
clinical care, business transactions, or other governing activities of the institution. A growing
body of empirical research has shown that financial COI are associated with decision-making
bias, as well as research bias (see the main report for details). COI also introduce unreliability
into the research process, undermine public trust, and erode respect for institutions of higher
education. Disclosure of a COI, even full disclosure with informed consent, does not resolve
these problems.

Opening Discussion:
Among the greatest contemporary threats to the freedom, autonomy, and integrity of academic
work, and to the public’s support of and confidence in that work are financial COI. As early as
1965, in “On Preventing Conflicts of Interest in Government-Sponsored Research at
Universities,” the AAUP and ACE pressed for “the formulation of standards to guide the
individual university staff members in governing their conduct in relation to outside interests that
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might raise questions of conflicts of interest.”399 Now the AAUP is returning to this pressing
issue, within the context of heightened academic-industry engagement.
Starting in early 2000, many professional and academic groups took note of this rising
commercial engagement and issued a series of consensus statements calling for stronger, more
comprehensive financial COI policies at U.S. universities and academic medical centers. The
AAUP agrees with the professional consensus reached by these groups—including the AAU,
IOM, AAMC, and the Department of Health and Human Services/National Institutes of Health
(DHHS/NIH), which released new COI rules in August 2011—that the purpose of these COI
policies is to be preventative.400 As the DHHS/NIH explains, COI rules are “intended to be
proactive rather than reactive to specific evidence of bias.”401 Rather than trying to remedy
possible bias or damage after it has occurred, or has been unearthed by the media, university COI
rules are needed to reduce the risk of bias and the loss of public trust and credibility that may be
associated with the existence of these financial conflicts. A growing body of empirical research,
especially in the biomedical field, has found that financial COI are associated with research bias,
and bias in professional decision-making (for a discussion of this literature see this Report
Introduction).
In 2009, an IOM panel on COI in biomedicine observed that “a range of supporting
organizations—public and private—can promote the adoption and implementation of conflict of
interest policies and help create a culture of accountability that sustains professional norms and
public confidence in professional judgments.”402 It is in solidarity with this statement that the
AAUP is now adding its voice to the chorus of groups calling for U.S. universities to strengthen
and harmonize their COI policies. If U.S. universities do not act voluntarily to implement more
rigorous, comprehensive, as well as more uniform COI policies and procedures, then pressure for
external regulation from the federal government and others is likely to continue.
Disclosure is an important mechanism for addressing financial COI related to academic
research, but simply disclosing such conflicts is not sufficient to instill confidence in the public,
or to protect the integrity of academic scholarship. The AAUP is not inclined, nor does it have
the authority, to impose hard and fast prohibitions on faculty engagement with outside sponsors.
However, experience has clearly shown that, just as disclosure of financial conflicts is
inadequate, so too are policies that rely heavily, or even exclusively, on case-by-case
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management of individual faculty and institutional COI. (These terms—”individual faculty
COI” and “institutional COI”—are defined under Principle 18 below.)
The AAUP wholeheartedly agrees with the AAU’s assessment (and those of other groups
cited here) that university COI policies need to be comprehensive, and cover research “across all
academic fields, not just biomedical ones.”403 This recommendation has already been endorsed
by the AAU-AAMC (2008),404 and by a recent IOM panel (2009).405
The AAUP further agrees with the growing consensus that these policies must encompass
both individual faculty as well as institutional COI. This recommendation, too, has been
endorsed by the AAU (2001); AAMC (2002); AAU-AAMC 2008;406 Council on Government
Relations, COGR (2003); the Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS (2004);407 the
National Institutes of Health, Office of Inspector General;408 and the IOM (2009).409
Finally, the AAUP agrees with the AAU and others that university COI policies should
“treat research consistently, regardless of the funding source—All research projects at an
institution, whether federally funded, funded by a non-federal entity, or funded by the institution
itself, should be managed by the same conflict of interest process…”410 Again, this is consistent
with recommendations issued by the AAU-AAMC (2008),411 and with new COI rules issued by
the DHHS (2011), which require university faculty to report financial COI related to all of their
“institutional responsibilities,” not only their DHHS-funded research.412
The rationale for implementing such a comprehensive COI policy is clear: monitoring
financial COI across the entire institution, regardless of funding source, ensures that all conflicts
will be identified and handled similarly, instead of having effective procedures in place to handle
some COI, while others go unidentified and potentially reap serious damage.
In 2001, the AAU’s Task Force on Research Accountability appropriately called on all
universities to redouble their efforts with respect to implementing comprehensive COI policies:
“[A]lthough definitive data about the prevalence of conflicts of interest is lacking,
academic-industry relationships are clearly increasing, and with them, the risk of
conflicts of interest compromising the integrity of research conducted in academia
continues to rise. Journal articles make clear that the stringency of financial conflict of
interest polices varies substantially among institutions, as does the diligence of
enforcement… [S]ince the risk to the integrity of the academic enterprise from
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individual conflicts of interest is substantial, research universities should re-double their
efforts to ensure objectivity in research.”413
Ten years after this statement was issued we have far more empirical evidence concerning
the prevalence of financial COI in biomedicine, and a growing body of empirical research
linking financial COI to research bias and bias in professional decision-making (again for an
overview of this research, see this report’s Introduction). While other areas of research have not
received the same level of rigorous scrutiny, there is no reason to expect that biomedicine is
unique (witness industry influence in areas ranging from tobacco research and economics
analysis to agriculture). The operating assumption should be that such problems exist in all fields
where there are relationships with business, thus requiring appropriate policies and safeguards.
Congressional and federal investigations have continued to expose how inadequate
university management of financial conflicts is dangerously eroding public trust in the academic
research enterprise.414 Unfortunately, however, most U.S. universities have been slow to heed
calls from a range of academic associations (including the AAU, AAMC, IOM and others)415 to
strengthen and harmonize their policies and procedures for handling financial COI. Independent
surveys and analyses continue to show that COI policies and procedures at both universities and
their academic medical schools remain highly variable and, overall, too weak:
• In 2001, for example, the AAMC called on universities to strengthen their financial COI
policies governing research involving human subjects. A key AAMC recommendation issued in
2001 called for all medical schools to establish a strong “rebuttable presumption” against any
investigators conducting research involving human participants when they have a related
financial COI, except in highly exceptional circumstances. However, in 2003, an AAMC
membership survey found that only 61 percent of medical schools had adopted this “rebuttable
presumption” in their policies, and of those only a minority had defined what compelling
circumstances would support such an exception.416
• A 2006 analysis also reported on large variations in university COI disclosure policies.
Only 48 percent of medical schools had policies that mentioned the disclosure of researchers’
financial COI to research participants. These policies also varied in what information was to be
disclosed.417
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• In 2008, another survey of the AAMC membership found that, despite a 2002 joint
recommendation from the AAMC and the AAU that all universities should implement
institutional COI policies, only 38 percent of academic medical schools reported having such an
institutional COI policy in place (another 37 percent reported they were still in the process of
developing one).418
• Meanwhile, in 2009, the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of the
Inspector General (OIG) uncovered serious deficiencies in how universities are handling
financial COI. After reviewing 184 separate financial conflict-of-interest reports submitted to
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in FY 2006 by 41 grantee institutions, the OIG
concluded: ‘‘Vulnerabilities exist in grantee Institutions’ identification, management, and
oversight of financial conflicts of interest.’’419 (See the introduction—in the section titled “A
Brief History of Efforts to Address Financial Conflicts of Interest . . .”-- for a Box containing a
brief summary of the OIG’s main findings.)
• “Given the complex nature of researchers’ conflicts and the vulnerabilities that exist
regarding their identification and management,” concluded the OIG, “[i]ncreased oversight is
needed to ensure that (1) these conflicts are managed appropriately, (2) the research conducted
using Federal funds is not biased by any conflicting financial interests of researchers, and (3)
human subjects are not subjected to unnecessary risks.”
On August 23, 2011, partly in response to the OIG findings as well as renewed
Congressional pressure, the DHHS issued new COI rules, covering all NIH-funded research,
designed to “expand and add transparency to Investigators’ disclosure of Significant Financial
Interests, enhance regulatory compliance and effective institutional oversight and management of
Investigators’ financial conflicts of interests, as well as increase the Department of Health and
Human Services’ (HHS) compliance oversight.” These new rules, covering all recipients of
DHHS and NIH research funding, include the following changes:
•

New requirements for investigators to disclose to their university employers all significant
financial interests related to their “institutional responsibilities,” not only those related to a
specific research project.

•

A lowering of the monetary threshold required for COI disclosure (generally dropping
from a de minimis of $10,000 to $5,000).
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•

More extensive university reporting to federal grant agencies, regarding the scope of their
faculty investigators’ financial COI, and the specific management plans that the university
has implemented to address them.

•

New requirements that universities make this information—regarding faculty COI and
university management plans—accessible to the public.
However, as with the earlier 1995 DHHS-NIH rules on financial COI, it is important to

note that the 2011 rules do not provide specific guidance on how U.S. universities should review,
reduce, eliminate, and/or manage their financial COI internally. The 2011 DHHS-NIH rules
merely provide a baseline from which universities must still develop their own detailed campus
COI policies. Given significant variations in the stringency of these campus-based COI policies,
and the rigor of their enforcement, this lack of federal guidance could present ongoing problems.
As a 2009 IOM panel review noted: “extensive variations” in university COI policies and
procedures “raise concerns that some institutions may not have sufficient data to make
determinations about the extent and the nature of an individual’s financial relationships or to
judge the severity of a conflict of interest… Absent outside pressures and oversight, variation in
conflict of interest policies may encourage an unhealthy competition among institutions to adopt
weak policies and shirk enforcement.”420
It is within this context that the AAUP is urging all universities and their faculty to review
their COI policies and bring them into compliance with the recommendations offered here,
nearly all of which are drawn from recommendations issued already by the AAU, AAMC, IOM,
COGR, and most recently DHHS-NIH. The 2011 DHHS-NIH rules make this reexamination of
university COI policies both timely, and necessary.

❖ Principle 22:
Comprehensive COI Policies
Every university should have a comprehensive, written COI policy, covering
both individual and institutional COI (the terms are defined under Part IV
above and discussed in greater detail in the main report). Universities should
be explicit in their guidelines about how financial COI will be reported,
reviewed, managed, and/or eliminated. The guidelines should also spell out
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how the university will enforce its COI policies. University policies should
clearly delineate which financial conflicts of interest must be reported, which
are prohibited, and what actions will be taken if faculty members do not
comply with university COI disclosure and management policies. Actions may
include: a faculty-led investigation leading to possible censure, federal-grant
agency notification, a temporary hold on interactions with conflicted sponsors,
or a temporary ban on receipt of outside research funding.

Principle (22a):
A Basic Checklist for What These Comprehensive
COI Policies Should Contain
Each campus’s comprehensive, written COI policy should cover all of the following (adapted
from the AAMC, 2001 and AAU, 2001):421
• Clear procedures for gathering financial COI information from faculty, senior officials,
and university departments. (For details on institutional COI reporting, see Principle 23, under
Part V. below, titled “Inter-Office Reporting and Tracking of Institutional COI.”);
• COI disclosure forms should be standardized (preferably electronic) and easy to use;
using an electronic disclosure form facilitates the operation of an integrated management system
across various parts of the university.
• Financial COI reports should be required at least annually, with prompt updating
whenever there is an interim, material change in significant financial interests;
• In making such reports, each covered individual should be required to be very thorough;
the failure to report is unacceptable;
• Clear procedures for verifying the accuracy of reported COI information. (The 2009
federal “Physician Payment Sunshine Act”422 and various state laws423 now mandate that
pharmaceutical and other medical companies disclose their gifts and other financial payments to
physicians, thus making verification of faculty self-reporting by the university employer both
increasingly possible, and essential);424
• Clear explanation of how financial COI will be reviewed, reduced, eliminated, and/or
managed, as appropriate;
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• Faculty disclosure forms should include questions (connected with grant applications)
about whether or not students are working on a research project to help identify situations that
may compromise a student’s thesis or research project;
• Clear “time frame” for required disclosure. (According to the IOM, 2009, some policies
ask about relationships that are pending, in negotiation, or expected in the next 12 months. Some
organizations also require disclosure for longer periods: for example, the American Thoracic
Society requires disclosure for the previous 3 years (ATS, 2008) and the Journal of the American
Medical Association requires disclosure for the previous 5 years (Flanagin et al., 2006);
• Clear “de minimis” reporting rules: The AAUP strongly encourages universities to adopt
the $5,000 de minimis reporting requirement recommended here, and now also required by the
DHHS-NIH COI rule of 2011;
• The policy should clearly indicate how, and to what extent, personal financial
information will be handled and shared by the institution; how confidentiality will be
maintained; and where, when, and in what form this information may be released to patients,
colleagues, and/or the broader public. (Under the 2011 DHHS-NIH COI rule, universities must
publicly disclose all “significant financial COI”—related to DHHS funded research—on a public
website or respond to any public request within five days);
• Clear procedures for sharing financial COI information and conflict-management
information, as needed, with relevant internal offices (including IRBs, sponsored research
offices, and technology transfer offices); and with relevant affected parties (research volunteers,
patients, conflict-of-interest management staff, department chairs/deans, patients, students,
research colleagues), using appropriate safeguards to maintain the privacy of the information
until it has been reviewed by the university’s standing COI Committee for internal management
and public reporting.
• Details on how COI decisions will be adjudicated, implemented, and enforced by the
university’s standing COI committee;
• Details on how the appeals process will work, and due process will be ensured;
• Policies for disclosure of reported information to academic journals and the public;
• Clear mechanisms to insure compliance with COI policies, and punish non-compliance.
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Principle (22b):
General Definition of a COI
The Institute of Medicine offers this concise, core definition of a COI:

A conflict of interest is a set of circumstances that creates a risk that professional judgment or
actions regarding a primary interest will be unduly influenced by a secondary interest.425

As noted in the Introduction, because financial COI are a function of a situation, not a function
of whether someone is actually biased, they are either present or they are not. Thus, a financial
COI should not be termed “potential,” a qualifier that one hears frequently and usually
incorrectly because tends to suggest that the COI does not currently exist, and is only a future
possibility, thereby seeming to diminish its risk and its significance.

Principle (22c):
Definition of an “Individual COI”
The AAU’s Task Force on Research Accountability offers this helpful, expanded definition of an
“individual COI” as it relates to the sciences:
The term individual financial conflict of interest in science refers to situations in which financial
considerations may compromise, or have the appearance of compromising, an investigator’s
professional judgment in conducting or reporting research. The bias such conflicts may
conceivably impart not only affects collection, analysis, and interpretation of data, but also the
hiring of staff, procurement of materials, sharing of results, choice of protocol, involvement of
human participants, and the use of statistical methods.426
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Principle (22d):
Definition of an “Institutional COI” (ICOI)
The AAMC and AAU offer this definition of an “institutional COI,” which covers
both the institution itself, and senior officials:
“An institutional conflict of interest (institutional COI) describes a situation in which the
financial interests of an institution or an institutional official, acting within his or her authority on
behalf of the institution, may affect or appear to affect the research, education, clinical care,
business transactions, or other activities of the institution. Institutional COIs are of significant
concern when financial interests create the potential for inappropriate influence over the
institution’s activities. The risks are particularly acute in the context of human subjects research,
when the protection of human subjects and the integrity of the institution’s research may be
threatened.”427

Principle (22e):
Why Are Institutional COI Important to Address?
An institutional COI may arise when a university is conducting research on campus that could
affect the value of that institution’s own patents, or its equity positions or options in that same
company. An institutional COI may also arise if a senior official, say a department chair or dean,
has a major equity holding in a medical device company, which could bias that person’s
decisions (about medical faculty appointments and promotions, assignment of office or
laboratory space, or other administration matters) to favor that company’s interests. It may again
arise when a hospital official who selects a company’s products for patient care has a personal
financial interest in the manufacturer of those products. In situations such as these, secondary
financial interests may bias the conduct of research, or distort administrative decisions that affect
the university’s broader educational, research, and public health missions. Such institutional
financial COI may erode public trust in the university; they may also erode collective faculty
trust in both the fairness and impartiality of the institution’s internal decision-making systems.
Because institutional conflicts of interest strike at the core of the university’s integrity, and the
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public’s confidence in that integrity, they are critically important to address.
As the AAMC and AAU wrote in a joint 2008 consensus report on financial COI:
“Beyond compliance with policies and procedures, institutional officials must foster
what has been described as a ‘culture of conscience’ in the research enterprise.
Exercising their authority within the institution, officials should insist upon rigorous
enforcement of conflict-of-interest policies. Leading by personal example, officers and
administrators should demonstrate to the academic community and to the public that
compliance with these policies, including full disclosure of financial conflicts of
interest, is an imperative reflecting core institutional values.”428
Of course, the AAUP recognizes that some external relationships, which may give rise to
an institutional COI, may also generate significant financial benefits for a university. For
example, gifts to endow new professorships or fund the construction of a new laboratory may
provide support for the core teaching and research missions of the university. As a 2009 IOM
panel noted: “The question for institutions as well as individuals is whether a relationship with
industry can be maintained in a way that achieves the desired benefits but avoids the risks of
undue influence on decision making and the loss of public trust.”429 If strong COI policies are
effectively implemented, the answer to this question is more likely to be Yes.

❖ Principle 23:
Consistent COI Enforcement Across Campus
University COI policies must be adopted consistently across the whole
institution, including at affiliated medical schools, hospitals, institutes, centers,
etc., and they must apply to faculty, students, administrators, and academic
professionals.

• This recommendation is drawn from both the AAU and AAMC (2008).430
• The goal of these COI policies should be to encourage the practice of objective science
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and research integrity in an environment of openness and trust, guard against unintentional bias
and error, and, of course, punish misbehavior whenever it is uncovered.

❖ Principle 24:
Standing COI Committees
Every university should have one or two standing COI committees to oversee
implementation of policies to address individual and institutional COI. At
least one member should be recruited from outside the institution and
approved by the faculty governing body. Members should be free of conflicts
of interest related to their COI oversight functions. After faculty financial
COI disclosure statements have been reviewed by an appropriate campus
standing committee, they should be made available to the public, preferably
on an easily accessible online database, as the AAUP recommends under
Principle 27 below.
• This Principle is drawn from recommendations already issued by the Institute of Medicine
(IOM, 2009)431 and other professional and academic groups.
• The goal of these standing COI committee(s) should be to bring experience,
professionalism, fairness, and consistency to COI oversight functions, across the whole
university.432
• These committee(s) should strive to have members who reflect knowledge of the types of,
and distribution of, conflict of interest cases that occur in different colleges within a campus.433
• As the IOM (2009) has recommended, final responsibility for oversight of institutional
conflicts of interest should be lodged with an institution’s governing body. However, when a
senior administrator receives significant income from outside corporations doing business with
his or her own institution (for example, a university president may earn a sizable share of his or
her total income from compensation for serving on a corporate board), then a board of trustees
dominated by business executives may itself present the risk of an appearance of conflict when
evaluating whether the financial conflict of interest is serious. In such cases, the organization of
a special standing faculty COI oversight committee to review administrators’ consulting
activities is a possible corrective.
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• Finally, if the standing faculty COI oversight committee itself appears to have a related
conflict-of-interest, then the faculty senate, or an equivalent faculty governing body, might seek
review by an extramural committee consisting of faculty and administrators from other schools
not in direct competition over the matter at issue.
Discussion:
A 2009 IOM panel wisely observed that managing institutional COI may, in many respects, be
more challenging than managing individual COI. The panel wrote: “In the case of individual
conflicts in large institutions such as universities, medical schools, and major teaching hospitals,
opportunities for review usually exist at multiple levels of the institution and involve authorities
who are relatively independent and do not stand to gain personally from the secondary interests
in question.” In contrast, the IOM panel noted, an objective or impartial review “for institutional
conflicts of interest may be difficult because the institutional officers themselves may stand to
benefit indirectly from the conflict of interest and may be reluctant to question current or
proposed relationships with companies that seem likely to improve the institution’s financial
welfare…Because the potential financial gain from a secondary institution-level interest may not
be personal for institutional officials, their decisions may be more easily rationalized as serving
the institution rather than themselves—even when officials also stand to gain in personal
reputation.”434
Because of these additional challenges in managing institutional COI, the AAUP
recommends that universities and their faculty senates consider lodging final responsibility for
oversight of institutional COI with a standing faculty COI committee capable of fairly and
impartially reviewing administration level consulting activities, with one or more independent
members—not affiliated with the institution—to foster greater public credibility and impartiality.

❖ Principle 25:
Reporting Individual COI
Faculty members and academic professionals should be required to report to
the standing campus COI committee all significant* outside financial interests
relating directly or indirectly to their professional responsibilities (research,
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teaching, committee work, and other activities), including the dollar amounts
involved and the nature of the services compensated—regardless of whether
they believe their financial interests might reasonably affect their current or
anticipated university activities. All administrators should report similar
financial interests to both their superiors and the standing COI committee.
Presidents and chancellors should report to the standing committee.
*The AAUP defines a financial interest to be “significant” if it is valued at or above $5,000 per
year, and it is not controlled and/or managed by an independent entity, such as a mutual or
pension fund. This is consistent with the definitions and de minimis threshold for financial
disclosure established by the US Department of Health and Human Services under its 2011
conflict of interest disclosure rules. (Source: Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS,
42 CFR Part 50, 45 CFR Part 94, “Responsibility of Applicants for Promoting Objectivity in
Research for which Public Health Service Funding is Sought and Responsible Prospective
Contractors,” Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 165, August 25, 2011, available at:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-08-25/pdf/2011-21633.pdf )
• This recommendation is adapted, slightly, from one already issued jointly by the AAU and
AAMC in 2008.435 It is also in line with the new COI rules issued by DHHS-NIH (2011), which
expand the definition of what financial relationships investigators must report to their university
employers. The new rules state that all DHHS-NIH-grant recipients must report not just how
their financial interests (in a company, or other entity) might affect a particular federal project or
grant, but how they might affect all of their other “institutional responsibilities,” including
research, consulting, teaching, and membership on university committees—a change designed, in
the words of DHHS, to “provide institutions with a better understanding of the totality of an
investigator’s interests.”436
• Under this DHHS-NIH rule, U.S. universities must now reach their own determination
concerning which of these financial interests constitute a possible COI that could threaten the
objectivity and integrity of DHHS-NIH-funded research, and how these conflicts will be
reduced, eliminated, and/or managed accordingly. Finally, the new rules require the university
to draw up a formal, written COI Management Plan for submission to the federal grant agency,
which must also be made accessible to the public.

The AAUP recommends that the all following types of financial relationships should be
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disclosed to the university for internal review by a standing COI committee and made public:
Recommended List of Financial Ties to Be Disclosed To the University
 Research grants and contracts
 Consulting agreements at or above $5,000
 Participation in “speakers bureaus”
 Honoraria, valued at or above $5,000
 Intellectual property, including patents, royalties, licensing fees
 Stock, options, warrants, and other ownership (excepting general mutual funds)
 Positions with a company
 Company governing boards
 Technical advisory committees, scientific advisory boards, and marketing panels
 Company employee or officer, full or part time
 Fees for authorship* of publications prepared by others
*Reporting of fees for authorship are now specifically required under the 2011 DHHS-NIH rules for
managing financial COI, due to the federal government’s growing concerns about the prevalence of
industry-led ghostwriting of scholarly work.437

 Fees to serve as an expert witness for a plaintiff or a defendant
 Other significant payments from, or financial relationships with, Non-Profits (valued at or
above $5,000)—including professional societies, disease patient advocacy groups, research
foundations, etc.—which may receive a significant amount of their funding from industry
groups*
*The 2011 DHHS-NIH rules for managing financial COI also require reporting of non-profit income,
because a growing number of these non-profit organizations now derive a sizable share of their funding
from industry sources.438 According to one recent survey, many medical specialty societies and
associations rely heavily on medical industry funding.439 The IOM (2009) noted that most professional
societies and disease-focused or patient advocacy groups do not make public the details of their funding
from industry, however their reliance on industry funding is well known. During one Congressional
inquiry, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) reported that medical companies supplied about 28
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percent of its annual income. An Associated Press story in 2009 reported that 40 percent of the annual
budget of the National Fibromyalgia Association comes from industry groups.440 Many industry-trade
groups (tobacco, oil, chemical) also fund non-profits front groups to distribute academic research grants
on their behalf, making the source of this funding harder to detect.441
Recommendations Adapted from IOM (2009)

❖ Principle 26:
University-Vendor Relationships and COI
Universities should ensure that vendor evaluation, selection, and contracting
for university products and services are consistent with their academic
mission and do not jeopardize the best interests of students. Vendors should
never be persuaded or coerced into making financial contributions to the
university, either through direct university donations or the recruitment of
other contributing donors, in exchange for winning university contract bids.
All university bidding for contracts and services related to such areas as
banking and student loans should be conducted through a fair, impartial, and
competitive selection process. Many universities currently have ethics policies
banning gifts from vendors; the policies should also clearly prohibit
institutions from accepting direct remuneration, or kickbacks, from vendors
doing business with the university or its students. Direct profiteering can
undermine public trust in the university and compromise the best interests of
the students the university has pledged to serve.
Student Loans for Higher Education
• This AAUP Principle draws partly on recommendations issued in 2007 by the American
Association of Universities, AAU, in its “Statement of Guiding Principles Regarding
Institutional Relationships with Student Loan Providers.”442 The AAUP endorses the following
AAU recommendations:


Decisions by colleges and universities with respect to student lenders should be based on
an assessment of student borrowers’ best interests.



Institutional integrity and the appearance of integrity are essential in processes that
identify and recommend student-loan providers.
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Colleges and universities should inform students and parents that they may select the
lender of their choice, and should not penalize students and parents for selecting a lender
not on a preferred lender list.



Colleges and universities should disclose the criteria for recommending student lenders.



Institutional personnel involved in or responsible for administration of student financial
aid programs should not accept any personal benefit from a lender.



Colleges and universities should take steps to ensure that a) lender representatives dealing
with students and parents disclose their affiliation and not assert or imply that they are
employees of the institution, and b) no lender representative, in the course of permissibly
serving the institution, promotes a particular lender’s loan product.

• Universities seeking to establish appropriate vendor relationships with student loan
companies should also carefully consult the “Student Loan Code of Conduct”443 developed by
New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo in 2007; U.S. Department of Education
regulations444 pertaining to federal student loans, issued in November 2007; and various new,
state-level consumer protection laws for students and parents addressing financial aid assistance
to pay for higher education.445
Credit Card and Other Banking Vendors On Campus
• Outside scrutiny of universities and colleges’ financial relationships with banks and
credit card companies has been growing in recent years. The Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System now submits a report to Congress annually concerning agreements between
credit card issuers and institutions of higher education, and certain affiliated organizations, such
as alumni associations and foundations, that provide for the issuance of credit cards to college
students.446 This information is also readily available to the public.447
Discussion:
An Overview of National Student Loan Scandal of 2007:
In 2007, investigations into the student loan business on university campuses conducted by
the New America Foundation,448 New York State Attorney General Andrew Cuomo449 (which
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subpoenaed hundreds of universities based in, or enrolling students from, New York), and
various Congressional and government offices, produced a series of disclosures:
• Top financial aid administrators at leading U.S. universities across the country—whose
job it is to advise cash-strapped students—had pervasive financial ties to the loan companies they
were recommending to students, and were, in some cases, personally profiting off of their own
students’ debt load. After it was exposed that financial aid directors had significant personal
financial conflicts at the U. of Texas at Austin (stock holdings), Columbia University (stock
holdings), U. of Southern California (stock holdings), and Johns Hopkins ($65,000 in consulting
fees and payments from lenders to pay for her graduate education) all of them lost their jobs.450
• In several cases university call centers were staffed by bank employees.451
• Financial aid officials nationwide were found to have accepted cash, gifts, trips to exotic
destinations, and sponsorships of things such as awards dinners and association conferences from
lenders they recommended to their students. Some lenders made cash payments to the
universities themselves. Some of these lenders were charging interest as much as four times as
high as the rates on government-subsidized loans.452
• Many U.S. universities were found to have explicit revenue-sharing agreements with
their “preferred lenders” (e.g. lenders whose names appeared on their “recommended lenders”
list for students), which meant that they received a financial payment, or “kickback,” for every
new student who subsequently took out a bank loan. “A preferred lender ought to mean that the
lender is preferred by students for its low rates, not by schools for its kickbacks,” Cuomo told
The Times Higher Education.453
• Before these inquiries were over, at least 35 universities had accepted Cuomo’s demand
that they pay actual restitution to their students equal to the amount of money they took in as
kickbacks. University of Penn was compelled to distribute $1.6 million to students; NYU $1.4
million.454
• Studies show that 90 percent of students choose the loan companies that their university
Student Aid Offices recommend. In the last 12 years, national student loan debt has nearly
doubled, with very high interest rates charged by these private lenders. Some private lenders
charge as much as 19 percent interest.
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Thanks in part to special arrangements with universities, private lenders have faced little
competition on campus. Some schools have accepted payments from private lenders in exchange
for pulling out of the federal direct loan program.455 One U.S. Department of Education
investigation found that out of 55 colleges surveyed, 48 held more than 95 percent of their loan
volume with a single lender and seven had at least 80 percent of their volume with a single
lender. The Department expressed concern that this level of concentration might signal violations
of federal law, such as having financial-aid websites that automatically direct students to a
particular lender.456
In June and September of 2007, Senator Edward M. Kennedy (D.-Mass.) released two
reports457 that provided further evidence that student loan program abuses were widespread,
naming a large numbers of colleges that had accepted or even solicited inducements from
lenders—often with the expectation or explicit agreement that the institution would grant the said
lender preferential treatment. “Given the breadth of the evidence presented in this report it is
clear that the problem is systemic and cannot be isolated to a few ‘problem’ lenders or schools,”
the first report concluded.
“[M]any lenders in the FFEL [Federal Family Education Loan] program routinely engage in
marketing practices that,” according to the report, “violate the letter and spirit of the inducement
prohibition of the Higher Education Act,” which, the report noted, bars not only “a consummated
quid pro quo deal, but the mere offer of such a deal.”458
Other investigations by the Government Accountability Office found that “... some student
loan lenders were paying schools to promote their loans, and some schools were limiting
students’ choice of lenders.”459 The GAO and the Inspector General of the U.S. Department of
Education further found that the Department’s oversight of the federal student loan program had
been inadequate.
Scrutiny of Other Types of Banking and Credit Card Vending Relationships On Campus:
In recent years, as public funding for higher education has declined, universities and
colleges have sought to generate new sources of revenue by striking lucrative deals with
corporations eager to market to student audiences. Some of these deals—including stadium
naming rights, athletic and event sponsorships, soda vending deals—tend to be less
objectionable. But others encourage students to fall prey to credit card and other banking
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practices that could be potentially harmful, while their universities reap direct profits. These
bank vendor relationships on campus now include credit card deals, and other types of
arrangements in which colleges convert their campus ID cards into ATM/debit cards by
outsourcing them to private banks.460 Under this arrangement, the banks produce the university
ID cards, which students can use both to access checking/savings accounts and as a debit card. In
exchange, these banking firms will produce and issue ID cards for free, and often pay a share of
the money they earn off the students’ purchases and debts back to the colleges, their alumni
associations, or their athletics departments—enabling these universities to make direct profits off
of their students.461
In all of these deals, the host universities or colleges also provide financial firms with
personally-identifiable information about their students. The companies then use this data—
which can include permanent addresses, e-mail addresses, and local telephone numbers—to
market credit cards and other financial services directly to students. Some schools also provide
companies with face-to-face access to students, allowing salespeople to set up marketing tents in
central campus locations. According to Higher Ed Watch, a project of the New America
Foundation, such deals are often quite profitable: “An ID card deal between the University of
Minnesota and TCF Financial has yielded an estimated $40 million over 30 years for the school,
while the bank’s deposits have increased by $50 million.”462 When Iowa lawmakers conducted
an investigation in 2007, they found that “...credit card contracts generated millions of dollars a
year for the institutions’ privately-run alumni organizations.” Their report found that Bank of
America had marketing arrangements with about 700 U.S. campuses, mostly with alumni
associations, athletics departments, and foundations, which typically collect 20 to 50 cents for
every $100 of credit card purchases.463
However, the benefits to students are far more difficult to discern. As a blog posting from
Higher Ed Watch noted: “The deals that public universities are making with banks and other
finance companies for credit cards and ID cards bear a striking similarity to the deals that were
uncovered last year as part of the investigation into the ‘pay-for-play’ student loan scandal. Just
as exclusive deals between lenders and colleges drew Congressional ire, policymakers need to
take a closer look at schools’ revenue machinations and their implications for students.”464
In its October 2010 annual report to Congress,465 the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System reported receiving a total of 1,044 college credit card agreements between
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universities and their affiliated alumni associations and foundations and seventeen credit card
issuers. In 2009, these credit card issuers made total payments of $83,462,712 to higher
education institutions and their affiliated organizations. The total number of college credit card
accounts opened, pursuant to these agreements, was 2,008,714.
Legislation in California, known as the Student Financial Responsibility Act (AB 262,
Coto, Chapter 679, Statutes of 2007), requires the California State University and California
Community Colleges, and requests the Regents of the University of California and governing
bodies of private or independent colleges in the state, to adopt policies that regulate the
marketing practices used on campuses by credit card companies. Each campus is directed to
annually disclose all exclusive arrangements with banks or other entities that engage in oncampus credit card marketing activities. The law prohibits gifts to students who complete oncampus credit card applications for those lending entities. Additionally, the bill urges the
Regents to revise the University of California Policy on the On-Campus Marketing of Credit
Cards to Students.466
• Nellie Mae, one of the nation’s largest student loan companies (fully owned by Sallie
Mae), reports that 92 percent of graduate students have a credit card, with an average balance of
$8,612 in 2006 (15 percent had an average balance of more than $15,000). Undergraduate
students averaged about $2,169 in credit card debt.467

❖ Principle 27:
Inter-office Reporting and Tracking
of Institutional COI (ICOI)
To keep track of institutional conflicts of interest (ICOI), every institutional
COI committee should have a well-developed, campus-wide reporting system
that requires the technology transfer office, the office of sponsored programs,
the development office, the grants office, institutional review boards (IRBs),
and reciprocal offices at affiliated medical institutions (in addition to its
purchasing offices) to report, at least quarterly, to the standing ICOI
committee on situations that might give rise to institutional conflicts.
• The purpose of this ICOI inter-office reporting system is to ensure that all university
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decision-making processes and agents, charged with addressing institutional financial matters,
are clearly and credibly separated from the institution’s academic research activities.
• This AAUP recommendation has already been endorsed, in similar form, by the Institute
of Medicine, IOM (2009)468 and by the Association of American Medical Colleges,
AAMC/Association of American Universities, AAU (2008).469
• This campus-wide reporting system should encompass the following offices, which could
give rise to the following possible ICOI situations:
i) Technology transfer office (for licensing arrangements, patents, invention disclosures);
ii) Office of sponsored programs, research administration, or corporate research relations
(for sponsored research agreements and products that are the subject of research);
iii) Development office (for gifts);
iv) Grants office (for federal and state grants);
v) Institutional review boards (IRBs) (for monitoring and approving human subjects
research protocols);
vi) Medical institution purchasing offices (for separation of financial interests from
purchasing decisions)
Discussion:
Most universities have long-standing “firewall” arrangements governing the management of their
endowment-related investment portfolios and gift funds, which separate the management of these
funds from the campus’s research and teaching enterprise. Such firewalls seek to ensure that the
management of these funds remains in accordance with standard institutional investment
policies, with no special restrictions or considerations, and with oversight by an appropriate
external body or board-of-trustee committee that exercises no control over university programs
and operations. However, many universities do not yet have firewall policies and procedures
clearly in place to separate the university’s academic and research operations from newer types
of financial investments related to the university’s technology transfer operations—these may
involve options and other equity-type holdings, royalty income, milestone payments, legal
actions to protect these financial interests, etc.470
At the highest levels of the institution, of course, all streams of finance oversight and
research oversight do converge. However, it is critically important for the university to erect
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clear firewalls so any institutional financial relationships with commercial research sponsors, and
all technology transfer-related decisions connected with the university’s own financial holdings,
are separated, to the greatest extent possible, from the university primary academic and research
operations. In 2001, Hamilton Moses and Joseph B. Martin put forward one suggestion that
institutions create a separate entity to hold and manage individual and institutional equity
interests in any companies that are supporting research on campus. This investment company
would be overseen by a board with ‘‘wide representation,’’ including representatives from
outside the university.471
Credible and meaningful separation is critical. However, the AAUP agrees with the
AAMC, AAU, IOM and others that even when effective separation has been achieved, certain
financial relationships with commercial research sponsors should be examined closely for the
presence of any serious ICOI that could compromise the integrity of the institution and its
research operations as a whole. In the case of human subject research, in particular, there should
always be a strong presumption against permitting research to go forward under the auspices of a
conflicted investigator, or a conflicted institution (see Principle 28 below for a more detailed
discussion of this principle).

❖ Principle 28:
Strategies for Reviewing, Evaluating,
and Addressing Financial COI
Disclosure of a financial COI is not a sufficient management strategy. The
best course of action, of course, is not to acquire financial COI in the first
place. Strategies for addressing individual financial COI include: divesting
troublesome assets, terminating consulting arrangements, resigning corporate
board seats, and withdrawing from affected projects. Methods for addressing
institutional financial COI include: the institution divesting its equity interest
in companies doing campus research, placing conflicted equity holdings in
independently managed funds with explicit firewalls to separate financial
from academic decisions, recusing conflicted senior administrators from
knowledge of, or authority over, affected research projects, and requiring
outside committee review or oversight. Some university presidents decline to
serve on corporate boards to avoid the appearance of COI. Because of
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conflicting fiduciary responsibilities, campuses should prohibit senior
administrators from receiving compensation for serving on corporate boards
during their time in office.
The IOM (2009) developed the following two charts, which the AAUP endorses, for evaluating
the “risks and benefits” associated with a reported financial COI; and for determining what steps
to follow in identifying and responding to a financial COI situation.
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Strategies for eliminating, reducing, and/or managing financial COI could include any of
the following:
In the case of a faculty member with financial COI, these remedial strategies might include:
• Divestiture of troublesome assets;
• Terminating consulting arrangements, or seats on company boards;
• Withdrawing the conflicted researcher from an affected project;
• Disclosure of significant financial assets in any published report, or public presentations,
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related to the affected research;
• Use of a formal external Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) or similar review board
to evaluate the design, analytical protocols, and primary and secondary endpoint
assessments, and to provide ongoing evaluation of the study for safety, performance issues
and the reporting of results;
In the case of an institutional COI, involving the university (the institution) or any senior
officials (representing the institution), remedial strategies might include:
• Divesting the institution of an equity interest in a company performing research on
campus;
• Increasing the segregation between decision-making regarding the financial interest and
any research or campus activities;
• Placing conflicted equity holdings in an independently managed fund, with explicit
firewalls to strictly separate financial from academic decisions;
• Isolation or recusal of a conflicted senior official from knowledge of, or decision-making
authority over an affected research project;
• Decline to perform research in which the institution has a financial stake (beyond the
funding of the research itself);
• Disqualification of a senior officer from activities associated with the COI;
• Recusal from decision-making that might potentially be affected by the COI;
• Transfer of professional responsibilities (and/or decision-making authority within a
proscribed area) to someone who is conflict free;
• Require independent review, or oversight, by an outside committee;
• Formal recusal of the conflicted official from the chain of authority over the project and
possibly also from authority over salary, promotion, and space allocation decisions
affecting the investigator.472
It is important to keep in mind that research misconduct—such as intentionally counterfeiting or
distorting data—is a separate issue, and universities and the federal government have established
separate regulations and procedures to investigate misconduct charges and to punish proven
misconduct.
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❖ Principle 29:
Development of a Formal,
Written COI Management Plan
If a university’s standing COI committee finds compelling circumstances for
allowing a research project, or other professional activity, to continue in the
presence of a significant financial COI—without the elimination of the
conflict—the committee should document the circumstances and write a
formal management plan for each case. The plan should detail how the
university will manage the financial COI and eliminate or reduce risks to its
constituents (students, faculty, patients), its pertinent missions (research
integrity, informed consent, and recruitment of research volunteers), and its
reputation and public trust. This recommendation is consistent with the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)-National Institutes of
Health (NIH) rules implemented in 2011 to address financial conflicts,
requiring all universities that receive DHHS grants to prepare and enforce
such management plans.
• The DHHS-NIH (2011) COI rule requires all universities to prepare a written Management
Plan whenever an DHHS grant recipient has a significant financial conflict of interest related to
his or her research that is not eliminated. Under the PHS rules, these management plans must be
provided to the federal grant-making agency “prior to the Institution’s expenditure of any funds
under a PHS-funded research project.” They must also be made readily accessible to the public,
either on a public website or by responding to any public request “within five business days.473
• The AAUP believes these management plans—addressing both individual and
institutional COI—should meaningfully and effectively address all of the following:
1. the nature of the conflict;
2. possible perceived risks to human subject research and/or clinical-care decisions, involving
research volunteers and/or patients;
3. possible issues affecting the interests of students;
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4. perceived risks to the integrity of the research (e.g., recruitment of research volunteers,
informed consent, study design, protocol changes, study oversight, data analysis, statistical
analysis, final reporting); and
5. any perceived risks to the reputation of the institution.

❖ Principle 30:
Oversight and Enforcement of COI Rules
All university COI policies should have effective oversight procedures and
sanctions for noncompliance. They are essential to ensure compliance with
university rules and public trust in the university’s ability to regulate itself.
Adequate COI policy enforcement is missing on many campuses:

•

A 2009 IOM panel addressing COI in biomedicine reported finding no peer-reviewed studies
on the monitoring of institutional COI policies, or on the enforcement of COI disclosure
requirements.474

•

Investigations by Sen. Charles Grassley (R-IA) in 2008 and 2009 exposed numerous high
profile cases where senior university faculty members failed to report millions of dollars in
outside commercial income from pharmaceutical firms.475

•

One 2002 report by the Council on Government Relations, an association of research
universities, found significant inadequacies with respect to enforcement: “While virtually all
research universities and organizations have written policies governing individual financial
conflicts of interest in research-related areas, most institutions are still developing formal and
informal education programs to assure that the policies are well understood and that
compliance by affected faculty and researchers is fully in place.”476

•

More recently, in 2008, the American Medical Student Association (AMSA) evaluated
academic medical school policies and found a similar absence of oversight and enforcement
mechanisms: Of the 58 schools that initially responded to the AMSA survey and supplied
written policies for review, 55 percent were characterized by trained external reviewers as
having oversight policies, 45 percent were characterized as having enforcement policies, and
only 34 percent were characterized as having both.477
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❖ Principle 31:
COI Transparency
(Public Disclosure of Financial Interests & COI Management Plans)
University COI policies should require faculty, administrators, students,
postdoctoral fellows, and academic professionals to disclose to all journal
editors all personal financial interests that may be directly, or indirectly,
related to the publications they are submitting for consideration. The same
requirements should apply to oral research presentations, presented in
conferences, courts, and legislative chambers. After the university’s standing
COI committee reviews faculty conflict of interest disclosure statements, they
should be posted to a publicly accessible website. This is important to address
growing demands from Congress, state governments, journal editors, the
media, and public interest groups for increased reporting and transparency of
faculty COI. It is also consistent with DHHS-NIH (2011) rules, which require
universities to disclose all significant* financial COI (as per the DHHS-NIH
definition) related to a faculty member’s DHHS-funded research on a public
website or provide the information upon public request within five days.
Disclosure of financial COI should also extend to affected patients and human
research volunteers. (For details, see Principle 31 below.)
*The AAUP defines a financial interest to be “significant” if it is valued at or above $5,000 per
year, and it is not controlled and/or managed by an independent entity, such as a mutual or
pension fund. This is consistent with the definitions and de minimis threshold for financial
disclosure established by the US Department of Health and Human Services under its 2011
conflict of interest disclosure rules. (Source: Department of Health and Human Services, DHHS,
42 CFR Part 50, 45 CFR Part 94, “Responsibility of Applicants for Promoting Objectivity in
Research for which Public Health Service Funding is Sought and Responsible Prospective
Contractors,” Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 165, August 25, 2011, available at:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-08-25/pdf/2011-21633.pdf )
* The DHHS rule defines a “significant” financial conflict of interest as follows: “Financial
conflict of interest (FCOI) means a significant financial interest that could directly and
significantly affect the design, conduct, or reporting of PHS-funded research… Significant
financial interest means:
(1) A financial interest consisting of one or more of the following interests of the Investigator
(and those of the Investigator’s spouse and dependent children) that reasonably appears to be
related to the Investigator’s institutional responsibilities:
(i) With regard to any publicly traded entity, a significant financial interest exists if the value of
any remuneration received from the entity in the twelve months preceding the disclosure and the
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value of any equity interest in the entity as of the date of disclosure, when aggregated, exceeds
$5,000. For purposes of this definition, remuneration includes salary and any payment for
services not otherwise identified as salary (e.g., consulting fees, honoraria, paid authorship);
equity interest includes any stock, stock option, or other ownership interest, as determined
through reference to public prices or other reasonable measures of fair market value;
(ii) With regard to any non-publicly traded entity, a significant financial interest exists if the
value of any remuneration received from the entity in the twelve months preceding the
disclosure, when aggregated, exceeds $5,000, or when the Investigator (or the Investigator’s
spouse or dependent children) holds any equity interest (e.g., stock, stock option, or other
ownership interest); or
(iii) Intellectual property rights and interests (e.g., patents, copyrights), upon receipt of income
related to such rights and interests.
(2) Investigators also must disclose the occurrence of any reimbursed or sponsored travel (i.e.,
that which is paid on behalf of the Investigator and not reimbursed to the Investigator so that the
exact monetary value may not be readily available), related to their institutional responsibilities;
provided, however, that this disclosure requirement does not apply to travel that is reimbursed
or sponsored by a Federal, state, or local government agency, an Institution of higher education
as defined at 20 U.S.C. 1001(a), an academic teaching hospital, a medical center, or a research
institute that is affiliated with an Institution of higher education. The Institution’s FCOI policy
will specify the details of this disclosure, which will include, at a minimum, the purpose of the
trip, the identity of the sponsor/organizer, the destination, and the duration. In accordance with
the Institution’s FCOI policy, the institutional official(s) will determine if further information is
needed, including a determination or disclosure of monetary value, in order to determine
whether the travel constitutes an FCOI with the PHS-funded research.
(3) The term significant financial interest does not include the following types of financial
interests: salary, royalties, or other remuneration paid by the Institution to the Investigator if the
Investigator is currently employed or otherwise appointed by the Institution, including
intellectual property rights assigned to the Institution and agreements to share in royalties
related to such rights; any ownership interest in the Institution held by the Investigator, if the
Institution is a commercial or for- profit organization; income from investment vehicles, such as
mutual funds and retirement accounts, as long as the Investigator does not directly control the
investment decisions made in these vehicles; income from seminars, lectures, or teaching
engagements sponsored by a Federal, state, or local government agency, an Institution of higher
education as defined at 20 U.S.C. 1001(a), an academic teaching hospital, a medical center, or a
research institute that is affiliated with an Institution of higher education; or income from
service on advisory committees or review panels for a Federal, state, or local government
agency, an Institution of higher education as defined at 20 U.S.C. 1001(a), an academic teaching
hospital, a medical center, or a research institute that is affiliated with an Institution of higher
education.” [Emphasis added] (Source: Department of Health and Human Services, 42 CFR
Part 50, 45 CFR Part 94, “Responsibility of Applicants for Promoting Objectivity in Research
for which Public Health Service Funding is Sought and Responsible Prospective Contractors,”
Federal Register, Vol. 76, No. 165, August 25, 2011, quotes on pp. 53283-53284.)
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In summary, the AAUP recommends stronger COI disclosure policies covering the following
four areas:
i) Disclosure to Academic Journals:
This principle is consistent with the standards on author disclosure of financial interests adopted by the
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors and the World Association of Medical Editors
(WAME),478 which all universities and their academic medical centers should endorse in their own
policies.

ii) Disclosure in Oral Presentations:
This principle is consistent with the journal recommendation above, since oral presentations (including
public lectures, Grand Rounds at medical schools, Congressional testimony) represent other common
forums where faculty transmit their expertise, and thus financial COI disclosure should be required.

iii) Disclosure of Faculty Financial COI, and Corresponding University Management Plans,
On a Public Website:
This recommendation goes further than those issued by other professional groups. However, it is fully
compatible with the DHHS-NIH COI rules (2011), which require disclosure of all significant financial
COI, related to DHHS-NIH funded research, on a public website or release of that information within five
days of any public request, as well as the development of a detailed COI Management Plan.479 If such
disclosure is warranted in the case of DHHS-NIH funded research, why should it not be extended to all
faculty research? In the view of the AAUP, it is time for universities to make this information broadly
available as a routine practice to promote transparency and enhance public accountability.

iv) Disclosure of Financial COI to Patients & Research Subjects:
(For details, see Principle 31 below.)
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Part V.
❖
Targeted Principles:
Managing COI in the Context of Clinical Care
and Human Subject Research
Opening Discussion:
With the welfare of patients and research subjects always of utmost concern, academic
institutions should regard financial conflicts of interest in the areas of clinical care, pre-clinical
research480, and human subject research as requiring close scrutiny, regulation and oversight.481
The integrity of science—as well as the moral imperative of medicine “to do no harm”—require
vigilant attention to financial COI in these three areas.
This principle was codified in the Charter on Medical Professionalism, issued by the
ABIM, .482 Adopted by more than 100 professional groups worldwide, the Charter lays out 10
essential professional medical responsibilities, one of which is maintaining patient trust by
managing conflicts of interest. The IOM483, AAU and the AAMC (2008)484 have all issued
similar recommendations endorsing the need for heightened vigilance regarding financial COI in
the areas of direct patient care and human subject research.
The AAUP agrees with this assessment. As a recent 2010 AAMC report on clinical care
observed: “[T]he entire medical profession shares the responsibility for upholding the values of
medical professionalism. The medical profession is the public face of medicine, and the degree
to which all of its components accept the responsibility for addressing potential conflicts that
may result from its relationships with industry is directly related to the maintenance of public
trust in the integrity of medical decision making.”485
Human subject research is obviously an acutely sensitive area. As Harvard professor Eric
Campbell, an IOM panel member, explained in his Congressional testimony, in 2009, regarding
COI regulation in medicine: “It is critical for public trust that research institutions protect the
integrity of the medical research that is the foundation of clinical practice and education. Bias in
the design and conduct of clinical trials may expose research participants to risks without the
prospect that the trials will generate valid, generalizable knowledge. Moreover, such bias—and
also bias in the reporting of research—may result in compromised findings being submitted to
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the Food and Drug Administration for approval of drugs or devices. Further, it may also expose
much larger numbers of patients to ineffective or unsafe clinical care.”486
Here are the AAUP’s recommendations in these critical areas of clinical research and
patient care:

❖ Principle 32:
Individual and Institutional COI
and Human Subject Research
A “rebuttable presumption” against permitting the research should govern
decisions about whether conflicted researchers or conflicted institutions
should be allowed to pursue a particular human subject research protocol or
project, unless a compelling case can be made to justify an exception. To
maximize patient safety and preserve public trust in the integrity of the
research enterprise, there should always be a strong presumption against
permitting financial COI related to experimental studies involving human
subjects.
• This AAUP recommendation has already been endorsed, in similar form, by the IOM
(2009),487 AAMC (2001, 2002), and the AAMC-AAU (2008),488 all of which favor a strong
“rebuttable presumption” against the presence of financial conflicts of interest, whether
individual or institutional, in human subject research.
• Here is how the IOM explains the origin and meaning of this term rebuttable
presumption: “The ‘rebuttable presumption’ concept is taken from the law and refers to
assumptions that are taken to be true unless they are explicitly and successfully challenged
in a particular case… A compelling circumstance would exist, for example, if a researcher
with a conflict of interest has unique expertise or skill with implanting and adjusting a
complex new medical device and this expertise is needed to carry out an early-stage clinical
trial safely and competently. Generally, some kind of management plan would then be
devised.”489
• For a detailed discussion of the institutional financial and fiduciary interests that affect
human subject research, please see this reference from the AAMC and AAU (2008).490
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Discussion:
In keeping with recommendations issued by the AAMC, AAU, and IOM, the AAUP understands
that in some exceptional cases it may be necessary to allow a university investigator, who has a
financial conflicts of interest, to participate in human subject research, if the testing and
development of a potential new drug, therapy, or procedure would be unable to proceed without
that faculty member’s participation (as in the case of a surgeon, who may be the only skilled
expert capable of testing a new medical technique). However, in the view of the AAUP, such
waivers (from the normal prohibition against financial COI in human subject research) should be
granted rarely, and any waiver should be made public, together with a copy of the university’s
complete COI Management Plan. As a 2009 IOM panel observed: “In most cases of a conflict of
interest [related to human subject research], no compelling argument that the investigator’s
participation is essential can be made. Even if the investigator’s participation is essential, the
elimination of the conflict of interest (e.g., through the sale of stock) is the preferred step. If an
exception is granted, it should be made public.”491

❖ Principle 33:
Institutional Review Boards (IRBs)
and COI Management
An institutional review board (IRB) should review all proposed human
clinical trial protocols, paying careful consideration to all related financial
COI, before research is allowed to proceed. First, institutions should have
clear policies, compliant with applicable federal regulations, to address
reporting and management of financial COI associated with IRB members
themselves. Policies should require conflicted IRB members to recuse
themselves from deliberations related to studies with which they have a
potential conflict. Second, the policies should require the institution’s standing
COI committee to prepare summary information about all institutional and
individual financial conflicts of interest related to the research protocol under
review. The summary should accompany the protocol when it is presented to
the IRB. The IRB should take the COI information into account when
determining whether, and under what circumstances, to approve a protocol.
Neither the IRB nor the standing COI committee should be able to reduce the
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stringency of the other’s management requirements. The double-protection
system is consistent with the two sets of federal regulations governing clinical
research and provides appropriate additional safeguards for research
involving patient volunteers. Finally, if a research protocol is allowed to
proceed, university policies should require the IRB to disclose any
institutional and investigator financial COI as well as the university’s
management plans for addressing them to (i) all patient volunteers in
“informed consent” documents and (ii) all investigators and units involved
with the research protocol.
• This AAUP Principle is drawn directly from recommendations already endorsed by the
Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC)-Association of American Universities
(AAU) (2008),492 and the AAU (2001).493
• This Principle is designed to address well-documented problems with sitting IRB members
at universities having extensive financial conflicts of interest themselves,494 as well as widespread
evidence that IRB members often do not have full knowledge of the institutional and investigator
financial conflicts of interest related to the research protocols under their review, due to
inadequate communication of this information between the IRB and the university’s standing
COI committees.495 To address these issues, the AAU (2001) recommends more effective
integration and communication of information between between IRBs and the university’s
standing COI committees.496
• Disclosure of financial COI to patients and human subject volunteers is critical to
safeguard public confidence in the medical research system. Numerous media exposes and
public investigations, including one reported in 2012 on 60 Minutes regarding research
conducted at Duke University, have focused public attention on both university and investigator
financial interests that were not disclosed to patient volunteers. One study (by Weinfurt et al.
2006) found considerable variation in university policies in this area: This study reported that
only 48 percent of medical schools had policies that mentioned the disclosure of researchers’
financial conflicts of interest to research participants. The policies also varied in what
information was to be disclosed.497
• Because of the strong presumption against conducting human subject research in the
presence of both institutional and individual COI (discussed above), this situation should be rare,
however clear policies on disclosure are nonetheless urgently needed and important.
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❖ Principle 34:
COI, Medical Purchasing, and Clinical Care
Academic medical centers should establish and implement COI policies that
require all personnel with financial interests in any manufacturer of
pharmaceuticals, devices, or equipment, or any provider of services, to
disclose such interests and to recuse themselves from involvement in related
purchasing decisions. To the extent an individual’s expertise is necessary in
evaluating a product or service, the individual’s financial ties must be
disclosed to those responsible for purchasing decisions.
• This AAUP Principle is drawn directly from recommendations issued by the Association
of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) in 2008498 and 2010,499 for addressing management of
financial COI in the context of clinical care.

❖ Principle 35:
COI Transparency in the Context of Medical Care
University policies should require all physicians, dentists, nurses, and other
health professionals as well as investigators to disclose their financial COI to
both patients and the broader public.
• This AAUP Principle is drawn from one that was issued by the Association of American
Medical Colleges, AAMC in 2010,500 addressing the importance of financial COI disclosure to all
patients. The AAUP agrees with the AAMC that disclosure is “one method, though not the
exclusive method, of managing actual and perceived conflicts of interest in clinical care.”
• This AAMC guidance does not specify any preferred method for delivering this
information to patients. However the AAUP believes this information should properly be posted
on a public website, together with other information the academic medical center may wish to
provide concerning the value of these outside relationships, and the institution’s formal
Management Plans for mitigating any potential bias stemming from such relationships.
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Part VI.
❖
Targeted Principles:
Strategic Corporate Alliances SCAs, (36-47)
Discussion:
What is an SCA?
A Strategic Corporate Alliance (SCA) is a formal, comprehensive, university-managed
research collaboration with an outside company sponsor (or several company sponsors) centered
around a major, multi-year financial commitment involving research, programmatic interactions,
“first rights to license” intellectual property, and other services.*
*This definition is adapted from one drawn up and used by Cornell University’s administration.501

An SCA is distinct from an Industrial Research Consortium, in which it is customary for
a group of some ten or more companies to pay yearly membership fees to jointly support a broad
research goal and/or technology development objective that all the corporate subscribers have a
common interest in supporting. Research results developed within the Industrial Research
Consortium are usually shared among the sponsoring members under non-exclusive licensing
terms. Research results in an SCA, by contrast, are commonly licensed to the sponsor on an
exclusive basis.
The structure of the SCA is also quite distinct from the far more common industrysponsored research agreements traditionally forged on campus. Most traditional industrysponsored research grants tend to come in smaller dollar amounts (ranging from severalthousand to several-hundreds-of-thousands of dollars); they also tend to be episodic and usually
grow out of an individual faculty member’s direct relationships with outside companies. An
SCA, by contrast, is established on a far larger scale, runs for several years, and is negotiated
through a central university development office in tandem with a group of faculty, an entire
academic department, or many different departments in unison.
Unlike most traditional industry-sponsored grants, the SCAs also frequently requires the
university to set up new, internal SCA governing structures to manage and oversee the industry
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alliance over a period of several years. SCAs are often negotiated to last three-to-five years in
the $1 million-to-$25 million range, or they may run ten years or longer in the $50 million-to$250 million range. The largest individual SCA, thus far, is a 2007 alliance worth $500 million
over ten years that BP signed with three public research institutions: U.C. Berkeley, the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
SCAs are not new. Some campuses, like MIT, have been administering SCAs since the
1950s; MIT reports receiving roughly 45 percent of its total corporate research support in this
form.502 However, the vast majority of US universities have far less experience with SCAs,
although this type of academic-industry alliance is growing, and many universities are now
actively pursuing them—within the pharmaceutical, agriculture, and energy sectors, in particular.
In the pharmaceutical sector, companies and universities are also experimenting with new
types of SCA-type collaborations, where academic researchers are becoming more commercially
engaged not only in early-stage drug discovery, but in “translational” commercial drug
development—an area which was traditionally only performed in industry not academia. As the
Financial Times reported in 2008:
“Colleges and universities have become the next generation research and
development labs for drug makers at a time when they are battling increased generic
competition for top-selling medicines, and a dearth of drugs in the pipeline...
Pharmaceutical companies have a long history of partnering with universities for drugs
research and technology, but these new entrepreneurial arrangements represent a
departure from the traditional model. In previous industry-academic partnerships,
pharmaceutical companies engaged university researchers for a certain line of research
that benefited their projects, and that research was carried out exclusively by the
university scientist. New ventures, however, tend to involve teams of university and
industry scientists working together on wide-ranging experiments to advance new drug
discovery and stimulate basic research.”503

Examples of SCAs in the Pharmaceutical and Energy Sectors
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• In August 2006, Chevron signed a five-year, $25 million alliance with University of California
at Davis to develop low-cost biofuels for transportation.
• In April 2007, ConocoPhillips signed an eight-year, $22.5 million research collaboration with
Iowa State University to study and develop biofuels.
• In March 2007, the University of Colorado at Boulder launched an alliance with 27 large firms
(including Archer Daniels Midland Co., Chevron Corp., ConocoPhillips, Dow Chemical Co., E.I.
du Pont de Nemours and Co., and Royal Dutch Shell Group) to finance the Colorado Center for
Biorefining and Biofuels (C2B2), a consortium to develop biofuels that has brought in $6 million
over three years.* (*This collaboration appears to be a hybrid deal; part Industrial Research
Consortium and part SCA.)
In 2007, BP, the U.K.-based oil giant, signed a 10-year, $500 million SCA agreement, known as
the Energy Biosciences Institute, with three public institutions: University of CaliforniaBerkeley, University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign, and Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory. The EBI is primarily targeting next-generation biofuels research, as well as some oil
discovery work.
• In July 2008, Harvard signed a five-year, $25 million alliance with GlaxoSmithKline to support
stem-cell research, particularly in the areas of heart disease and cancer. According to news
reports, joint projects will take place either on campus, or in Glaxo’s labs. Glaxo will get the
rights to any patents generated in its labs, including those generated by university scientists, and
first rights to a non-exclusive license for any discoveries made on campus. A Harvard
spokesman also said the research consortium “will be overseen by a steering committee made up
of equal numbers of Harvard and GSK personnel.”504
• In 2008, Business Week reported on two additional SCA agreements Harvard has with Merck:
One alliance is targeting treatments for the bone disease osteoporosis; the other, negotiated with
the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, a Harvard affiliate, targets cancer therapies. According to
Business Week, “This is nothing like past partnerships between industry and academia, in which
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drugmakers helped fund discoveries at the university but relied on their own teams to come up
with commercial products. In this case, Merck expects its Harvard allies to stay involved
throughout the drug development process.” Dr. Ronald DePinho, a professor of medicine at
Harvard, told the magazine that Harvard recently hired about 40 scientists from large
pharmaceutical companies so they can coach the academics on drug development. “We’re
creating a larger discovery enterprise,” he explained.505
• In 2008, the University of California-San Francisco and Pfizer signed a novel, broad-ranging
research alliance that will provide up to $9.5 million over three years. According to the San
Francisco Chronicle, the agreement is “part of Pfizer’s attempt to break the traditional mold of
pharmaceutical development and embrace the nimble work style of biotechnology companies
that build on cutting-edge research.”506
• Pfizer also operates a three-year, $14 million SCA collaboration to study diabetes, involving
four research universities: the University of California-Santa Barbara, Caltech, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and the University of Massachusetts.507

What Distinguishes a “Broad SCA” from a “Narrow SCA”*?
In Broad SCA agreements, it is customary for the university, in each new grant cycle, to issue a
formal “request for faculty research proposals” (RFP) on behalf of the outside corporate
sponsor(s). After faculty research proposals have been received, the university (often in
collaboration with the sponsor) oversees a research evaluation-and-selection process to chose
which faculty projects are eligible for SCA funding.
In Narrow SCA agreements, by contrast, all the faculty members eligible to receive SCA
funding and their projects have been named and identified in advance, so this university-led RFP
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and research-selection process is not required. This feature of a Narrow SCA limits some, but
not all, of the institutional conflict of interest concerns raised by Broad SCAs.
*This discussion is drawn from a detailed analysis of SCAs conducted by Cornell University’s
faculty senate,508 which is referenced frequently in this report.
“Academic freedom entails the responsibility to undertake and
present research with openness and integrity, and conditions have to be
maintained in which faculty can fulfill this responsibility.”
--Cornell University Faculty Statement of
Principles & Best Practices
Concerning Strategic Corporate Alliances, Fall 2005

Why Do SCAs Raise Distinctive Academic and Oversight Challenges?
Strategic Corporate Alliances raise a number of distinctive academic governance, academic
freedom, and research integrity concerns. In part, this stems from the size, scope, and structure
of the SCA. In part, it stems from the fact that nearly all SCAs present distinctive institutional
conflict-of-interest concerns and challenges, which frequently arouse increased campus as well
as public scrutiny and must, therefore, be addressed with greater levels of care and attention.
This brief overview of some of the challenges posed by SCAs is drawn from faculty senate
reviews of SCAs at both Cornell and UC-Berkeley,509 a commissioned external review of the
UC-Berkeley-Novartis SCA by independent researchers at Michigan State University,510
legislative hearings in the California state senate addressing the UC-Berkeley-Novartis deal,511
and a detailed analysis of the terms and conditions spelled out in 10 SCA legal contracts
negotiated between US universities and energy-related firms during the period 2002-2011,
published by the Center for American Progress.512
This 2010 analysis of 10 SCA agreements in the energy sector (see Box below for
overview details) found that a majority of these SCAs grant the industrial sponsor joint control
over the alliance’s central steering committee, and its final research-selection committee. Eight
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of the 10 agreements permitted the corporate sponsor or sponsors to fully control both the
evaluation and selection of faculty research proposals in each new grant cycle.513 Moreover,
none of the SCA contracts required the use of independent academic peer review for reviewing
and awarding research grants. Two institutions stated that, in practice, they are in fact using peer
review procedures, however these procedures are not secured in their legal contracts. Also, at
one of those institutions, the contract states that independent peer review will be used only at the
discretion of the industry sponsors. At the other institution, the report’s author found that the
overwhelming majority of faculty members appointed to sit on the SCA’s research-selection
committee have either personal financial interests related to biofuels research, or were
themselves beneficiaries of the SCA’s sponsored researched grants, raising serious questions
about the committee’s ability to fairly and impartially evaluate other faculty members’ research
proposals.514
As a consequence of these shared academic-industry governing structures, SCAs may
present special challenges to the university’s shared academic governance traditions: What role
should shared faculty governance bodies play in the original design and approval of a newly
proposed SCA? What role in subsequent oversight? This joint governing structure may also
challenge longstanding traditions of independent expert “peer review,” and the assumption that
all faculty appointments and research should be evaluated on the basis of high quality
scholarship and science, not based upon the corporate sponsor’s commercial or strategic business
objectives. In the case of the U.C. Berkeley-Novartis/Syngenta alliance, an independent review
by researchers at Michigan State University concluded that the SCA may have affected one
faculty member’s tenure review, due to a breakdown of collective faculty confidence in the
impartiality of the academic process (this case, involving U.C. Berkeley professor Ignacio
Chapela, was discussed earlier in the Introduction).515
SCAs may also encroach on collective faculty control over academic hiring (if for example
new funding for full-time faculty (FTE) appointments are included as part of the SCA, or if
corporate employees are offered adjunct faculty positions). When U.C. Berkeley negotiated
major SCA deals with Novartis (renamed Syngenta) and later with BP, in both instances the
faculty senate grew concerned about perceived attempts to bypass established faculty governance
procedures with regards to academic hiring and resource allocation.516 SCAs may also impact on
institutional resource use and allocations (such as lab space, equipment, and graduate students).
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In addition, SCAs may present a greater risk of distorting faculty research agendas. Faculty
working at institutions with large SCAs may be more inclined to steer their research toward
topics and approaches that will be attractive to the SCA sponsor’s commercial interests in order
to build positive relationships with the sponsor and its employees, to bring funding into their own
labs, and/or to ensure the sponsor remains satisfied with the partnership and continues to renew
its funding. Some institutions may also end up diverting additional internal funds to the project
in order to produce results more quickly, and please the corporate partner.
SCA’s may also bias reported research outcomes. As noted in the Introduction, a large
body of empirical research has shown that when research is funded by industry sponsors it is far
more likely to report outcomes that favor the sponsor’s products and interests, compared with
non-profit or government-funded research. When a faculty senate committee charged with
evaluating SCAs at Cornell University issued its final consensus report, it summarized some of
these challenges as follows: “[The SCA] may result in a re-focusing of laboratory space, faculty
effort and graduate student research within the department, as well as the need to limit
communications between participating and non-participating faculty and graduate students to
protect proprietary knowledge, and a stronger-than-usual preference for obtaining positive results
in order to secure future funding (as compared, for example, with NIH funding).”517
Due to these and other pressures, SCAs may also foster, or exacerbate, internal tensions
and divisions within the larger university community. Tensions may surface between faculty
who operate largely “inside” versus “outside” the SCA due to intellectual property barriers,
heightened secrecy, and other issues. The SCA may also exacerbate perceived inequalities
between faculty whose research is attractive to commercial sponsors, and faculty whose research
is not—despite its possibly high merits in terms of academic value or public good benefits.
Genuine intellectual divisions and debates may also arise regarding the university’s public
purpose and mission, its institutional priorities, and its ability to sustain balanced support for all
academic disciplines.518
Finally, because the SCA often impacts on many researchers, labs, and academic
departments at once—and usually requires centralized university governing structures—it tends
to formalize and “institutionalize” the university’s relationship with one outside corporation.
This, in turn, ties the university, as an institution, as well as its public reputation, far more closely
with that of the SCA sponsor, raising a host of complicated institutional COI challenges. This
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potential for heightened institutional COI has been noted by various analysts, including faculty
senate bodies, government legislators, public interest groups, and academic investigators.519
As discussed in the Introduction, the existence of such an institutional conflicts of interest
does not imply any malicious intent or wrongdoing on the part of the university, or the corporate
sponsor. In the words of a joint AAU-AAMC report: “An institutional conflict of interest
(institutional COI) describes a situation in which the financial interests of an institution or an
institutional official, acting within his or her authority on behalf of the institution, may affect or
appear to affect the institution’s core ‘primary interests’ in research, education, clinical care…”
In other words, this institutional conflict is situational.
After the 1998-2003 U.C. Berkeley-Novartis SCA concluded, an external review by
researchers at Michigan State University highlighted the need to address the growing problem of
institutional conflicts: “This case study suggests that the boundaries of current COI policy and
codes of conduct are unrealistically narrow in several respects…Given the growing role of the
institution in the management of [intellectual property] and economic development, institutional
COI policies (or conflicts of mission) need heightened scrutiny.”520 Cornell’s faculty senate
committee reached a similar conclusion: In the case of an SCA, “the essential quality of
academic independence from the sponsor is more difficult to maintain at an institutional, as well
as individual, level…Therefore more formal decisional processes and oversight mechanisms are
appropriate as continual self-checking and self-correcting mechanisms.”521
The Cornell committee continued: “Academic freedom brings with it the responsibility of
disinterested integrity in the conduct of research and the publication of results…Although this
responsibility attends all research, sponsored or not, the comprehensiveness and scale of an SCA
and the pervasive influence of the corporate partner may make it particularly difficult to maintain
the conditions in which faculty are able, and motivated, to fulfill their responsibility.” For these
reasons, noted the committee, “more formal decisional processes and oversight mechanisms are
appropriate as continual self-checking and self-correcting mechanisms.”522
Few reliable data or rigorous assessments of SCAs exist. One 2010 analysis523 of ten SCA
agreements in the energy sector found significant variation in their legal contract terms, and few
academic protections overall. The study’s major findings are presented in the box, presented in
the Introduction on page 33; the study’s methodology is discussed in this endnote.524
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The Cornell faculty statement, referenced above, represents one of the few, detailed assessments
of SCAs that the AAUP was able to identify. The senate committee that researched and wrote
this statement included members from a wide cross section of academic disciplines.525 There
were points of disagreement,526 to be sure, however, the committee’s final consensus statement
provides a thoughtful, well-developed set of “Principles & Best Practices” to guide the future
development of “Strategic Corporate Alliances” on that campus. The AAUP drew upon these
recommendations heavily when drafting its own recommendations below.
Due to proprietary considerations and other negotiating challenges, it appears most SCAs
are not currently being disclosed to the full faculty until well after they have been largely
approved and finalized. Many SCA contracts, at both private and state-funded universities, are
never made public at all. Even many state institutions now contend these industry research
agreements are “corporate proprietary information,” when public requests are filed under state
open record act laws. One researcher reported making 35 requests for university-industry
collaboration agreements, including 24 that were filed as formal “public record act” (PRA)
requests under applicable state laws. However, state universities failed to fulfill, or outright
ignored, more than half of her 24 public record act requests. Often the universities released the
documents only after extremely long delays.527 That is why the AAUP urges all faculty senates
to develop standards, principles, and procedures to guide the formation of new SCAs on their
own campuses, and require these contracts to be public documents, so wherever these alliances
originate, they will conform to standards developed by the faculty and protect the university’s
core academic values, including its commitment to openness and integrity.

❖ Principle 36:
Shared Governance and
Strategic Corporate Alliances (SCAs)
Faculty senates or other comparable governing bodies should be fully
involved in the planning, negotiation, approval, execution, and ongoing
oversight of new SCAs formed on campus. The faculty’s academic senate or
main governing body should appoint a confidential committee to review a first
draft of a memorandum of understanding (MOU) pertaining to newly
proposed SCAs. All parties’ direct and indirect financial obligations should be
made clear from the outset. Before an agreement is finalized on a broad SCA,
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a full faculty senate or equivalent governing body should review it. Formal
approval of broad SCAs should await both stages in this process. All approved
SCA agreements should be made available to all faculty and academic
professionals as well as the public. If the SCA designates specific funding for
new full-time faculty appointments (FTEs), all normal university and
departmental procedures for academic searches and hiring—as well as
advancement and promotion decisions—must be followed to honor and
protect academic self-governance. Temporary employees should not
exclusively staff, administer, or supervise SCAs. Normal grievance
procedures, under collective bargaining agreements where they exist, should
govern complaints regarding interference with academic freedom or other
faculty or academic rights that may arise under SCAs. In the absence of
procedures, grievances and complaints should be reported to the SCA faculty
oversight committee (see Principle 42 below for more details on this faculty
oversight body) or to relevant college or university grievance committees for
independent investigation. Standard safeguards regarding procedural fairness
and due process must be respected and followed.
• Because large-scale, multiyear, SCA agreements with outside companies tend to have a
broader impact on the whole university, due to their size, structure, and potential to influence
public perceptions, they warrant far greater faculty involvement in their initial design and
subsequent oversight. This faculty oversight also engenders greater campus support and public
trust through enhanced transparency. Once again, that level of support and trust cannot be
secured unless SCA agreements are made public (as the AAUP recommends under Principle 43
below). No SCA grant should ever be accepted if it is conditioned, explicitly or implicitly, on
the sponsor’s opportunity to influence the selection of any new faculty hires. To ensure that all
permanent faculty are secure, universities should seek to have mechanisms unambiguously in
place to cover new SCA faculty salaries from university funds after the SCA contract ends, or in
case of premature termination of the grant.
• The AAUP recognizes this principle is not likely to be rapidly applied in schools of
medicine (SOMs), where there is tenure of position but not tenure of salary. SOM faculty are
often required to generate 100 percent of their salaries from clinical revenue, or research grants,
or both. Nonetheless, the creation of such a special group of faculty at the medical schools, who
lack true job security and financial autonomy, also warrants serious reflection due to its farreaching implications, not only for campus standards of fairness, but also for the ability of
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faculty to resist pressures to compromise their academic freedom and professional ethics.
• This Principle draws on longstanding AAUP principles, as articulated in the “Statement on
Government of Colleges and Universities”528 (1966–67)—endorsed by the American Council on
Education (ACE) and the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges
(AGB)—and in the AAUP “Statement on Corporate Funding of Academic Research” (2004).
This latter document reads in part as follows: “Consistent with the principles of sound academic
governance, the faculty should have a major role not only in formulating the institution’s policy
with respect to research undertaken in collaboration with industry, but also in developing the
institution’s plan for assessing the effectiveness of the policy.”529

❖ Principle 37:
SCA Governance and Majority Academic Control
The best practice in any academic-industrial alliance agreement—consistent
with the principles of academic freedom, university autonomy, and faculty
self-governance—is to build clear boundaries separating corporate funders
from the university’s academic work. However, the current conditions of
increasingly close university-industry relations make erecting strict walls
unrealistic on some campuses. Instead, at a minimum, universities should
retain majority academic control and voting power over internal governing
bodies charged with directing or administering SCAs in collaboration with
outside corporate sponsors. The SCA’s main governing body should also
include members who are not direct stakeholders of the SCA and are based in
academic disciplines and units that do not stand to benefit from the SCA in
any way. A joint university-industry SCA governing body appropriately may
have a role in awarding funding, but it should have no role in exclusively
academic functions, such as faculty hiring, curriculum design, course content,
and academic personnel evaluation.
• This recommendation reflects core AAUP principles integral to a series of AAUP
documents and policy statements, beginning with the historic definition of the faculty’s role in
the 1915 “Declaration of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure” and following through to
“The Role of the Faculty in Budgetary and Salary Matters” (1972, 1990), “On the Relationship
of Faculty Governance to Academic Freedom” (1994) and “‘Statement on Corporate Funding of
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Academic Research” (2004).
• It also draws upon Cornell University’s “Faculty Statement of Principles & Best Practices
Concerning Strategic Corporate Alliances,” (2005), which reads in part as follows: “Day-To-Day
Management of the SCA Should Be Predominently By Cornell Faculty, Not Corporate
Representatives. One fundamental touchstone can never be lost: This is academic research, not
corporate research. If there is a Director of the alliance…that Director needs to be a Cornell
faculty member. If all management is to be done by the JSC as a committee of the whole, then
Cornell representation has to predominate. The corporate sponsor appropriately has a voice in
management decisions, but may not have a representative with Co-Director status.”530

❖ Principle 38:
Academic Control Over SCA Research Selection
(For Broad SCAs)
In the case of broad SCAs, university representatives should retain majority
representation and voting power on SCA committees charged with evaluating
and selecting research proposals or making final research awards. These
committees should also employ an independent peer review process (discussed
under Principle 39 below).
• This recommendation draws upon Cornell University’s “Faculty Statement of Principles &
Best Practices Concerning Strategic Corporate Alliances,” (2005). This statement reads in part
as follows: “Selection of Faculty Proposals for Funding Should Not Be Dictated by Corporate
Representatives. The distribution of alliance funds to Cornell faculty, staff and students should
be primarily in the hands of Cornell, not the sponsor. In keeping with the purposes of the
alliance…representatives of the corporate sponsor may participate in the selection of proposals to
be funded, but this process should be led by Cornell faculty.”531

❖ Principle 39:
Peer Review
(For Broad SCAs)
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Using a standard peer-review process, independent academic experts should
evaluate and award funding whenever SCAs issue a request for proposals
(RFPs) in a new grant cycle. Any expert involved in the peer-review and
grant-award process should be free of personal financial COI related to the
area of research being reviewed to insure that research selection is
scientifically driven, impartial, and fair. Appointees to committees charged
with research selection should be prohibited from awarding commercial
research funding to themselves, their departments, or their labs.
Discussion:
Peer review has long been considered the most widely accepted standard for evaluating the
quality and worthiness of scientific and academic research. When faculty research proposals are
evaluated by independent experts using an impartial peer-review process it helps to insure that
corporate-research funding is awarded on the basis of both scientific and academic merit, not
merely on the basis of one firm’s short-term business needs or the narrow strategic goals of one
industrial sector.
When a Cornell University faculty senate committee issued consensus recommendations in
2005 for how best to structure large-scale, multi-year SCAs, it emphasized the centrality of
independent peer review.532
Anyone involved in this peer review and SCA grant-awarding processes should be free of
personal financial COI, and not be in a position to derive any financial benefit from the
agreement or its corporate donors/partners. These are standard procedures at National Institutes
of Health, NIH, and other government funding agencies. (As noted already in the overview
discussion of SCAs, above, this type of COI surfaced as a significant problem at the BP-funded
Energy Biosciences Institute (EBI), administered by U.C. Berkeley, where a majority of the
faculty appointed to sit on the EBI’s principal research-selection committee were also recipients
of BP-EBI research funding.533 To address this problem, all prospective faculty proposals
submitted for possible funding should be evaluated by non-participating faculty who are
competent to assess their academic and technical merit.
The AAUP recognizes that peer review, itself, can be an imperfect process. It can, for
example, reinforce biases against unconventional research. Also, some conflicts of interest are
ideological, or motivated by personal advancement or competitiveness concerns, rather than
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explicitly financial. Additionally, heavy institutional involvement in collaborations with industry
or government can create a climate in which peer review committees are inclined to overlook
problems. As David Michaels points out, the nature of peer review is also widely misunderstood:
“Even rigorous peer review by honest scientists does not guarantee a study’s accuracy or quality.
Peer review is just one component of a larger quality control process that never ends.”534
Nonetheless, it remains the case that well administered peer review procedures can help to guard
against many of the risks outlined in this report.

❖ Principle 40:
Transparency Regarding the SCA Research Application Process
(This applies to Broad SCAs)
SCA agreements must clearly and transparently detail the methods and
criteria for research selection and must explain how academic researchers
may apply for SCA grant funding.

Discussion:
In the case of most Broad SCAs, the host university is clearly responsible for administering and
overseeing the research-selection process on behalf of the university-industry alliance as a
whole. Due to this grant-application oversight function, it is essential that every SCA spell out
transparently in writing, in advance, how faculty may apply for SCA funding and what the
methods and criteria for research selection will be. Otherwise, if such procedures are not clearly
delineated, in advance, the university could fall pray to accusations that it is putting the
commercial and business interests of its corporate sponsors ahead of its commitment to high
quality, disinterested, academic research—and such accusations would be difficult to refute.

❖ Principle 41:
Protection of Publication Rights and Knowledge Sharing
in SCA Agreements*
All the provisions of Principle 3, above, should apply to strategic corporate
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alliances as well.
*This Principle is consistent with General Principle 3
Discussion:
Insulating faculty and students from the pressures of self-censorship is very difficult, especially
when the SCA sponsor has pledged large amounts of funding over multiple years. As the 2005
Cornell faculty senate committee’s review of SCAs observed, “[such] difficulties are multiplied
when the faculty member has been working side by side with employees of the corporate partner,
who understandably share their employer’s interests.”535 However, the inclusion of the above
listed provisions at least puts faculty, the sponsor, and sponsor employees on notice that
publication decisions lie solely in the realm of academic judgment and should be guided by
academic and scholarly norms, not by commercial interests.

❖ Principle 42:
SCA Confidentiality Restrictions
To protect the university’s distinctively “open” academic research
environment, restrictions on sharing corporate confidential information and
other confidentiality restrictions should be minimized to the maximum extent
possible in SCA agreements.
• To achieve this goal sponsors should be discouraged from sharing confidential corporate
trade secrets with the academic partners, except when absolutely necessary and, then, only
disclosing to the smallest number of academic investigators possible, with strict supervision from
the university’s legal office, to prevent corruption of the larger “open” academic research
environment.
Discussion:
Regarding confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements, the University-Industry Research
Collaboration Initiative (a project directed by the Business Higher Education Forum) observed in
its final 2001 report: “The ability of faculty researchers to discuss their work with colleagues and
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to publish their results is a cornerstone of the academic enterprise and supports the creation of
new scientific knowledge. Nothing should be done to put this at risk. At the same time,
companies have a legitimate need—and fiduciary responsibility to their shareholders—to protect
the value of their investments. Companies recognize that universities are not the best places to
try to keep secrets. The challenges and consequences of maintaining confidentiality are
particularly acute in the case of students, and universities differ in their ability to manage this
process.”536 Of course the most straightforward way to solve this problem is not to do tradesecret related work at universities.
Karen Hersey, then senior counsel for intellectual property at MIT, informed the
Research Collaboration that she “is leery of allowing individual faculty members to sign
nondisclosure agreements. She prefers the institution to sign, so that the faculty would not have
to put personal assets at risk. ‘Researchers should not be encouraged to sign unless they have
been made very aware of the risks they are assuming, and unless they understand what it is they
are signing,’ she said. ‘These are legal documents and enforceable against the individual. They
can also be misused by industry to muzzle individual investigators.’” 537 That said, it is far
preferable that institutions not sign them either.

❖ Principle 43:
SCA Anti-Competitor Agreements
Anti-competitor or noncompete agreements compromise the university’s
academic autonomy, its ability to collaborate with other outside firms, and its
commitment to knowledge sharing and broad public service. Restrictions in
SCA agreements on faculty, academic professionals, postdoctoral fellows, and
students interacting with and/or sharing information and research with
private-sector competitors of SCA sponsors, or receiving separate research
support from outside firms, should be avoided and/or minimized to the
greatest extent possible.
• In an SCA agreement, it is reasonable for the university to recognize and seek to protect
corporate proprietary and/or confidential information provided by the sponsor, however the
scope of this claimed protected material should be clearly defined in advance in writing, and the
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transfer of commercial trade secrets and proprietary data from the company should be as limited
as possible.
• Any trade secret and anti-compete clauses associated with an SCA agreement should be
minimized, and also be subject to careful review and approval by an independent faculty
committee (made up of faculty who stand to gain no benefit from the deal) to make sure they are
not overly broad and will not unduly interfere with campus-wide research and the university’s
essential academic mission.
• The AAUP endorses the Cornell Faculty Senate statement on this issue, which reads in
part as follows:
Restrictions on Relationships Between Faculty or Students and ‘Competitors’ of the
Corporate Partner Should Be Minimized. Agreeing to restrict faculty or student
relationships with ‘competitors’ of the corporate partner both shrinks the sphere of
potential alternative research support and inhibits the public dissemination of
knowledge that is a central part of the university’s traditional mission. Therefore, such
promises should be made only sparingly, and should be very narrowly drawn.538
• Legally justified claims to protect trade secrets or similar proprietary data from
competitors can be recognized, but the group of ‘competitors’ and the scope of the claimed
protected material should be clearly identified and defined in advance (at the time the SCA is
entered into).
• The Cornell report appropriately warns:
“[I]t is important that commitments in an SCA to ‘facilitate’ access by the corporate
partner to Cornell faculty and students not become the effective equivalent of
discouraging such access to the partner’s competitors. A properly conceptualized SCA
is a collaboration supporting academic research of interest to the corporate sponsor – it
is not a joint venture in which a Cornell department/program becomes a remote research
facility ‘belonging’ to the sponsor.”539
Formulating an agreement that avoids confidential and trade secret information remains a key
way to avoid that result.
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❖ Principle 44:
Exclusive Licensing and SCA Agreements
All the provisions of Principle 12, above, should apply to strategic corporate
alliances as well.

❖ Principle 45:
Limits on Broader Academic Disruption By SCAs
Given the size and scope of many SCAs, a vigorous effort must be made to
ensure that diverse areas of research (which pursue avenues of inquiry outside
the purview of, not in conformity with, or even in opposition to the SCA’s
research agenda) are not crowded out, and continue to enjoy institutional
support, resources, and sufficient financing. SCAs should be approved only if
faculty and students within all academic units will, as a practical as well as a
theoretical matter, retain the freedom to pursue their chosen research topics.
All SCA agreements should strive to limit to the greatest extent possible
negative financial, intellectual, or professional impacts on other academic
units, colleges, and the university as a whole, as well as on faculty, academic
professionals, postdoctoral fellows, and students engaged in research and
activities outside the purview of the collaborative SCA arrangement.
University policies should clearly affirm that no faculty member, postdoctoral
fellow, academic professional, or student will ever be coerced into
participating in a sponsored project; all participation will be entirely
voluntary.
• This Principle draws from a set of recommendations issued in 2005 by a Cornell faculty
senate committee reviewing SCAs, which reads, in part, as follows:
“[C]onstriction of research freedom by the pressure of donor preferences is not unique
to SCAs. Unless a gift is unrestricted, sponsored research (public and private) always
forces the researcher to choose a project of interest to the sponsor. However, the
potential magnitude and comprehensiveness of SCAs substantially enhances the threat.
Therefore, the key question is whether the SCA occupies so much of the
department’s/program’s potential research capacity that it crowds out non-conforming
research agendas.”540
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• This statement also draws on an earlier AAUP “Statement on Conflicts of Interest”
(1990), which reads in part as follows:
“Faculties should make certain that the pursuit of such joint [research] ventures
[whether public or private] does not become an end in itself and so introduce distortions
into traditional university understandings and arrangements. Private and public
agencies have a direct interest in only a few fields of research and in only certain
questions within those fields. Accordingly, external interests should not be allowed to
shift the balance of academic priorities in a university without thorough debate about
the consequences and without the considered judgment of appropriate faculty bodies.
So, too, care must be taken to avoid contravening a commitment to fairness by widening
disparities—in teaching loads, student supervision, or budgetary allocation—between
departments engage in such outside activity and those not less central to the nature of a
university, which have, or can have, no such engagement.”541
• To address these “research crowding” concerns, the AAUP endorses the following 2005
Cornell faculty senate committee recommendations:
“An SCA should be approved only if faculty within the department/program will, as a
practical as well as theoretical matter, retain a sphere of freedom to pursue research
topics of their own choosing – either within the SCA or by seeking alternative support
for such projects. Factors relevant to this assessment include:
(a) the proportion of department/program faculty expected to receive all or most of their
funding through the SCA;
(b) the magnitude of any unrestricted funds available within and outside the SCA;
(c) the proportion of department/program physical, administrative, support, and other
resources devoted to SCA projects;
(d) the narrowness or breadth of the type of projects fundable through the SCA; (e)
departmental/ program commitments to funding diversity of research beyond the SCA;
(f) whether the success of the SCA has been identified as one of the strategic goals of
the department, thereby putting undue pressure on faculty to take part in it;
(g) likely effect of the SCA on projects/programs traditionally conducted in the public
interest.”542
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• Finally, in developing SCA agreements, institutions may want to consider tithing, or
other fundraising initiatives, to generate income that will support academic work not
supported by the collaborative agreement.

❖ Principle 46:
Early Termination of SCA Sponsor Funding
With any large-scale SCA, sponsors may threaten termination of funding or
limits on funding, or imply the threat, to pressure researchers in an effort to
shape the research agenda or to express displeasure with the way the
academic research is trending. To reduce this risk, all SCA legal contracts
should include provisions to prohibit sudden, early termination of the
agreement. If the negotiating process leads to inclusion of an earlytermination option, it must prohibit the sponsor from arbitrarily or suddenly
terminating the agreement or lowering pledged funding prior to the expected
term, without at least three months advance notification. Salaries and
research costs associated with the project must be continued for that period.

❖ Principle 47:
Independent, Majority-Faculty Oversight of the SCA,
and Post-Agreement Evaluation
An independent, majority faculty oversight committee consisting of faculty
with no direct involvement in the SCA should be established at the start of a
new SCA agreement to monitor and at least annually review the SCA and its
compliance with university policies and guidelines. A post-agreement
evaluation plan should also be included in the formal SCA contract agreement
so the campus can reflect on, and learn, best practices regarding the optimal
organization for campus-based academic-industrial alliances. External
evaluation may be appropriate for broad SCAs. Evaluation reports should be
public documents.
• The primary purpose of these independent faculty review committees should be to assess
how the SCA is upholding the university’s core educational, academic research, and knowledge
sharing missions (as articulated in the standards and principles contained in this AAUP statement
and other written campus-based policies).
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• This committee should also receive and carefully review any grievances by faculty,
postdoctoral fellows, students, academic professionals, and outside public interest groups;
• The committee should regularly review and assess financial conflicts of interest (working
with the university’s standing COI committees); commercial competition concerns; intellectual
property issues; as well as the overall impact of the SCA on faculty, students, and other campus
researchers (both inside and outside the collaboration).
• With each review, this faculty committee should propose concrete recommendations for
how to reduce and/or eliminate any negative impacts identified.
• Each independent review should be made available to all members of the university
community and the public, and should be distributed to all the faculty, research staff, and
students working on projects funded by the SCA.
• Finally, after the alliance has terminated, this same faculty committee should perform a
final, post-agreement evaluation, summarizing the overall accomplishments of the SCA and any
concerns that arose. The results of this final post-agreement evaluation should also be posted on
a public website, and distributed to all faculty.
• Credible oversight and transparency will help to ensure that the SCA operates in a manner
consistent with the university’s academic mission, while also fostering both public- and campuswide trust.
• This Principle draws on longstanding AAUP principles, as articulated in the “Statement on
Government of Colleges and Universities”543 (1966–67), endorsed by the American Council on
Education (ACE) and the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges (AGB),
and the AAUP “Statement on Corporate Funding of Academic Research” (2004). This latter
document reads in part as follows: “Consistent with the principles of sound academic
governance, the faculty should have a major role not only in formulating the institution’s policy
with respect to research undertaken in collaboration with industry, but also in developing the
institution’s plan for assessing the effectiveness of the policy.” The statement goes on to state:
“The faculty should call for, and participate in, the periodic review of the impact of industrially
sponsored research on the education of students, and on the recruitment and evaluation of
researchers (whether or not they hold regular faculty appointments) and postdoctoral fellows.”544
• It also draws on Cornell University’s “Faculty Statement of Principles & Best Practices
Concerning Strategic Corporate Alliances,” (2005), Section E, which states that the faculty,
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through its representatives, should have a central role in the approval and the evaluation and
oversight of SCAs, with annual external evaluations and broader evaluations as well.545

❖ Principle 48:
Public Disclosure of SCA Research Contracts
and Funding Transparency
No SCA or other industry-, government-, or nonprofit-sponsored contract
should restrict faculty, students, postdoctoral fellows, or academic
professionals from freely disclosing their funding source. A signed copy of all
final legal research contracts formalizing the SCA agreement should be made
freely available to the public—with discrete redactions only to protect valid
commercial trade secrets, but not for other reasons.
• Public disclosure is the best way to eliminate any possible suspicion that the SCA
sponsor may be unduly influencing the university or its researchers. Full transparency also
enhances accountability, helping to ensure that both the SCA sponsor and the university
investigators uphold their contractual obligations.
• It is highly unusual for private companies to disclose any corporate proprietary trade
secrets in a university-sponsored-research contract, so redactions should not be necessary.
• Due to the university’s substantial public funding and public-interest obligations,
intellectual property terms should also be considered a matter of public record.
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❖
Part VII.
Targeted Principles:
Clinical Medicine, Clinical Research,
and Industry-Sponsorship (49-56)
Why Are Targeted Recommendations for Clinical Medicine
and Clinical Research Needed?
As the Introduction explains, there has been a high level of concern about financial conflicts of
interest and undue industry influence within the field of biomedicine. Numerous professional
academic and medical groups (including the Association of American Universities, AAU, 2001;
Association of American Medical Colleges, AAMC, 2001, 2002, 2006, 2008, 2010; the
Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology, FASEB, 2006,546 2008547) have
issued principles and guidelines designed to reign in industry influence and financial conflicts of
interest, in both clinical medicine548 and clinical research.
In 2002, the American Board of Internal Medicine and more than 100 world-wide
medical groups endorsed a new “Charter on Medical Professionalism,”549 a comprehensive
statement that emphasized both a “Commitment to Scientific Knowledge” and a “Commitment
to Maintaining Trust by Managing Conflicts of Interest.” The Charter reads in part as follows:
• “Physicians have a duty to uphold scientific standards, to promote research, and to create
new knowledge and ensure its appropriate use. The profession is responsible for the integrity of
this knowledge, which is based on scientific evidence and physician experience.”
• “Medical professionals and their organizations have many opportunities to compromise
their professional responsibilities by pursuing private gain or personal advantage. Such
compromises are especially threatening in the pursuit of personal or organizational interactions
with for-profit industries, including medical equipment manufacturers, insurance companies, and
pharmaceutical firms. Physicians have an obligation to recognize, disclose to the general public,
and deal with conflicts of interest that arise in the course of their professional duties and
activities. Relationships between industry and opinion leaders should be disclosed, especially
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when the latter determine the criteria for conducting and reporting clinical trials, writing
editorials or therapeutic guidelines, or serving as editors of scientific journals.”
In 2006, the AAMC proclaimed it was issuing new, more precise Principles for Protecting
Integrity in the Conduct and Reporting of Clinical Trials, because current levels of
“inconsistency in research standards can affront human research ethics, undermine academic
integrity, distort public policy and medical practice, and impair public health.”550
Here below, the AAUP has culled from the best of these professional guidelines, and
added contributions of its own, to provide a comprehensive set of recommendations to safeguard
academic medicine, research integrity, and the interests of patients.

❖ Principle 49:
Access to Complete Clinical Trial Data and
the Performance of Independent Academic Analysis
All the provisions of Principle 5, above, should apply to clinical trial data as
well.
• This AAUP Principle is in keeping with recommendations already issued by the AAMC
(2001),551 FASEB (2006),552 the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, ICMJE
(2001),553 and the World Association of Medical Editors, WAME.554
Discussion:
Today, it has become common for pharmaceutical companies to assert “proprietary control” over
the complete clinical data associated with a particular drug trial (which is often generated from
multiple testing sites simultaneously), as well as the corresponding statistical codes required to
interpret that data.555 Often these companies assert that this data may only be analyzed in-house
by company statisticians, and guarded on company computers. One academic physician has
dubbed these industry-controlled drug trials “ghost research,” because they effectively permit the
sponsor to control both the analysis and final interpretation of all study results, making academic
authorship essentially meaningless.
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The prevalence of this industry practice is not known, and difficult to quantify. However,
reported incidents of industry control over drug trials have been growing.556 The clearest
evidence of a serious problem came in 2001, when 13 editors of prominent medical journals
published an editorial in the New England Journal of Medicine expressed their alarm over
excessive drug industry influence over study design, data access, and final interpretive analysis.
At this time, the editors announced that the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors
(ICMJE) would soon be issuing new standards for all journal submissions designed enhance
research integrity. The editors wrote:
“A submitted manuscript is the intellectual property of its authors, not the study
sponsor. We will not review or publish articles based on studies that are conducted
under conditions that allow the sponsor to have sole control of the data or to withhold
publication. We encourage investigators to use the revised ICMJE requirements on
publication ethics to guide the negotiation of research contracts. Those [sponsored
research] contracts should give the researchers a substantial say in trial design, access to
the raw data, responsibility for data analysis and interpretation, and the right to publish
— the hallmarks of scholarly independence and, ultimately, academic freedom.”557
The ICMJE’s new requirements ask authors to provide full disclosure of the sponsor’s role in the
research, and provide assurances that the investigators are independent of the sponsor, are fully
accountable for the design and conduct of the trial, have independent access to all trial data, and
control all editorial and publication decisions.558 However, compliance, of course, is voluntary.
In 2001, the AAMC also issued conflict of interest recommendations targeting these dual
problems of data access and data analysis. Like the journal editors, the AAMC specifically cited
the need to protect data access and independent analysis of data in legal contracts signed with
industry:
“The [conflict of interest] policy should affirm an investigator’s accountability for the
integrity of any publication that bears his or her name. The policy should also affirm the
right of a principal investigator to receive, analyze, and interpret all data generated in
the research, and to publish the results, independent of the outcome of the research.
Institutions should not enter, nor permit a covered individual to enter, research
agreements that permit a sponsor or other financially interested company to require
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more than a reasonable period of pre-publication review, or that interfere with an
investigator’s access to the data or ability to analyze the data independently.”559

❖ Principle 50:
Registry of Academic-Based Clinical Trials
in A National Registry
Universities and affiliated academic medical centers should adopt clear,
uniform, written policies to require all clinical trials conducted by their
academic investigators to be entered into ClinicalTrials.gov
(http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/)—the national clinical trial registry maintained
by the US National Library of Medicine (NLM) and the National Institutes of
Health (NIH)—at, or before, the onset of patient enrollment. The practice will
help ward against manipulation of study results, suppression of negative
findings, and improper altering of clinical trial protocols after the research
has begun.
• The purpose of this AAUP recommendation is to discourage sponsors and researchers
from altering clinical trial protocols after the research has begun, when the aim is to manipulate
study results and/or suppress negative research findings. This does not, for example, prevent
researchers from altering protocol designs when there are valid medical or other reasons for
doing so.
• The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, ICMJE (2005),560 the US
Congress, FDA (2007),561 AAMC (2006),562 and the IOM have all either endorsed, or mandated,
use of publicly accessible online clinical trial registries—such as the www.ClinicalTrials.gov
registry563—to protect the integrity of evidence-based medicine (see the discussion below for
details).
• It is time for universities and academic medical centers to step up to the plate, and
incorporate such registry filings into their own sponsored-research practices and policies.
• The US NLM and the NIH established ClinicalTrials.gov as publicly accessible online
registry in 2000 to address the problem that sponsors of drug trials often fail to publicly disclose
studies with negative research results, and/or distort final research results when reported in the
medical literature. The ClinicalTrials.gov registry requires summary information concerning the
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trial’s original design, the stage of the clinical trial (i.e. Phase I-IV), criteria for participation,
overall outcomes of the study, summary of adverse events experienced by participants, etc.564
• However, according to two studies published in 2009, fewer than half of published
clinical trials are adequately registered on national registries, suggesting that greater university
oversight and faculty compliance is needed.565 These studies confirm that selective publication
of clinical trial results remains a serious problem. Even among clinical trials that were registered,
fewer than half were published in peer-reviewed journals. Still, without a national registry,
knowledge of these human clinical trials (as well as critical data on original study design,
protocol and endpoint changes, and research suppression would be untraceable.
Discussion:
The purpose of this recommendation is to curb undue industry-sponsor influence over the
conduct and reporting of clinical research trials. According to a 2009 IOM panel on COI in
biomedicine:
“The registration of clinical trials and the provision of key details about the trial
protocol and the data analysis plan ensure that basic methods for the conduct and
analysis of the findings of a study as well as the primary clinical end points to be
assessed and reported are specified before the trial begins and before data are analyzed.
The substitution of ad hoc or secondary end points for primary end points and other
important departures from the protocol can thus be detected in reports of the findings of
a trial. Clinical trials registries also allow others to determine whether the results from a
trial have not been presented or reported at all. Researchers carrying out critical
literature reviews can then contact the investigators to try to obtain unpublished
results.”566
Registry of clinical trials is important not only to safeguard the scientific and evidentiary
foundations of medicine, but also to uphold the ethical underpinnings of medicine. As Robert
Steinbrook wrote in a 2005 commentary in the New England Journal of Medicine concerning
industry suppression and distortion of clinical trial results:
“A basic tenet of research ethics is that the data from clinical trials should be
fully analyzed and published. If the knowledge gained from trials is not shared,
subjects have been exposed to risk needlessly. Moreover, participants in future studies
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may be harmed because earlier results were not available. These principles are reflected
in federal regulations regarding the protection of human subjects, which define research
as ‘a systematic investigation designed to develop or contribute to generalizable
knowledge.’”567

❖ Principle 51:
Safeguarding the Integrity and Appropriate Conduct
of Clinical Trials
All clinical trials affiliated with academic institutions should be required to
use independent data safety monitoring boards (DSMBs) and/or publication
and analysis committees to protect the integrity and appropriate conduct of
academic-based clinical trial research.
• This AAUP Principle is consistent with a 2006 recommendation, issued by the Association
of Academic of Medical Centers (AAMC) in its “Principles for Protecting Integrity in the
Conduct and Reporting of Clinical Trials,”568 which asserts that any “multisite clinical trial, at
the outset, should establish a publication and analysis committee [hereinafter P&A committee].”
This recommendation continues as follows:
“It is essential that the P&A committee be independent of the sponsor’s control, have access
to the full data set, understand and implement the prespecified analysis plan, and have the
resources and skills both to interpret that analysis and perform additional analysis if
required. In order to prevent any appearance of undue influence by the sponsor, the P&A
committee should contain a majority of participating, non-sponsor-employed investigators,
with appropriate skills in analysis and interpretation of clinical trials. The P&A committee
and the steering committee may have the same membership.”569
• This recommendation is also consistent with a Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
guidance (2001), stating that it is desirable for all Data Safety Monitoring Boards overseeing a
clinical trial to have statistical reports prepared by statisticians who are independent of the trial
sponsors and clinical investigators.570
• Finally, the Journal of the American Medical Association (2008) has also pressed for
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greater assurances that data has been independently analyzed, by insisting that for all industryfunded clinical trials “in which the data analysis is conducted only by statisticians employed by a
company sponsoring the research,” the Journal will require that a statistical analysis also be
conducted by an independent statistician at an academic institution, such as a medical school,
academic medical center, or government research institute, that has oversight over the person
conducting the analysis and that is independent of the commercial sponsor.571

❖ Principle 52:
Patient Notification
Neither industry-, government-, nor nonprofit-sponsored research agreements
should restrict faculty or academic professionals from notifying patients about
health risks and/or lack of treatment efficacy when such information surfaces
and patients’ health may be adversely affected.
•

Whenever research is performed in connection with a university, an academic medical

center, or any of their affiliated teaching hospitals, patients’ rights must be protected and treated
as sacrosanct.
•

This AAUP Principle stems from recommendations contained in an October 2001

investigative report572 commissioned by the Canadian Association of University Teachers
(CAUT) concerning a high-profile academic freedom case involving Dr. Nancy Olivieri, a
Canadian physician-researcher based at the University of Toronto. Legal provisions in Dr.
Olivieri’s corporate-sponsored-research contract sought to prevent her from communicating
health risks to the study’s patient volunteers.
•

The AAUP endorses the following specific recommendations drawn from The Olivieri

Report (2001):


“[Academic contracts signed with an industry sponsor] should expressly provide that the
clinical investigators shall not be prevented by the sponsor (or anyone) from informing
participants in the study, members of the research group, other physicians administering
the treatment, research ethics boards, regulatory agencies, and the scientific community,
of risks to participants that the investigators identify during the research. The same
provisions should apply to any risks of a treatment identified following the conclusion of
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a trial in the event there are patients being administered the treatment in a non-trial
setting.” 573


“Certain circumscribed confidentiality restrictions may be appropriate, for example, those
pertaining to information on the chemical structure, or synthesis of a drug, or its method
of encapsulation. However, restrictions on disclosure of risks to patients are not
appropriate, subject only to the condition that the investigator believes there is a
reasonable basis for identification of the risk. Under the term “risk” we include inefficacy
of the treatment, as well as direct safety concerns.” 574

❖ Principle 53:
Undue Commercial Marketing Influence and Control
at Academic Medical Centers
Educational programs, academic events, and presentations by faculty,
students, postdoctoral fellows, and academic professionals must be free of
industry marketing influence and control. Both academics and administrators
should be prohibited from participating in industry-led “speakers bureaus”
financed by the pharmaceutical or other industry groups. Institutions should
also develop funding systems for clinical practice guidelines and high-quality
accredited continuing medical education (CME) programs free of industry
influence.
This recommendation may be broken down into three parts, discussed in further detail below.
a) Speakers Bureaus
b) Clinical Practice Guidelines
c) Continuing Medical Education
Discussion:
The influence of industry marketers has grown rife in three core areas where academic medical
faculty play a central role: a) Speakers Bureaus; b) Clinical Practice Guidelines; and c)
Continuing Medical Education. Prominent medical associations have already put forward strong
corrective recommendations in these three areas, as discussed below. They have done so, first,
because undue industry influence over educational programs and faculty presentations
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undermines the intellectual integrity of medical research, and erodes public trust in the academic
enterprise, and, second, because this type of corporate marketing influence is in many cases
illegal.
According to the Institute of Medicine (2009), the U.S. Department of Justice as well as
state attorneys general have filed charges against a number of pharmaceutical and medical device
companies for illegal practices related to the awarding of educational grants as an inducement to
use the company’s products (which can be illegal under the Medicare law), as well as industry
initiatives to bias the content of educational programs, writings, and presentations, particularly as
part of their corporate campaigns to promote the off-label use of drugs (i.e., for purposes not
approved by the FDA), which is also illegal.575
The IOM referenced several prominent cases, including a $430 million payment in 2004
by Warner-Lambert to settle U.S. Department of Justice charges that the company promoted offlabel uses of the drug Neurontin in violation of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act:
According to DOJ, this illegal and fraudulent promotion scheme corrupted the
information process relied upon by doctors in their medical decision making, thereby
putting patients at risk.” Tactics included “[paying] doctors to attend so-called
‘consultants meetings’ in which physicians received a fee for attending expensive
dinners or conferences during which presentations about off-label uses of Neurontin
were made; . . . [and sponsoring] purportedly ‘independent medical education’ events
on off-label Neurontin uses with extensive input from Warner-Lambert regarding
topics, speakers, content, and participants…576
The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) at the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services has also identified the provision of educational grants as an activity that places a
company at higher risk for violating federal anti-kickback rules and certain FDA regulations.577
These compliance guidelines advise manufacturers to separate their [educational] grantmaking
activities from their sales and marketing activities to “help insure that grant funding is not
inappropriately influenced by sales or marketing motivations and that the educational purposes
of the grant are legitimate.”
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Principle (53a):
Industry-Led Speakers Bureaus
The AAUP recommends that faculty be restricted from participating in
industry-led “speakers bureaus,” or other long-term industry-led speaking
engagements, whether financed by the pharmaceutical industry or other
industry groups.
• It is entirely appropriate for faculty to speak to industry groups and deliver presentations
related to their own research and areas of expertise, however when an industry group employs a
faculty member to support their own marketing goals by explicitly cultivating speakers (through
“speakers bureaus” and other long-term arrangements) who are expected to deliver positive
messages regarding their products, this relationship no longer honors academic independence or
professional integrity and should be prohibited.
• This AAUP Principle is supported by consensus recommendations put forth by a number
of prominent medical groups. Both the Institute of Medicine (2009)578 and the Association of
American Medical Colleges (2008)579 have issued recommendations that strongly discourage
faculty from participation industry-led “speakers bureaus.” In 2006, a group of prominent
physicians at the Institute on Medicine as a Profession (IMAP) and other academic centers issued
a set of detailed recommendations stating that medical faculty should be “prohibited” from
involvement in “speakers bureaus.”580
• Some leading academic medical institutions (The University of Massachusetts, the Mayo
Clinic, Johns Hopkins, Stanford School of Medicine, and the University of Pittsburg Medical
Center) have also already instituted policy restrictions, or outright prohibitions, on faculty
participation in “speakers’ bureaus”; these should be emulated.581

Discussion:
Studies suggest academic participation in industry-led “speakers bureaus” is surprisingly high:
A 2007 study of 459 medical school department chairs found that 21 percent of clinical chairs
had ongoing corporate speaking relationships, often referred to as “speakers bureaus.”582 This
suggests that pharmaceutical firms may target higher-level faculty—often referred to in the
industry as “key opinion leaders.” This apparent industry preference for recruiting senior faculty
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raises institutional conflict of interest concerns for the university, and other concerns as well.
According to the IOM (2009), “One concern is that ongoing company payments for presentations
(and travel to attractive locations) create a risk of undue influence. A second concern that is
frequently tied to the speakers bureau label is that the company exerts substantial control over
the content of a presentation. Industry influence in these arrangements may be direct (e.g., when
a talk and slides are largely or entirely prepared by someone else or when speakers are instructed
to provide the company-prepared responses to questions and avoid the favorable mention of
competing products). Influence may also be less direct (e.g., when a company-trained and
company-paid physician modifies talks to fit the objectives of the company).”583

Principle (53b):
Clinical Practice Guidelines
The AAUP endorses the following recommendations on Clinical Practice
Guidelines issued by Institute of Medicine in 2009. These recommendations
read as follows:
• Groups that develop clinical practice guidelines should generally exclude as panel
members individuals with conflicts of interest and should not accept direct funding for clinical
practice guideline development from medical product companies or company foundations.
• Groups should publicly disclose with each guideline their conflict of interest policies and
procedures and the sources and amounts of indirect or direct funding received for development
of the guideline.
• In the exceptional situation in which avoidance of panel members with conflicts of interest
is impossible because of the critical need for their expertise, then groups should:
a.) publicly document that they made a good-faith effort to find experts without conflicts of
interest by issuing a public call for members and other recruitment measures;
b.) appoint a chair without a conflict of interest;
c.) limit members with conflicting interests to a distinct minority of the panel;
d.) exclude individuals who have a fiduciary or promotional relationship with a company
that makes a product that may be affected by the guidelines;
e.) exclude panel members with conflicts from deliberating, drafting, or voting on specific
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recommendations; and
f.) publicly disclose the relevant conflicts of interest of panel members.584
Discussion: The IOM panel’s 2009 conflict of interest report offers the following explanation for
its recommendation:
“Given the important role that clinical practice guidelines play in many aspects of
health care, it is important that these guidelines be free of industry influence and be
viewed by clinicians, policy makers, patients, and others as objective and trustworthy…
On the basis of its judgment and experience (including experience with conflicting
guidelines and guidelines not based on formal reviews of the evidence), the committee
believes that the risk of undue industry influence on clinical practice guidelines is
significant, and that risk justifies that strong steps be taken to strengthen conflict of
interest policies governing the development of guidelines.”585
Studies have found the process for developing Clinical Practice Guidelines, used to
guide the practice of medicine, is rife with financial COI. One 2002 study by Choudhry et
al. found that authors of practice guidelines had widespread financial relationships with the
pharmaceutical industry, but of the 44 practice guidelines reviewed, only two included
disclosures of the authors’ financial relationships. A follow-up survey of 100 authors
involved with the development of 37 of these guidelines found that 87 percent of the authors
had some financial relationship or interaction with industry, and that 59 percent had
relationships with companies whose products were considered in the actual guideline.).586
According to the IOM, several important case studies have also uncovered pervasive
financial COI related to specific clinical guideline development programs. For example, in
one case from 2006, “14 of 16 members of a group that worked on the development of
guidelines for the treatment of anemia in patients with chronic kidney disease received
consultant fees, speaking fees, research funds, or some combination thereof from at least one
company that could be affected by the guidelines.587 The principal funder of the guidelines
was a company that would be affected by the guidelines, and the chair and co-chair of the
work group had financial relationships with that company.588 The development group
recommended that the dosage of a drug made by the company be raised, which could have
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substantially increased costs to the Medicare program. By coincidence, the guidelines were
announced at the same time that research showing adverse patient outcomes associated with
the approach recommended by the guidelines was published. The lead investigator of the
research allegedly informed the guideline development work group that the study in
question had been terminated early, according to the IOM, and he advised that they wait for
the results before issuing the new guidelines. The group, however, chose not to wait.”589
In another case, Amgen, the manufacturer of epoetin, a drug that increases hemoglobin
levels, was the founding and primary sponsor of the Kidney and Dialysis Outcomes Quality
Initiative carried out by the National Kidney Foundation.590 This project issued practice
guidelines recommending an increase in the target hemoglobin level for patients with
chronic kidney disease, which would entail the use of higher doses of epoetin and increased
sales of the sponsor’s product.

Principle (53c):
Continuing Medical Education, (CME)
The AAUP endorses the following recommendation issued by the IOM, in
2009, which calls for “a broad-based consensus process to develop a new
system for funding high-quality accredited continuing medical education that
is free of industry influence.”591
• The AAUP encourages all U.S. universities, academic medical centers, and their faculty
to develop new policies that preclude faculty from participating in Continuing Medical
Education (CME) programs paid for and influenced by industry. Universities and their medical
faculty bear significant responsibility for content and quality of this nation’s CME programs,
which all medical school graduates are required to take, throughout their careers, to keep their
medical licenses and their medical knowledge up to date.
• In the past, the fees paid by attendees covered the majority of the costs associated with
the operation of these CME programs. Today, according to the Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical Education, roughly half of all funding for accredited continuing education
programs comes from commercial sources.592 (Although these programs are frequently
administered by professional societies, academic medical schools also sponsor CME programs,
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and academic faculty members are extensively involved in all CME content development and
instruction.)
• According to Congressional testimony by Eric Campbell, a member of the 2009 IOM
panel that issued the above recommendation on CME: “The members of the IOM generally
agreed that accredited continuing medical education has become far too reliant on industry
funding and that such support tends to promote a narrow focus on medical products and a neglect
of broader education on alternative strategies for preventing and managing health conditions and
other important issues…”593
Discussion:
Some institutions have already successfully limited their reliance on industry funding to pay for
Continuing Medical Education (CME) programs. In 2008, for example, Stanford University
School of Medicine announced that it would no longer accept direct industry funding for specific
accredited CME courses either on or off campus, nor would it accept payments from third parties
that have received commercial support.594 Industry support is, however, permitted, provided it is
not designated to a specific subject, course, or program and is provided through a central
university office for continuing medical education.
According to the IOM, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center went still further: In
2007, it “announced a 6-month trial period during which it would no longer accept industry
funding for its continuing medical education programs (industry provided about 25 percent of
total funding for continuing medical education at that institution). To reduce costs, off-site
programs were moved on-site, free lunches were eliminated, advertising was cut, and fewer
external speakers were used. Although the fees for external participants were raised by 10 to 20
percent, program attendance stayed the same. The ban on industry funding is now permanent.”
595

The rationale for a permanent ban is clear: you cannot take the money without taking on the

bias along with it.
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❖ Principle 54:
Appropriate Use of Facilities and Classrooms at Universities
and Academic Medical Centers
Universities, academic medical schools, and affiliated teaching hospitals
should have clear and consistent policies and practices barring
pharmaceutical, medical device, and biotechnology companies from
distributing free meals, gifts, or drug samples on campus and at affiliated
academic medical centers, except under the control of central administration
offices for use by patients who lack access to medications. As a general
principle, academic facilities and classrooms should not be used as for
commercial marketing and promotion purposes, unless advance written
permission from academic institutional authorities has been explicitly
granted, with academic supervision required. (Commercial marketing of
services would, for example, be appropriate at a job fair.) Campus policies
should also prohibit marketing representatives from making unauthorized
site visits. Finally, faculty, physicians, trainees, and students should be
prohibited from directly accepting travel funds from industry, other than for
legitimate reimbursement of contractual academic services. Direct industry
travel funding for marketing junkets, trips to luxury resorts, and expensive
dinners should be prohibited.
• This AAUP principle is consistent with recommendations issued already by prominent
medical groups, including the Institute of Medicine (2009)596, AAMC (2008),597 Institute on
Medicine as a Profession (IMAP) and the American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM)
Foundation (2006).598
• Many physicians sincerely believe industry payments and free gifts do not affect their
clinical behavior, however a large body of empirical social science and neurobiological
research,599 reviewed in the Introduction to this report, indicates that individuals often cannot
accurately assess their own bias. Studies show that gifts, even ones of small value, create
reciprocal expectations and behaviors.
• According to a 2000 review of this research, published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association,600 some of the negative effects associated with industry/physician
marketing and financial relationships include:


Reduced generic prescribing (leading to higher drug expenditures)
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Increased overall prescription rates



Quick uptake of the newest, most expensive drugs including those of only marginal
benefit over existing options with established safety records



Formulary request for drugs with few if any advantages over existing drugs



Residents and physicians alike admit that without gifts and meals, their interaction with
the industry would decline.

The AAUP endorses the following specific recommendations (with some
modifications)* issued by the AAMC in 2008.601 These cover four areas:
(a)

Industry Distribution of Free Gifts, Meals, and Drug Samples

(b)

Marketing by Pharmaceutical Companies

(c)

Marketing by Device Manufacturers

(d)

Industry-Funded Professional Travel

*Since the AAUP believes all universities, medical schools, and their affiliated teaching
hospitals should have consistent policies, we endorse this language with the additional proviso
that these written policies should be adopted across the whole institution.

Principle (54a):
Industry Distribution of
Free Gifts, Meals, and Drug Samples
Industry Gifts to Individuals
Recommendation:
• Academic medical centers should establish and implement policies that prohibit the acceptance
of any gifts from industry by physicians and other faculty, staff, students, and trainees of
academic medical centers, whether on-site or off-site. Such standards should encompass gifts
from equipment and service providers as well as pharmaceutical and device providers.
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Food
Recommendations:
• With the exception of food provided in connection with ACCME-accredited programming and
in compliance with ACCME guidelines, institutions should establish and implement policies that
industry-supplied food and meals are considered personal gifts and will not be permitted or
accepted within academic medical centers.
• Policies should make clear that the same standard of behavior should be met off-site.

Pharmaceutical Samples
Recommendations:
• The distribution of medications in academic medical centers, including samples (if permitted),
should be centrally managed in a manner that ensures timely patient access to optimal
therapeutics throughout the health care system.
• If central management is not thought to be feasible, or would interfere with patient access to
optimal therapeutics, the academic medical center should carefully consider whether or not there
are alternative ways to manage pharmaceutical sample distribution that do not carry the risks to
professionalism with which current practices are associated.602
Discussion:
Both the AAMC (2008) and the IOM (2009) have called stringent restrictions on corporate
marketing of free meals, gifts, and drug samples at academic medical centers, because of
extensive research (discussed in the Introduction to this report) showing that these gifts, often
subconsciously, bias physician’s medical decisions. On-site commercial marketing has grown
pervasive at many academic medical schools and their affiliated teaching hospitals, where
pharmaceutical, medical device, and biotechnology companies now routinely distribute “gifts,”
in the form of marketing pens, pads, mugs, free meals, and drug samples to both physicians and
trainees.
The IOM panel on COI in biomedicine appropriately noted, in its 2009 report, that such
restrictions are not intended, and should in no way discourage, “appropriate and productive
research collaborations between industry and academic researchers. In addition to promoting
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scientific progress and the development of useful products, academic-industry collaborations can
provide educational benefits to medical students, graduate students, and postdoctoral fellows
who are engaged in legitimate collaborative research projects with industry partners under
appropriate supervision.”603 However, the AAUP wholeheartedly agrees with the IOM, AAMC,
IMAP, ABIM, and others, who have weighed in on this issue, that such pervasive industry
marketing and gift giving must cease to ensure that both the practice of medicine and teaching
are free of (often subconscious) industry influence and bias.

Principle (54b):
Marketing by Pharmaceutical Representatives
The AAUP endorses the following recommendations issued by the AAMC
(2008):604
Site Access by Pharmaceutical Representatives
Recommendations:
• To protect patients, patient care areas, and work schedules, access by pharmaceutical
representatives to individual physicians should be restricted to nonpatient care areas and
nonpublic areas and should take place only by appointment or invitation of the physician.
• Involvement of students and trainees in such individual meetings should occur only for
educational purposes and only under the supervision of a faculty member.
• Academic medical centers should develop mechanisms whereby industry representatives who
wish to provide educational information on their products may do so by invitation in facultysupervised structured group settings that provide the opportunity for interaction and critical
evaluation. Highly trained industry representatives with M.D., Ph.D., or Pharm.D. degrees would
be best suited for transmitting such scientific information in these settings.
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Principle (54c):
Marketing by Medical Device Companies
The AAUP endorses the following language from the AAMC:605
Site Access by Device Manufacturer Representatives
Recommendations:
• Access by device manufacturer representatives to patient care areas should be permitted by
academic medical centers only when the representatives are appropriately credentialed by the
center and should take place only by appointment or invitation of the physician.
• Representatives should not be allowed to be present during any patient care interaction unless
there has been prior disclosure to and consent by the patient, and then only to provide in-service
training or assistance on devices and equipment.
• Student interaction with representatives should occur only for educational purposes under
faculty supervision.

Principle (54d):
Industry-Funded Travel Expenses
The AAUP endorses the following recommendations issued by the AAMC
(2008):606
Industry-Funded Professional Travel
Recommendation:
• Academic medical centers should prohibit their physicians, trainees, and students from directly
accepting travel funds from industry, other than for legitimate reimbursement or contractual
services as described above.
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❖ Principle 55:
Marketing Projects That Masquerade as “Clinical Research”
Faculty, students, postdoctoral fellows, and academic professionals based at
academic-affiliated institutions must not participate in marketing projects
that masquerade as scientifically driven clinical trial research. When
pharmaceutical firms fund these thinly disguised marketing studies, they are
often referred to as “seeding trials,” because they are designed primarily to
expose doctors and patients to newer, brand name drugs.
• University and academic medical center policies should explicitly prohibit faculty, and
any other of its academic researchers, from accepting industry-sponsored clinical research trials
that have little or no objective scientific value, or academic merit, except to facilitate the
marketing goals of the industry sponsor. Such a study could take the form of an industry-funded
“seeding trial,”607 where the sponsor’s principle motivation is to change the prescribing habits of
participating physicians, or expose the physician to a new medical intervention, not to gather
scientifically valid information.608 Or could also take the form of a clinical trial protocol that is
riddled with study design biases that are intended to enhance the likelihood of research outcomes
that will favor the sponsor’s product.
• Prominent academic medical journal editors and others, including former U.S. Food and
Drug Administration commissioner David Aaron Kessler, have written critically of such industry
marketing efforts and urged academic institutions to refuse this type of pseudo research.609

❖ Principle 56:
Predetermined Research Results
Faculty and other academic investigators should be prohibited from soliciting
research funding from outside sponsors with the implied suggestion or
promise of predetermined research results.
• Promising a prospective sponsor positive research results, before a study has begun, is
both unethical and scientifically unsound. It should be explicitly prohibited in a university’s
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written codes of conduct, and whenever identified and proven to have occurred such practices
should be vigorously punished.
Discussion:
Ethical research, especially research that involves human subjects, requires doubt about the
outcome; this is known as equipoise. It is unethical to use human beings for commercially
motivated trials whose findings are predetermined or manipulated to come to predetermined
conclusions. Following litigation, several cases have come to light—at Harvard (medicine)610
and UCLA (tobacco),611 for example—where university professors pitched research studies to
potential corporate sponsors by explicitly suggesting that predetermined research outcomes
would favor the corporate sponsors’ products and/or commercial interests. Such practices should
be strictly forbidden, with appropriate review procedures, sanctions, and punishment specified
for non-compliance.
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